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All slopes that look like they are about to fail will eventually fail. 

All slopes that look stable, will also eventually fail. 

 

(Rule of thumb in slope stability evaluation, Karstein Lied, NGI) 
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RESUMEN 

 

 

 

Los deslizamientos de ladera son un peligro natural a nivel global. Pueden ocurrir bajo 

multitud de condiciones y son capaces de provocar una gran cantidad de pérdidas de vidas 

humanas e importantes daños económicos. La definición general de deslizamiento incluye una 

amplia variedad de fenómenos con características y comportamientos mecánicos propios. Entre 

esta diversidad de tipologías, los deslizamientos lentos de ladera se caracterizan por alcanzar 

velocidades de hasta varios centímetros/año y porque la rotura se desarrolla a lo largo de planos 

de cizalla. Pueden llegar a  producir un gran impacto en zonas urbanas e infraestructura y ser 

precursores de movimientos más rápidos y catastróficos. 

La heterogeneidad y complejidad de los fenómenos de inestabilidad de laderas exigen una 

nomenclatura y sistema de clasificación universales que puedan ser utilizados por toda la 

comunidad científica y técnica. La identificación preliminar del tipo de movimiento y principales 

características, tanto espaciales como temporales, es fundamental para poder diseñar sistemas de 

monitorización óptimos y para realizar la hipótesis del sistema a modelar. 

Monitorizar los desplazamientos de un deslizamiento sirve para estudiar y controlar su 

actividad. En la actualidad es posible medir desplazamientos de la superficie terrestre mediante 

técnicas de teledetección, entre las cuales destaca la interferometría diferencial avanzada radar 

de satélite (A-DInSAR), que utiliza imágenes radar adquiridas de forma periódica bajo cualquier 

condición climática y permite monitorizar deformaciones complejas con precisión sub-

centimétrica. En este trabajo se examina la integración de esta técnica en los sistemas de 

monitorización geotécnica de laderas.  

Los modelos físicos se emplean para elaborar análisis retrospectivos (back analysis) del 

movimiento de deslizamientos y predicciones cuantitativas. Este trabajo explora los beneficios de 

realizar análisis en 3 dimensiones, aprovechando la versatilidad de los programas de elementos 

finitos y la información obtenida de los sistemas de monitoreo para calibrar y validar los modelos. 

Se presenta una metodología avanzada que reproduce la cinemática de deslizamientos lentos de 

ladera activos en 3D.   

En conjunto, esta tesis doctoral presenta una guía práctica integral para estudiar 

deslizamientos lentos de ladera a escala local, basada en la clasificación detallada del fenómeno, 

monitorización mediante técnicas A-DInSAR y modelos numéricos en 3D. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Landslides are a worldwide widespread natural hazard that occur under a wide range of 

environments and conditions, and that can result in enormous fatalities and huge economic 

losses. Landslide generic definition includes a large variety of phenomena, with their own 

peculiar features and mechanical behavior. Among the broad diversity of landslide a types, slow 

moving slides are characterized by motion rates reaching several centimeters per year and 

occurring dominantly on surfaces of rupture. These slides are capable of producing a dramatic 

impact on properties and infrastructures in urbanized areas, and may be precursors for faster and 

catastrophic mass movements.  

The heterogeneity and complexity of unstable slope phenomena brings the need for a 

universal terminology and a system of classification to be used by the landslide community. 

Preliminary identification of the type of movement and main features, both spatially and 

temporally, serves to design the most optimal monitoring system and to provide inputs for 

hypothesizing the problem that wants to be modelled.  

Monitoring displacements of unstable slopes is fundamental for both studying and 

controlling their activity. Nowadays measurements of superficial displacements can be achieved 

with remote sensing techniques, such as Advanced Differential SAR Interferometry (A-DInSAR), 

which uses satellite radar images acquired regularly under any meteorological conditions. These 

data allow to monitor complex deformation with sub-centimetric precision. Its integration to the 

operational geotechnical monitoring of landslides is examined in this work. 

Physically based models are used to perform quantitative landslide motion back analysis 

and predictions. This work explores the benefits of carrying out 3D analysis taking advantage of 

the versatility of the finite element method and the monitoring data to calibrate and validate it. 

This PhD presents an advanced 3D numerical methodology to reproduce the kinematics of slow 

active landslides.  

Overall, this work provides an integral practice for site-scale slow moving landslide 

analysis, based on accurate phenomena classification, A-DInSAR surface monitoring and 3D 

numerical modelling. 
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PRESENTATION 

This PhD has been developed in the research group of Space Geodesy, Gravimetry and 

Geomathematics (Geodesia Espacial, Gravimetría y Geomatemáticas) which belongs to the 

department of Earth Dynamics and Observation (Dinámica Terrestre y Observación de la Tierra) 

of the mixed Centre of the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) and the University 

Complutense of Madrid (UCM), the Geoscience Institute (Instituto de Geociencias, IGEO).  

This PhD has been done under the direction of José Fernández (IGEO), Jose Antonio 

Fernández-Merodo (Geological Survey of Spain, IGME) and Pablo González (Liverpool 

University), under the supervision of Francisco Luzón (University of Almería, UAL) in the 

Doctoral Program of Environmental Applied Sciences (Ciencias Aplicadas al Medio Ambiente 

RD99/11) of the University of Almería (UAL). 

It has been elaborated within the framework of the following projects: project “Desarrollo 

de nuevas técnicas de control de deslizamientos mediante la integración de observaciones 

terrestres y espaciales. (EOSLIDE)”, IPT-2011-1234-310000, granted by Ministerio de Ciencia e 

Innovación, España (convocatoria INNPACTO-2011), duration 04/05/2011-31/12/2014; 

international collaborative project “MEDiterranean SUpersite Volcanoes (MED-SUV)”, Contract 

nº: 308665, granted by European Union, SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 

(Convocatoria FP/-ENV-2012-two-stage), duration 01/06/2013-31/05/2016; project “Estudio de 

Riesgos Geológico-Geotécnicos por Explotación de Acuíferos Mediante Técnicas Espaciales y 

Terrestres. (AQUARISK)”, ESP2013-47780-C2-1,2-R, granted by Ministerio de Economía y 

Competitividad, España, duration 01/01/2014-30/06/2018; project “Nuevas metodologías para la 

integración e interpretación de datos de observación de la Tierra desde el espacio: Aplicaciones 

en Ciencias de la Tierra e Ingeniería (GEOSIR), AYA2010-17448, granted by Ministerio de Ciencia 

e Innovación, España, duration 01/01/2011-31/12/2014; and project “Campus de Excelencia 

Internacional de Moncloa (CEI Moncloa)”, CEI10-2-0006, granted by Ministerio de Ciencia, 

Innovación y Universidades and Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte (MICINN-MEC), 

duration 2010-2014. Satellite data were provided by the European Space Agency (ESA) (CAT1: 

4460 project), Italian Space Agency (ASI) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) (project 

GEO1409). 

MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 

The ultimate reason to study any natural hazard is to try to reduce the risk it poses for 

humans or the environment that sustain us. We need to understand the physical phenomena that 

rule those complex natural systems and quantify their effects, in order to design strategies to 

mitigate their current and future negative consequences. The primary scientific instrument to 

understand a natural process is observation. Measuring and monitoring the physical parameters 

that are part of that system provide insights of how they interact. Once the physical system is 
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understood, we can translate it into a mathematical model to recreate it. The model can then be 

calibrated and validated by comparing the solution with physical measurements. And if we are 

able to obtain reliable simulations of how a natural system behaves, we are ready to lead the way 

to forecast and preparedness. 

Landslides are a worldwide widespread natural hazard that occur not only in 

mountainous areas with high relief, but also in moderate relief areas with unfavorable geological 

conditions (weak soil properties), high rainfall and/or reshaped by human activities.  Landslides 

can also occur underwater, although this kind of mechanism are out of the scope of this work. 

Between 1996 and 2015, a total number of 17674 deaths were directly related to landslides and 

357 more to dry mass movements (UNIDSR and CRED, 2016). However this number could be 

larger, because landslides can be triggered as secondary hazard from many primary hazard (Gill 

and Malamud, 2014), and for most disaster databases much of the damage and fatalities caused 

by landslides are attributed to their triggering events, such as earthquakes, storms or floods 

(Guha-Sapir et al., 2015).  

In Europe (Figure I.1), approximately 1.3 to 3.6 million people live in landslide prone areas 

and  8,000 to 20,000 km of roads and railways are highly exposed to landslides (Jaedicke et al., 

2014). According to the International Disaster Database (EM-DAT), in the last century, Europe 

was the second highest in the world among all continents in fatalities and had the highest 

economic losses (1.55 billion Euros) as a result of landslides (Sassa and Canuti, 2008;Guha-Sapir 

et al., 2015). Rapid population growth in urban areas throughout many countries in Europe and 

extreme climatic scenarios can considerably increase the landslide risk in the near future (Herrera 

et al., 2018).  

 

Figure I.1. Landslide hazard in southern Europe extracted from the Global Risk Data Platform 

(UNEP/GRID-Geneva). Purple scale bar refers to landslides triggered by earthquakes and green scale bar 

to landslides triggered by precipitation. 
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The term landslide is used to describe the downslope movement of a mass of rock or soil, 

but this generic definition includes a large variety of phenomena with its own peculiar features 

and behavior. From a geotechnical point of view, a landslide can be considered as the failure of a 

geostructure (SafeLand, 2011). Among the broad variety of landslide types, slow moving slides 

are characterized by motion rates reaching several centimeters per year and occurring 

dominantly on surfaces of rupture, or on relatively thin zones of intense shear strain. They can 

display steady movements over long periods of time, often along completely developed shear 

zones (Picarelli and Russo, 2004). Slow moving slides are capable to produce a dramatic impact 

on properties and infrastructures in urbanized areas. Moreover, they may also be precursors for 

faster and catastrophic mass movements.  

The volume and the velocity at which the body of soil or rock moves downslope, will 

determine the intensity of the landslide phenomena and hence the potential severity of the 

damages to exposed vulnerable elements. Therefore assessment of the displacement rate is 

fundamental in landslides studies. Very often, the measurements of superficial displacements is 

the simplest way to observe the evolution of a landslide (Gili et al., 2000), which can now be 

achieved with remote sensing techniques. Monitoring the movement allow us to analyze the 

landslide behavior in time and link velocity changes with physical processes, such as variation in 

water pore pressure due to rainfall or dynamic loads, softening of the soil etc. This is fundamental 

to adjust physical-based models. 

Physical based models permits to simulate landslide behavior taking into account the 

mechanical soil behavior and are especially suited for local studies, where intensive geotechnical 

investigations can be carried out to properly characterize the media. Making quantitative motion 

back analysis of site scale landslides allows to reproduce their kinematics in time and make short 

term forecast. This is the base for exploring possible future scenarios and probabilistic risk 

assessments. Landslide numerical models are traditionally performed in 2D, which restricts the 

scope of the study to the chosen critical section. In contrast, 3D models are more realistic and give 

a picture of the spatial extension of the mobilized mass, enabling the comparison between 

calculated surface displacements and high spatial density surface data given by advanced remote 

sensing monitoring systems. Despite these advantages, 3D modelling is complicated and just a 

few cases of 3D analysis of real heterogeneous landslides can be found (De Novellis et al., 

2016;François et al., 2007). 

The main difficulties when studying the kinematics of site scale slow moving landslides 

are: 

A. The wide variety of landslides types and failure mechanisms. It is essential to recognize 

the landslide features and characterize it, in order to properly interpret monitoring data 

and be able to achieve reliable models. 

B. Monitoring is expensive and normally performed in scarce points, which compromises 

data being representative. 

C. Numerical modelling is complex, due to the heterogeneity of the geological media and 

the material properties, water-solid interaction, the non-linear behavior of the processes 

and the numeric limitations. 
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Therefore, the main objectives of this PhD Thesis is to help to overcome these difficulties 

by:  

A. Remarking the importance of classifying landslides and bringing forward the geological 

characterization as the first step to approach landslide studies. 

B. Guiding through the appropriate use of remote sensing monitoring to enhance sampling 

density of displacement surface data:  Advanced Differential SAR Interferometry (A-

DInSAR) technique. 

C. Taking advantage of the versatility of the finite elements method (FEM) programs to 

tackle with complex 3D numerical modelling of landslide kinematics and evolution.  

STUDIED LANDSLIDES 

The objectives of the work will be addressed by studying three real case studies of site scale 

slow moving landslides located in Spain (Figure I.2).  

 
Figure I.2. Geographical location of the studied landslides: (a) Arcos de la frontera (Guadaluquivir 

Basin, Cádiz), (b) Leintz-Gatzaga (Basque-Cantabrian Basin, Gipúzkoa), (c) Portalet (Central Spanish 

Pyrenees, Huesca). 

The La Verbena landslide body is located in Arcos de la Frontera town (province of Cádiz). 

In the past decade, severe urban damages related to the landslide activity have been progressively 

deteriorating neighborhoods of the newest part of the town. One of the buildings that housed 22 

families was declared derelict in 2010, which caused an important social impact. Around 150 

buildings and houses were classified as highly vulnerable due to landslide hazard (Béjar-Pizarro 

et al., 2017). Remediation solutions to stabilize the slope were still being carried out at the time of 

writing this work. 
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The Leintz-Gatzaga landslide is located in the province of Gipuzkoa. Complex slope 

motion has cause moderate to severe structural damage for centuries in the Leintz-Gatzaga 

medieval village, which has around 250 inhabitants.  Several engineering works were performed 

in the last decades to alleviate landslide activity effects on buildings and infrastructures, however 

the landslide active is still causing damages. 

The Portalet parking landslide is located in the province of Huesca and it was triggered by 

the excavation of the foot of the slope carried out to build a parking area for the Formigal ski 

resort. The landslide is still active (Herrera et al., 2017) and is affecting the parking and the road 

A-136 that communicates the Tena Valley (Huesca, Spain) and the Ossau Valley (Bern, France). 

PHD THESIS STRUCTURE AND ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

This PhD is structured as a PhD Thesis by publications and includes three original research 

papers that approach the foreseen objectives, fulfilling the requirements of Modality A) of the 

Article 24 of the normative of official doctoral studies of the Universidad de Almería (UAL). The 

three research papers are already published in international journals included in the first quartile 

(Q1) of the Journal Citations Reports (JCR) Science Edition. They are presented in a logical order 

and each paper is self-contained, including a separate abstract, introduction, methodology, 

results, discussion, conclusion and references section.  

In Chapter 1 a general review of the state of the art regarding general landslide 

classification and triggering conditions, and monitoring and modelling of slow moving 

landslides is provided.  

Chapter 2 presents a study of the applicability of remote sensing monitoring with A-

DInSAR techniques of a slow moving landslide that is affecting a large urban area. The materials 

of the unstable slope are formed by a characteristic geological formation of the Guadalquivir 

basin (South Spain) named Guadalquivir Blue Marls, which have low geotechnical properties. 

The importance of classifying the terrain motion phenomena is highlighted, as the monitoring 

results obtained in this work can only be properly interpreted along with a reliable description 

of the landslide process.  

Bru, G.; González, P.J.; Mateos, R.M.; Roldán, F.J.; Herrera, G.; Béjar-Pizarro, M.; 

Fernández, J., 2017. A-DInSAR Monitoring of Landslide and Subsidence Activity: A Case 

of Urban Damage in Arcos de la Frontera, Spain. Remote Sensing, 9(8), 787; doi: 

10.3390/rs9080787 

Chapter 3 addresses the suitability of using X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data 

for operational geotechnical monitoring of site scale slow moving landslides, affecting urban 

areas and infrastructures. A practical guidelines of complex monitoring including remote sensing 

A-DInSAR techniques, is presented to be used by civil protection agencies, local authorities, and 

private building companies. 

Bru, G., Escayo, J., Fernández, J., Mallorqui, J., Iglesias, R., Sansosti, E., Abajo, T., & 

Morales, A. (2018). Suitability Assessment of X-Band Satellite SAR Data for Geotechnical 

Monitoring of Site Scale Slow Moving Landslides. Remote Sensing, 10, 936; 

doi:10.3390/rs10060936 
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Chapter 4 presents an advanced 3D numerical methodology to reproduce the kinematics 

of slow active landslides. The model was calibrated to reproduce displacements measured by the 

monitoring systems and is able to simulate successfully short- and medium-term predictions 

during stages of primary and secondary creep. The work demonstrates the importance of making 

reliable forward models, in order to handle the challenge of applying inversion techniques using 

the high sample density surface data given by advanced remote sensing monitoring systems 

Bru, G., J.A. Fernández-Merodo, J.C. García-Davalillo, G. Herrera, J. Fernández, 2018. 

Site scale modelling of slow-moving landslides, a 3D viscoplastic finite element 

modelling approach. Landslides, 15(2), 257–272, doi: 10.1007/s10346-017-0867-y 

Finally, a comparative summary of the characteristics of the studied landslides, a 

discussion and the general conclusions is presented. Additionally, a list of other scientific 

contributions linked to this PhD Thesis is provided. 
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1.1 LANDSLIDE DEFINITION, CLASSIFICATION AND CAUSES OF FAILURE 

Landslide is a general term that describes the downslope movement of a mass of rock or 

soil (Cruden and Varnes, 1996; Hungr et al., 2014). The variety and complexity of unstable slope 

phenomena brings the need for a common terminology and a system of classification with the 

aims of identifying general types of movements and synthesizing its main features, both spatially 

and temporally. Mass movements have been classified by a wide variety of features and different 

systems have been proposed by a number of authors (Sharpe, 1938; Terzaghi, 1951b; Coates, 1977; 

Varnes, 1958; Erskine, 1973; Crozier, 1986; Romana, 1988). Nowadays, the most widely used 

system is the Cruden and Varnes classification (Cruden and Varnes, 1996), which will be further 

described in detail. More recent classifications follow its scheme with slight modifications, e.g. 

(Hungr et al., 2014; Ferrer Gijón, 1988; Corominas and García Yagüe, 1997). Other commonly 

recognized classification are the ones proposed by (Hutchinson, 1988), that refers to 

morphological and geotechnical parameters of landslides in relation to geology and 

hydrogeology, and (Carson and Kirkby, 1972), whom classified landslides on the basis of the 

movement velocity and of the water content of earth material (drier to wetter).  

It is important to remark that geological processes, such as landslides, are intricate and 

heterogeneous, so a substantial abstraction effort must be done when we classify or conceptualize 

them. 

 Landslide nomenclature 

Before describing the classification methodology, it is useful to introduce the common 

terminology to name the landslide features, geometry and dimensions. Figure 1.1 shows a block 

diagram of an idealized complex earth slide where each characteristic feature is named. (Varnes, 

1978). Figure 1.2.a shows other diagram proposed by the IAEG Commission on Landslides 

(IAEG, 1990); the features are listed in Table 1.1 along with the Spanish translation of each term. 

Names in italics are taken from (González de Vallejo et al., 2002), while the rest have been 

translated for this this work. Some of them have been translated to the exact Spanish equivalent 

(tip = ”punta”, surface of separation = “superficie de separación” and accumulation = 

“acumulación”) and others have been interpreted by their meaning. These are: toe = “margen de 

la punta” to refer to the curved margin of the displaced material and depletion = ”hundimiento” 

to refer to the decrease of the elevation of the ground surface as a result of landsliding, which is 

more appropriate than “deflación”. Other appropriate term for depletion could be “depresión”. 

The Multilingual Landslide Glossary (Cruden, 1993) uses different Spanish terminology that the 

one presented in this work.  

The IAEG Commission on Landslides (IAEG, 1990) proposed a diagram including 

definitions of some dimensions of a typical landslide (Figure 1.2.b). Once again, each dimension 

is identified on the diagram by a number, and these numbers are linked to Table 1.2 giving 
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definitions in English and Spanish. Names in color fonts correspond to terms that belong to 

nomenclature used in (González de Vallejo et al., 2002).  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Block diagram of idealized complex earth slide-earth flow modified from (Varnes, 1978).  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2. Landslide (a) features and (b) dimensions modified from (IAEG, 1990). The upper 

portions are a typical landslide in planar view and the lower portions show AB cross sections.  Numbers 

refer to features and dimensions defined in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. 

 

(

b) 

(

a) 
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Table 1.1. List of landslide features and dimensions from Figure 1.2a in English and Spanish. Terms 

in italics are taken from (González de Vallejo et al., 2002), while the rest have been translated in this work.  

Landslide features 

English Spanish 

(1) Crown (1) Cabecera 

(2) Main scarp (2) Escarpe principal 

(3) Top (3) Cima 

(4) Head (4) Parte superior del deslizamiento 

(5) Minor scarp (5) Escarpe secundario 

(6) Main body (6) Cuerpo principal del deslizamiento 

(7) Foot (7) Pie del deslizamiento 

(8) Tip (8) Punta del deslizamiento 

(9) Toe (9) Margen de la punta 

(10) Surface of rupture (10) Superficie de rotura 

(11) Toe of surface of rupture (11) Pie de la superficie de rotura 

(12) Surface of separation (12) Superficie de separación 

(13) Displaced material (13) Masa deslizada 

(14) Zone of depletion (14) Zona de hundimiento  

(15) Zone of accumulation (15) Zona de acumulación 

(16) Depletion (16) Hundimiento 

(17) Depleted mass (17) Masa hundida 

(18) Accumulation (18) Acumulación 

(19) Flank (19) Flancos 

(20) Original ground surface (20) Superficie original de la ladera 

 

Table 1.2. List of landslide dimensions from Figure 1.2 b.in English and Spanish. Terms H and X 

are taken from (González de Vallejo et al., 2002) and translated to English. 

Landslide dimensions 

English Spanish 

(1) Width of displaced mass (1) Anchura de la masa deslizada 

(2) Width of surface of rupture (2) Anchura de la superficie de rotura 

(3) Length of displaced mass (3) Longitud de la masa deslizada 

(4) Length of surface of rupture (4) Longitud de la superficie de rotura 

(5)  Depth of displaced mass (5) Potencia de la masa deslizada 

(6) Depth of surface of rupture (6) Profundidad de la superficie de rotura 

(7) Total length (7) Longitud total 

(8) Length of center line (8) Longitud total en planta 

H.    Height between foot and crown H   Altura entre pie y cabecera 

X.   Angle of surface of rupture X   Ángulo de la superficie de rotura 
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 Landslide classification 

The classification of landslides, according to Cruden and Varnes (1996), is done taking into 

account the following aspects, which will be later explained in more detail: 

 Activity:  

o State: active, suspended, reactivated, inactive (dormant or abandoned), stabilize 

and relict. 

o Distribution: advancing, retrogressing, enlarging, diminishing and confined. 

o  Style: complex, composite, multiple, single and successive. 

 Rate of movement: seven velocity classes from extremely slow to extremely rapid. 

 Water content: dry, moist, wet and very wet. 

 Material: rock and soil (earth or debris) (Cruden and Varnes, 1996) or geotechnical 

material terminology (Hungr et al., 2014). 

 Type of movement: fall, topple, slide (rotational or translational), spread, flow and 

complex. 

 Magnitude: seven categories from extremely small to extremely large (Fell, 1994). 

The forming names of landslides are intend to fully describe their typology and are built 

up starting with the activity definition, followed by the rate of movement, type of material and 

type of movement. Neither the water content nor the magnitude are usually included in the 

forming names.  

1.1.2.1 Activity   

There are three characteristics to take into account: the state, distribution and style of 

activity.   

The state of activity describes what is known about the timing of movements. Figure 1.3. 

illustrates the several states of activity (Cruden and Varnes, 1996) by using an idealized toppling 

failure as an example. Each state is identified on the figure by a number and linked to its 

description at Table 1.3. Other commonly used classification regarding the different stages of 

slope movements is the one proposed by Leroueil et al. (1996) that simplifies the analysis by 

dividing slope movements into four stages: the pre-failure stage, the onset of failure, the post-

failure stage and the reactivation stage. Figure 1.4 shows the relation between displacement rate 

and time for each stage, which are numbered and linked to Table 1.4.  

The distribution of activity describes broadly the spatial evolution of the movements. 

Figure 1.5.a illustrates five types distribution of activity which are numbered and linked to Table 

1.5.  

The style of activity refers to the number of movements that are occurring in the analyzed 

system. Figure 1.5.b illustrates five idealized sections through landslides exhibiting various styles 

of activity types which are numbered and linked to Table 1.6. 
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Figure 1.3. State of activity of landslides from Cruden and Varnes (1996) classification. Image 

modified from (Cooper, 2007). Numbers refer to state of activity classes defined in Table 1.3. 

 

Table 1.3. List of state of activity classes and stages of slope movements sketched in Figure 1.3. 

State of activity of landslides  (Cruden and Varnes, 1996) 

 English   Spanish 

(1) Active: currently moving, including first-time movements 

and reactivations 

 (1) Activo 

(2) Suspended: have moved within the last annual cycle of 

seasons but that is not currently moving 

 (2) En suspensión 

(3) Reactivated: again active after being inactive  (3) Reactivado 

(4) Inactive: last moved more than one annual cycle of seasons 

ago 

 (4) Inactivo 

(4a) Dormant: the causes of movement remain apparent  (4a) Latente 

(4b) Abandoned: no longer affected by its original causes  (4b) Abandonado 

(4c) Stabilized: has been protected from its original causes by 

remedial measures 

 (4c) Estabilizado 

(4d) Relict: developed under considerable different geomorphic or 

climatic conditions. Other names are paleo-landslide, ancient 

or fossil 

 (4d) Relict, paleo-

deslizamiento, antiguo o 

fósil 
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Figure 1.4. Stages of slope movements proposed by Leroueil et al. (1996). Numbers refer to classes 

defined in Table 1.4. 

 

Table 1.4. List of state of activity classes and stages of slope movements sketched in Figure 1.4. 

Stages of slope movements (Leroueil et al., 1996) 

English Spanish 

(1) Pre-failure stage: includes all the deformation processes leading to 

failure.  
(1) Estado pre-rotura 

(2) Onset of failure: characterized by the formation of a continuous shear 

surface through the entire soil mass. 
(2) Inicio de rotura 

(3) Post-failure stage: includes movement of the soil mass involved in the 

landslide, from just after failure until it essentially stops. 
(3) Estado post-rotura 

(4) Reactivation stage: when a soil mass slides along one or several pre-

existing shear surfaces. 
(4) Estado reactivado 

 

  

Figure 1.5.  (a) Distribution and (b) style of the activity of landslides. Images from (Cooper, 2007)). 

Numbers represent distribution and style types defined in Tables 1.5 and 1.6 respectively. 

(b) (a) 
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Table 1.5. List of distribution of activity types sketched in Figure 1.5.a. 

English Spanish 

(1) Advancing: the rupture surface is extending in the direction of 

movement. 

(1) Avanzando 

(2) Retrogressive: the rupture surface is extending in the opposite 

direction to the movement of the displaced material. 

(2) Retrogresivo 

(3) Enlarging: the rupture surface is extending in two or more 

directions. 

(3) Ampliando 

(4) Diminishing: the volume of the displaced material is decreasing (4) Disminuyendo 

(5) Confined: There is a scarp but not surface of rupture is visible at the 

foot of the displaced mass. 

(5) Confinado 

(6) Moving: displaced materials continue to move but the surface of 

rupture shows no visible changes. 

(6) En movimiento 

(7) Widening: the surface of rupture is extending into one or both flanks (7) Ensanchando 

 

Table 1.6. List of style of activity types sketched in Figure 1.5.b. 

English Spanish 

(1) Complex: exhibits at least two types of movement. (1) Complejo 

(2) Composite: exhibits at least two types of movement simultaneously 

in different portions of the slope. 

(2) Compuesto 

(3) Successive: exhibits a movement that is identical in type to an earlier 

movement but does not share displaced material or a surface of 

rupture with it. 

(3) Sucesivo  

(4) Single: single movement of displaced material. (4) Simple 

(5) Multiple: shows repeated movements of the same type, often 

following enlargement of the surface of rupture. 

(5) Múltiple 

 

1.1.2.2 Rate of movement  

The velocity at which a landslide moves is a fundamental parameters because it will 

determine the intensity of the damages. However the degree of the damage also depend in other 

factors, such as the internal distortion of the displaced mass, the type of the landslide and the 

vulnerability of the exposed elements. Figure 1.6 shows the landslide velocity scale and the 

probable destructive significance associated to each velocity class (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). The 

type of landslides studied in this work range from extremely slow to slow type. These types do 

not pose threat to human lives, however can cause severe structural damages to buildings and 

infrastructures. They may also be precursors for faster and catastrophic mass movements. 
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Figure 1.6. Landslide velocity classification (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). 

 

1.1.2.3 Water content 

The water content of a landslide can be described by simple observations of the displaced 

material: 

 Dry: no moisture visible. 

 Moist: contains some water but no free water; the material may behave as a plastic solid 

but does not flow. 

 Wet: contains enough water to behave in part as a liquid, has water flowing from it, or 

supports significant bodies of standing water. 

 Very wet: contains enough water to flow as a liquid under low gradients. 

1.1.2.4 Material 

According to Shroder (1971) and Varnes (1978), the material contained in a landslide may 

be described as either rock, a hard or firm mass that was intact and in its natural place before the 

initiation of movement, or soil, an aggregate of solid particles, generally of minerals and rocks, 

that was transported or was formed by the weathering of rock in place. Soil is a multiphase 

system, composed by particles and interconnected voids filled with air and/or water. Soil is 

divided into debris and earth. Debris contains mainly coarse particles of blocks and/or gravel (20-

80% of the soil is composed by particles with a diameter >2mm). Earth contains mainly fine 

particles of sand, lime and/or clay (>20-80% of the soil is composed by particles with a diameter 

<2mm). Other authors propose geotechnical material terminology, which relates best to the 

mechanical behavior of the landslide, as the one proposed by (Hungr et al., 2014). 
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1.1.2.5 Type of movement 

The kinematics of a landslide, that can be understand as how movement is distributed 

through the displaced mass, is one of the principal criteria for classifying landslides (Figure 1.7). 

Falls (in Spanish desprendimientos) are masses of soil or rock that detach from steep slopes and 

free-fall, bounce, or roll downslope, with a very rapid to extremely rapid velocity. Topples 

(vuelcos) movement is characterized by the forward pivoting of a mass around an axis below the 

displaced mass, ranging from extremely slow to extremely rapid, sometimes accelerating 

throughout the movement. Slides (deslizamientos) displace masses of material along one or more 

surface of rupture or relatively thin zones of intense shear strain planes. Rotational slides occur 

frequently in homogeneous materials, the surface of rupture is concave and the mass rotates 

backwards around an axis parallel to the slope. In translational slides the failure surface is more 

or less planar, the mass moves parallel to the ground surface generally and are relatively 

shallower than rotational slides. Lateral spreads (desplazamientos laterales), commonly induced by 

liquefaction or flow (and extrusion) of underlying softer material, move by horizontal extension 

and shear or tensile fractures. Flows (flujos or coladas) mobilize as a deforming, viscous mass in 

which shear surfaces are short-lived, closely spaced, and usually not preserved. Complex 

(complejos) and composite slide movements occur when there is a combination of two or more 

principal types of movement. 

  

Figure 1.7. Movement types and landslide materials chart (BGS). 
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1.1.2.6 Magnitude 

Magnitude is frequently used to describe the size of a landslide in terms of volume (in m3) 

of the mobilized material (Hungr et al., 1999; Marchi and D'Agostino, 2004; Lari et al., 2014). 

Along with other factors such as maximum movement velocity, total displacement, differential 

displacement, depth of the moving mass, peak discharge per unit width and kinetic energy per 

unit area (Fell et al., 2008), the magnitude will determine the intensity or “destructive power” of 

a landslide. 

Landslide volumes are much more difficult to measure than areas (Malamud et al., 2004). 

Depending on the type of landslide, it will be more or less difficult to calculate its volume. For 

rotational or translational slides, when the area (which can be easily obtained from aerial 

photographs or satellite images) and deepness of the surface of rupture are well defined, the 

volume before the landslide moves can be approximated making some assumption about the 

shape of the landslide (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). A commonly used classification of the size, 

based on the volume of the depleted mass, is shown in Table 1.7 (Fell, 1994).  

Table 1.7. Size classification for landslides. 

Magnitude Description Volume (m3) 
   

7 Extremely large > 5,000,000 

6 Very large 1,000,000 – 5,000,000 

5 Medium–large 250,000 – 1,000,000 

4 Medium 50,000 – 250,000 

3 Small 5,000–50,000 

2.5 Very small 500–5,000 

2 Extremely small < 500 

 

 Causes of slope failure 

Landslides can occur under the effect of natural (such as geological, climatic or physical) 

or human factors. Some of them depend on the intrinsic nature of the terrain (conditioning or 

passive), meanwhile others rely on external stimulus that causes an immediate response in terms 

of landslide activity (triggering). The most common natural triggerings are rainfall, snowmelt, 

erosion, weathering, earthquakes and volcanic processes.  

 Mass movements occur mainly under gravitational forces, however there are many other 

inputs to take into account. A natural slope is a physical system. If the internal and external acting 

forces are in equilibrium, it will be at a state of rest. Failure, which implies movement, will occur 

either if the forces that prevent the movement are reduced and/or the forces that drive the 

movement are increased.  

The three broad types of landslide processes are those that increase shear stresses, 

contribute to low strength and reduce material strength.   

Shear stresses can be increased by processes that lead to removal of lateral support, by the 

imposition of surcharges, by lateral stresses, transitory stresses and by uplift or tilting of the land 
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surface (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). The loss of lateral support can be due to material removal at 

the toe of the slope by natural (fluvial or coastal erosion) or human (excavation, mining) causes, 

rain infiltration, internal erosion, dissolution and/or the presence of underlying materials with a 

plastic behavior.  Surcharges imposition can also be natural (weigh added by material such as 

debris, colluvium or displaced masses or by rain, snow or aquifer groundwater) or anthropogenic 

(artificial fills, dumping-grounds, stockpiles, buildings or other constructions, crops or water 

from leaking canals, irrigation systems, reservoirs, sewers and septic tanks). Lateral stresses are 

produced by increment of water pressure in cracks and pores, ice in cracks or expansive materials. 

Transitory stresses can be caused by earthquakes, anthropogenic or volcanic explosions, smaller 

vibrations (storms, pile driving or heavy traffic) or close landslides. Uplift or tilting may be 

caused by geomorphological changes due to tectonic forces or by volcanic processes.  

Low strength may be due to the inherent properties of the soil or rock material (saturated 

materials, presence of organic material, weathered materials, weak fabric), or by the presence of 

discontinuities within the soil or rock mass (such as faults, bedding surfaces, foliations, cleavages, 

joints, fissures, shears and sheared zones). Processes like weathering, physicochemical reactions 

or softening reduce the strength and worsen the geotechnical material properties.  

 

1.2 LANDSLIDE MONITORING 

The general definition of monitoring is the systematic repetition of observations. Landslide 

monitoring means the comparison of landslide conditions (like areal extent, speed of movement, 

topography or soil humidity) from different periods in order to assess landslide activity 

(Mantovani et al., 1996).  

A final “universal” monitoring methodology does not exist and when detailed analysis is 

needed, a single monitoring technique is not enough. End-users should carefully select the 

methodology or methodologies which represents the best compromise between pros and cons 

and which better meets the needs to accomplish the aimed task. The requirements when 

designing a monitoring system for early warning, can be substantially different than those for 

hazard mapping. Furthermore, the precision needed in a regional landslide detection study 

covering an entire valley, will not be the same that for a site scale study with an engineering 

solution purpose.  The technical features to take into consideration for the selection of the most 

proper technique are: accuracy level, coverage, spatial resolution, temporal resolution, 

alternatives and cost (SafeLand, 2010).  

The scope of geotechnical instrumentation is to monitor field performance, normally 

during construction or operation phase of a project that require consideration of the engineering 

properties of soil or rock.  The heterogeneous nature of the ground hamper the extraction of exact 

numerical values of their engineering properties. As geotechnical conditions are monitored, the 

design judgments can be evaluated and updated if necessary (Dunnicliff and Green, 1993). 

Similarly, when performing physical-based numerical simulations of landslide processes, 

monitoring allow us to adjust the model, by for example linking velocity changes with variations 

in water pore pressure due to rainfall or dynamic loads, softening of the soil etc. Traditionally, 

geotechnical instrumentation for measuring deformations in landslides was constituted by in situ 
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or ground based sensors (such as inclinometers, levels and extensometers) and optical sensors 

(electronic distancemeter and photogrammetry). During the 90s, the use of Global Navigation 

Satellite Systems (GNSS) become fully operational and its use extended for landslide monitoring 

(Gili et al., 2000; Malet et al., 2002).  

More recently, the use of advanced differential SAR Interferometry (A-DInSAR) was 

successfully applied for landslide monitoring. The first time put into use was in the mid-90s 

(Fruneau et al., 1996) and in the following decades the suitability of this technique for slow 

moving landslide investigations at different scales has been widely accepted (Cascini et al., 2010; 

Catani et al., 2005; Hilley et al., 2004; Colesanti et al., 2003; Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006; 

Berardino et al., 2003; Bovenga et al., 2006; Herrera et al., 2011; Farina et al., 2006; Notti et al., 2010; 

Herrera et al., 2013; Metternicht et al., 2005; Rott et al., 1999; Wasowski and Bovenga, 2014; Cigna 

et al., 2014). The use of A-DInSAR is currently extending from academia to public institutions 

services (e.g. the pan-European Terrafirma project) and private companies are starting to include 

this tool of the operational monitoring of landslides. This trend is likely to continue, as satellite 

SAR imagery is now available almost globally and freely (from the Sentinel-1 constellation). 

However, besides multiple advantages, there are also important constrains and considerations 

that need to take into account when using A‐DInSAR techniques to monitor landslides 

(Wasowski and Bovenga, 2014), as it will be discussed in section 2.2.2.   

 Monitoring techniques  

There is wide range of techniques to monitor landslides, which can be classified by what 

do they measure (displacements, water pressure, soil characteristics), where do they measure (at 

the surface, deep at the rupture plane), how do they measure (sensors that detect phase 

differences of microwave pulses, variations of shear wave seismic velocity, changes of tilt, etc.) 

or from where do they measure (ground based techniques or remote sensing). Table 1.8 shows a 

summary of the main techniques used for landslide monitoring, classified by the type of sensor. 

A detailed review of each of these techniques can be found in (SafeLand, 2010). In the present 

work, the main concern is to measure displacements to link them with landslide activity and 

adjust numerical models. In the next section the A-DInSAR remote sensing technique, which 

detects surface displacements between acquisition dates, will be described in more detail. This 

technique is mostly used for landslide detection, but in this work the potential to be used as a 

part of geotechnical campaigns in detailed site scale studies, is analyzed. 
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 Advanced differential SAR Interferometry technique 

Satellite radar differential interferometry (DInSAR) is a geodesic technique, with cloud-

penetrating and day-night operational capabilities, that allows to remote sense small 

displacements of the terrestrial surface by analyzing the phase differences between two scenes 

acquired in different times. Its use dates back to 1991, when the European Remote Sensing (ERS-

1) Earth observation satellite was place in orbit by the European Spatial Agency (ESA) carrying a 

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensor. The first results obtained from SAR images provided 

coseismic deformation maps of the 1992 Landers earthquake (California) (Massonnet et al., 1993). 

This achievement entailed a revolution of the Earth observation techniques and since then the use 

of InSAR has extended from the scientific to the professional sphere, thanks to its wide 

applicability, the development of more robust processing algorithms and the growing 

computational capacity.  It is remarkable the proliferation of satellites missions from different 

space agencies equipped with SAR sensor in the last years. The agencies that support the different 

SAR missions are: the European Space Agency (ESA) (ERS-1, ERS-2, Envisat, Sentinel-1), the 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) (JERS-1, ALOS-1, ALOS-2), the Canadian Space 

Agency (CSA) (Radarsat-1, Radarsat-2, Radarsat constellation), the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- 

und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR) (TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X), the Indian Space Research Organization 

(ISRO) (RISAT-1, NISAR), the Comision Nacional de Actividades Espaciales (SAOCOM), the 

Italian Space Agency (ASI) (COSMO-Skymed), the Instituto National de Técnica Aeroespacial 

(INTA) (PAZ), the Korea Areospace Research Institute (KARI) (KOMPSat-5) and the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (NISAR) (Figure 1.8). 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Chart of past, present, and projected SAR satellite missions (UNAVCO) operating at a 

designated frequencies L-band, C-band, and X-band.  
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The RAdio Detection And Ranging (RADAR) systems are active microwave sensors. 

Active implies that they beam and receive their own energy source, so they do not depend on 

solar radiation and therefore can operate at night. For the microwave range of the electromagnetic 

spectrum, the atmosphere behaves as a highly transmissive medium, which allows to operate 

under any meteorological conditions. The characteristic bands at which SAR satellites operate are 

L-band (23.6 cm of wavelength), C-band (5.6 cm), and X-band (3.1 cm). SAR satellites travel in a 

quasi-polar orbit that is either ascending (south - north) or descending (north - south). 

Figure 1.9 shows the acquisition procedure of a radar system mounted on a space-borne 

platform. The side looking radar antenna points to the Earth surface perpendicularly to the 

satellite orbit plane. The illuminated area corresponds to a strip along the orbit with an extension 

equal to the footprint in the range direction, known as swath. The angle between the nadir 

direction of the satellite and the orientation of the antenna is described as look angle that increases 

from near to far range. The incidence angle spans between the incident radiation and the 

perpendicular of a perfectly horizontal reference surface, therefore the earth curvature leads to a 

slight difference between look and incidence angle. 

 

 

Figure 1.9. A geometric model for a SAR system. Slant range is the length between the antenna and 

ground pixel and ground range is the distance between the ground track and the ground pixel.(Zhou et al., 

2009). 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) takes advantage of the Doppler Effect to overcome the 

limited azimuth resolution of the radar antenna (Hanssen, 2001). There are various imaging 

modes that can be retrieved from the SAR antenna, being the most common the SpotLight, 

StripMap, and ScanSAR modes (Figure 1.10). For each of them, different SAR focusing algorithms 

are available in the literature (Mittermayer et al., 1999; Moreira et al., 1996; Raney et al., 1994).  

Once the SAR images are focused in both the range and azimuth directions it is obtained the so-

called Single Look Complex (SLC) image, which contains amplitude and phase information of 

the illuminated scenario (González et al., 2015). 
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Figure 1.10. TerraSAR-X Imaging Modes (AIRBUS, 2015). 

The side look acquisition mode of the SAR satellites antenna produces geometrical 

distortions of the terrain area that is imaged in each SAR resolution cell when the topography is 

not flat. This is especially relevant for landslide monitoring with A-DInSAR techniques, as they 

typically develop along slopes. In a SAR image, the features of the scene are projected along the 

radar line of sight (LOS or “slant-range”); or, in other words, ordered depending upon its distance 

from the satellite along its side-looking direction. Consequently, the terrain slopes facing the 

radar appear compressed in the image, known as foreshortening effect (Figure 1.11.a), and if the 

inclination of the slope exceeds the incidence angle, the scatters are imaged in reverse order and 

superimposed on the contribution coming from other areas, causing the layover effect (Figure 

1.11.b). On the other hand, scatters located on the opposite side can be affected by two distortions; 

if terrain slope is equal to the radar incidence angle the cell dimension becomes very large and 

details are lost and if the terrain slope exceeds the radar incidence angle the resolution cells cannot 

be imaged as they are in shadow (Figure 1.11.c). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1.11. Geometric distortions in radar images: (a) radar image foreshortening, where the slope 

facing the radar is compressed to segment A'- B' while the backslope is extended to segment B'- C'; (b) 

radar layover, an extreme case of foreshortening, where the top of the mountain, B', is imaged before the 

bottom, A'; (c) radar shadowing, where the backslope of the mountain, B'- D', is not illuminated by the 

radar, and no data are acquired. Figure from (Ford et al., 1993). 

Geometrical distortions must be taken into account to select the adequate SAR data in 

landslide studies. An example of this distortions is shown in Figure 1.12. 
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Figure 1.12. (a) Topography of Leintz-Gatzaga (or Salinas de Léniz) landslide area. Ascending and 

descending satellite tracks are shown (white arrows indicate right side looking mode). (b) Ascending 

amplitude image of C band data (Envisat satellite). (c) Descending amplitude image of C band data 

(Envisat satellite) with foreshortening effects in the area of interest. Note C band SAR data is discarded in 

further analysis of this test site, as the spatial resolution is too low. 

Radar interferometry (InSAR) consist on the comparison, pixel by pixel, of phase 

differences between two complex SAR images of the same area, acquired in two different passes 

of the satellite (time baseline) and from slightly separate orbits (spatial baselines). This results in 

an image known as interferograms or interference pattern, which contains information about the 

topography of the observed area. Additionally, if any surface deformation occurs in the observed 

zone (caused by subsidence, landslides, earthquakes or other natural process) it will also be 

contained in the interferograms. The interferogram is then a map of interferometric phase 

difference, which is formed by the terrain deformation component (ΔΨdeformation), the “flat-earth” 

component (ΔΨfe), the topography component (ΔΨtopo), atmospheric contributions (ΔΨatm) and 

the noise derived from sensor system and/or processing methodologies errors (ΔΨnoise). 

ΔΨint = ΔΨdeformation + ΔΨfe + ΔΨtopo + ΔΨatm + ΔΨnoise (Eq. 1.2) 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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The flat earth component can be calculated from the spatial baseline between satellite orbit 

passes, the local terrain slope and the distance between the SAR antenna and the terrain;the 

topographic component from an external digital elevation model (DEM); and the noise and 

atmospheric can be modelled. All this components can be subtracted from the interferometric 

phase. Consequently, we can extract just the phase contribution due to ground deformation. 

Differential radar interferometry (DInSAR) consist on obtaining real displacement values 

from phase interferometric values (ΔΨint). If there are more than two SAR images available, we 

can create various interferograms and reconstruct the temporal evolution of deformation (or time 

series) from selected punctual targets (pixels) that remain stable through time in all the 

interferograms. This fact has serve to develop the so-called multitemporal or Advanced 

Differential radar interferometry (A-DInSAR). There are two methods to select those punctual 

targets in the interferograms. Amplitude selection methods work at full resolution and limit the 

interferometric processing only to those pixels that behave consistently over a long period of time. 

The selection criteria consist on setting a threshold on amplitude dispersion or mean coherence. 

This approach requires a large number of images in order to select pixels with high confidence 

which can be a significant limitation particularly at early stages of data acquisition (Samsonov 

and Tiampo). Coherence based methods use distributed scatters, or in other words, areas whose 

scatter properties are not altered with time, which requires multilook that lowers the resolution. 

The different methods can use a single reference SAR image (Single master) or various (Multi-

master). A comparison of different DInSAR time series methods can be found in Table 1.9. 

 

Table 1.9. Comparison of A-DInSAR methods (Osmanoğlu et al., 2016;Crosetto et al., 2016). 

Method Reference Scatter  Pixel selection criterion Network 

CPT (Blanco et al., 2008) Point, 

distributed 

 Coherence Multi-master 

StaMPS (Hooper et al., 2004) Point, 

distributed 

 Amplitude and phase 

criterion 

Multi-master 

SPN (Crosetto et al., 2008; 

Duro et al., 2003) 

Point, 

distributed 

 Amplitude dispersion, 

coherence, spectral 

coherence 

Multi-master 

Delft PSI (Kampes, 2006) Point  Amplitude dispersion & 

Signal to clutter ratio 

Single master 

IPTA (Werner et al., 2003) Point  Amplitude dispersion & 

Spectral phase diversity 

Single master 

PSInSAR™ (Ferretti et al., 2001) Point  Amplitude dispersion Single master 

PSP (Costantini et al., 2008) Point  Amplitude dispersion Single master 

QPS (Perissin and Wang, 

2012) 

Point  Quasi-PS approach Target-dependent 

interferogram subset 

SBAS (Berardino et al., 2002; 

Lanari et al., 2007) 

Distributed  Coherence Multi-master 

SqueeSAR™ (Ferretti et al., 2009) Point, 

distributed 

 Statistical homogeneity test Single master after 

triangulation 
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1.3 LANDSLIDE NUMERICAL MODELLING 

 Modelling techniques 

Modelling is the process by which we construct a simplified mathematical reality from a 

more complex physical reality (Barbour and Krahn, 2004). A mathematical model is a replica of 

some real-world object or system. It is an attempt to take our understanding of the process 

(conceptual model) and translate it into mathematical terms (Council, 1990).  

When studying landslides, the medium consists of natural geologic materials whose 

properties and spatial distribution are heterogeneous and variable. Additional complexity is 

caused by the fact that hydrologic systems are also involved. Soil is multiphase system, composed 

by particles and interconnected voids filled with air and/or water. The effective inter-particle 

stresses (σ´) are linked with water pressure (U). Moreover, the behavioral processes of soils 

(compressibility, strength and hydraulic conductivity) are complicated and in many cases non-

linear.  

The first aspect to define is what we want to model and for what purpose. This is 

fundamental to select and design the most adequate modelling strategy and to establish the 

degree of complexity that the model requires.  As it was mentioned in the introduction, the 

ultimate reason to study landslides (which is a natural hazard) is to try to reduce the risk it poses 

for humans or the environment that sustain us. The model proposed in this work (Chapter 5) 

aims to simulate quantitatively short- and medium-term predictions of the kinematics of site scale 

slow active landslides. The capability to detect the spatial kinematical variability of these 

processes represents a fundamental source of knowledge to support the land management 

decision-makers. 

There are two broad categories of models: 

 Phenomenological models employs empirical relationships, statistical or 

probabilistic approaches to quantify the landslide motion.  

 Physical models are based on mathematical relationships and take into account the 

soil/rock mechanical behavior. Included in the physical models are two types of 

methods further described in more detail : 

o  Limit equilibrium methods: give only information of the overall stability 

of the slope. 

o Advanced numerical methods: In the calculation they take into account 

terrain strains in addition to static laws. 

Physical based models are especially suited for site scale studies, where intensive 

geotechnical investigations can be carried out to properly characterize the media. A physical 

based modelling methodology consist on the following steps (Figure 1.13): 

 Develop an understanding of the physical system (Conceptual Model).  

 Translate physics describing the understanding into a mathematical system 

(Mathematical Model).  

 Define behavioral processes of the materials involved (Constitutive model). 

 Develop a solution of the mathematical model using analytic or numerical 

techniques (Numerical Model). 
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Figure 1.13. Modelling flowchart. Modified from (Fernández-Merodo, 2018). 

 

The conceptual model is designed in base of the definition of the problem, from 

information obtained by field work, in situ and laboratory tests and monitoring. This information 

is also used for calibrate the different steps models and validate the results. It includes the 

geometry, materials, load and boundary conditions describing the system in a given time. The 

mathematical model is represented by a set of partial derivative equations and aims to describe 

the hydro-mechanical coupling occurring in soils, which are multiphase materials exhibiting a 

mechanical behavior governed by the coupling between all the phases (solid and voids filled with 

air and/or water). Constitutive or rheological models relate stress and strain variables (e.g. elastic, 

elastoplastic, viscous…) for the purely mechanical process. It is a key ingredient of the modelling 

strategy and should be chosen carefully, as it must reproduce the observed failure mechanisms 

(Fernández-Merodo, 2018). The mathematical model and constitutive model produce a set of 

partial differential equations (PDEs) which are space and time dependent. For simple models, 

analytical solutions can be obtained; for those more complicated, the resolution requires the use 

of numerical approximations.  

1.3.1.1 Limit equilibrium methods 

Early classical analytical methods of slide stability developed through the first half of the 

past century (Terzaghi, 1925; Terzaghi and Peck, 1948; Skempton, 1953). Among the analytical 

methods, limit equilibrium methods are based on static laws to determine the equilibrium state 

of a mass of terrain potentially unstable. They do not take into account terrain strains and assume 

that stress strength is totally and instantly mobilize along a predefined stress surface.  

The stability can be addressed by the Factor of Safety (FS), which is the ratio between the 

maximum shear strength allowed to prevent failure τmax and the shear stress a soil is exposed to 

τ (Eq. 1). In other words, the ratio between the forces resisting movement and the forces driving 

movement. 
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𝐹𝑆 =
τ𝑚𝑎𝑥

τ
 (Eq. 1.2) 

The basis for limit equilibrium analysis is the assumption that the shear strengths of the 

materials along the potential failure surface are governed by linear (Mohr-Coulomb) or non-

linear relationships between shear strength and the normal stress on the failure surface. The most 

commonly used variation is (Terzaghi, 1951a) of shear strength which states that: 

τ =  σ′tgΦ′ + 𝑐′ (Eq.1.3) 

𝐹𝑆 =
(σ − U) tgΦ′ + 𝑐′

τ
 

(Eq.1.4) 

Where τ is the shear stress, c’ is the cohesion with respect effective normal stress, σ is the 

total normal stress, U is the pore water pressure, σ´ is the effective stress and Φ' is the angle of 

internal friction with respect to effective normal stress.  

If FS > 1, the slope is stable, whereas if FS < 1 the slope is unstable. However some authors 

state that the FS is only a relative measure of stability, as it does not give information on the 

magnitude of destabilization that is needed for slope failure (Glade et al., 2006). Other authors 

describe the onset of movements even before the FS becomes lower than 1.0, attributed to 

microcrack coalescence that induces the development of the shear surface (Petley et al., 2005). 

 

1.3.1.2 Advanced numerical methods 

The use of advanced numerical methods allows to calculate stress-strain distribution 

within the slope without assuming a fixed failure surface and understand important aspects of 

slope behavior such as progressive failure (Potts et al., 1990; Leroueil et al., 1996; Dounias et al., 

1988; Leroueil, 2001). They satisfy all the basic solution requirements of equilibrium, 

compatibility, boundary conditions and any constitutive behavior (Potts, 2003). They are also 

capable of simulate time dependent behavior by the introduction of coupled analysis. The 

reliability of these methods essentially depends on being able to accurately reflect real field 

conditions (adequate conceptual, mathematical and constitutive models). Advanced numerical 

methods include the Finite Elements Method (FEM), Boundary Element Method (BEM), the 

Explicit Finite Difference Method (EFDM), Discrete Element Methods such as the Distinct 

Element Method (DEM) and Discontinuous Deformation Analysis (DDA). Methods based on the 

principles of continuum mechanics include FEM, BEM and EFDM. Among the continuum 

mechanics procedures, the Finite Elements Method (FEM), is the most used for geotechnical 

applications; it has the ability of using arbitrary geometry, irregular boundaries and non-

homogeneous and anisotropic zones (Chowdhury et al., 2009). In this work we have employed 

the GeHoMadrid (GHM) finite element code (Mira, 2002; Fernández-Merodo, 2001) for the fully 

coupled hydro-mechanical numerical analysis of the Portalet parking landslide. 

 FEM for 3D slow-moving site scale landslides models 

Three-dimensional (3D) analysis are preferable to two-dimensional (2D) because they will 

make the calculate results more representative of the actual 3D features nearly all landslides 
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exhibit. 3D effects in slope stability have been studied since the late 1960s. Two important 

conclusions, among others, can be found in the state of art review made by Duncan (1996) (see 

references therein). The first one is that the factor of safety for 3D analysis is greater than the 

factor of safety for the most critical two dimensional (2D) section. This can be explained because 

the 3D analysis takes into account the shear strength along the sides and the back scarp while in 

2D plain strain analysis it is implicitly assumed that the failure surface is infinitely wide (Stark 

and Eid, 1998) (Figure 1.14). The second important conclusion is that if 3D effects are neglected, 

back analysis of slope failures will overestimate the shear strength of the materials involved. 

  

Figure 1.14. Block diagrams of 2D plain strain slope analysis and 3D slope analysis. 

3D conventional limit equilibrium methods continued to develop in the following years 

and they still play an important role in practice (Chen et al., 2001; Fall et al., 2006; Zheng, 2012). 

However the advances in computational techniques currently allow to perform, in a relatively 

costs-less time consuming way, non-linear analysis using advanced numerical methods (Gharti 

et al., 2012; Shen and Karakus, 2013; Wei et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013) such as FEM (Griffiths 

and Marquez, 2007; Nian et al., 2012; Stianson et al., 2011) to obtain, not only the overall stability 

of a slope, but also the development of strains and displacements with time. Three dimensional 

models add complexity to the system, which might improve the understanding of the physical 

reality, yet at the same time requires more amount precise input data and more complex 

modelling tools. Regarding the input data, exhaustive geotechnical investigations can be 

performed for site scale studies, but for regional analysis are very difficult to encompass. Another 

drawback is that an increment of complexity usually leads to the results being more sensitive to 

variations of the system parameters. Therefore, an appropriate level of complexity, taking into 

account the scale of the study and the mesh size, must be found to sufficiently understand the 

behavior required for a particular porpoise.  

In the present work a 3D finite element modeling approach to simulate short- and medium-

term predictions of site scale slow-moving landslides is proposed (Chapter 4). 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A-DInSAR is a remote sensing monitoring technique that allows to detect small 

displacements of the terrestrial surface. As reviewed in section 2.2.2, SAR images exhibit 

particular geometric distortions which must be taken into account when planning the 

acquisitions and during the results interpretation. This distortions are common in landslide 

monitoring, as the topography is usually not flat. Prevalent phase-coherent radar targets, at 

which displacements can be measured by A-DInSAR coherence based methods, will be only 

detected in areas not affected by temporal decorrelation. Vegetated zones are generally less 

coherent than urbanized areas. 

One of the main advantages of A-DInSAR monitoring is that the wide coverage of the 

observed area and high density sampling, permits capturing displacements that were unexpected 

or out of the initial scope of the analysis. More than one terrain deformation process (natural or 

anthropogenic) can occur simultaneously and independently in the same area. Many cities in 

Europe are exposed to more than one geohazard that can be monitored by remote sensing 

(Comerci et al., 2015), being the most common “made-ground” followed by “compressible-

ground” types, perhaps indicative of population increase (Capes and Teeuw, 2017). Therefore, to 

interpret correctly any monitoring data, it is necessary to have insights about the mechanism or 

mechanisms that are causing the terrain deformation. Furthermore, monitoring improves our 

understanding of that mechanisms and their evolution in time.  

The content of this Chapter corresponds to the following publication:  

Bru, G.; González, P.J.; Mateos, R.M.; Roldán, F.J.; Herrera, G.; Béjar-Pizarro, M.; 

Fernández, J., 2017. A-DInSAR Monitoring of Landslide and Subsidence Activity: A Case 

of Urban Damage in Arcos de la Frontera, Spain. Remote Sensing, 9(8), 787; doi: 

10.3390/rs9080787 

Arcos de la Frontera town (Andalusia) is a clear example of natural risk increase due to 

urban expansion. Relatively new neighborhoods, constructed in the late 90s and early 2000, are 

exposed and vulnerable to landslide processes occurring in slopes with low inclination, but with 

very poor geotechnical properties. The soil forming the unstable slope is an extensively present 

geological formation of the Guadalquivir basin (South Spain) named Guadalquivir Blue Marls 

(GBM), which typically undergo serious geotechnical problems generating multiple damages in 

the region. When monitoring the town with descending SAR images acquired by the Envisat 

satellite for the period April 2011 to February 2012, other deformation area was detected at 

Pueblos Blancos neighborhood. Geological characterization, in situ inspection and historical 

aerial photography was used to determine that the deformation process had no relation with the 

landslide, but was caused by the compaction of an artificial earth fill.  

The direction at which the terrain moves and the track direction of the satellite (ascending 

or descending) will determine the sense of the LOS vector in relation with the satellite.  The 

general agreement is that negative values imply the ground surface moves away from the satellite 

and positive values move toward the satellite. In the case of Arcos de la Frontera town, A-DInSAR 

monitoring detected coherent targets just in the urbanize areas and displacements at the crown 

of the La Verbena landslide (positive values) and at Pueblos Blancos neighborhood (negative 
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values), as it is shown in Figure 2.1.  In Figure 2.2, two cross sections (located at Figure 3.1) sketch 

the two deformation processes: settlements due to earth fill compaction and downslope 

movement of a retrogressive landslide.   

This work highlights the importance of classifying the terrain motion phenomena to 

correctly interpret the remote sensing observations and how, at the same time, the monitoring 

data supplies valuable information about the mechanism and behavior. The versatility of A-

DInSAR techniques (even with a short set of SAR images) to monitor landslide hazard in urban 

areas is also emphasize.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Mean line-of-sight (LOS) velocity map of Arcos de la Frontera town for the period April 

2011 to February 2012. Cross sections in blue are shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (c). 
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Figure 2.2. (a) Cross section of Pueblos Blancos neighborhood showing the differential settlement of 

the buildings caused by the compaction of the earth fill. (b) The acquisition geometry of the satellite 

(descending orbit and right looking mode) measures vertical downward displacements as moving away 

from the satellite i.e. negative values. (c) Cross section of La Verbena neighborhood affected by the 

retrogressive landslide, which moves downslope along the steepest slope. (d) In this case, acquisition 

geometry of the satellite measures the downslope movements of the crown of the landslide as moving 

towards the satellite, i.e. positive values.  
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Abstract: Terrain surface displacements at a site can be induced by more than one geological process. 
In this work, we use advanced differential interferometry SAR (A-DInSAR) to measure ground 
deformation in Arcos de la Frontera (SW Spain), where severe damages related to landslide activity 
and subsidence have occurred in recent years. The damages are concentrated in two residential 
neighborhoods constructed between 2001 and 2006. One of the neighborhoods, called La Verbena, is 
located at the head of an active retrogressive landslide that has an extension of around 0.17 × 106 m2 
and developed in weathered clayey soils. Landslide motion has caused building deterioration since 
they were constructed. After a heavy rainfall period in winter 2009–2010, the movement was 
accelerated, worsening the situation. The other neighborhood, Pueblos Blancos, was built over a 
poorly compacted artificial filling undergoing a spatially variable consolidation process which has 
also led to severe damage to buildings. For both cases, a short set of C-band data from the “ENVISAT 
2010+” project has been used to monitor surface displacement for the period spanning April 2011–
January 2012. In this work we characterize the mechanism of both ground deformation processes 
using in situ and remote sensing techniques along with a detailed geological interpretation and urban 
damage distribution. 

Keywords: slow-moving landslides; subsidence; urban damage; “ENVISAT 2010+” project 
 

1. Introduction 

In the past years, the use of multi-temporal differential SAR interferomery (DInSAR) has proven 
to be a very useful tool to monitor slow moving landslides [1–9] and subsidence [10–16]. These two 
processes are widespread geological hazards characterized by motion rates reaching several cm/year, 
that can cause different degrees of structural damage to buildings and infrastructure. Landslide is a 
general term that describes the downslope movement of a mass of rock or soil [17,18]. Slope failures 
can even occur with low inclination angles, as failure not only depends on the effects of gravity, but 
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on a variety of factors such as the geotechnical behavior of the materials (determined by its 
composition and microstructure), discontinuities, water and external loads. Subsidence is the vertical 
downward movement of the ground surface with not much or no horizontal motion [19] that can be 
due to soil consolidation, among other phenomena. If the compaction is spatially uneven, the 
structures at the surface will undergo differential settlement. The high spatial density of measure 
points provided by DInSAR allows the study of urban damage caused simultaneously by ground 
surface displacements related to different natural processes [20,21]. 

Even though high spatial resolution sensors, i.e., TerraSAR-X or CosmoSkyMed, are the most 
adequate for studying urban areas [22–24], the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images are acquired 
under request, and thus no images might be available to study past events. On the other hand, several 
works have demonstrated the usefulness of C-band SAR images acquired by medium spatial 
resolution sensors such as ERS and ENVISAT satellites to monitor urban structures [22,25–28]. They 
provide a free continuous archive of SAR images from 1992 to 2012 with high spatial coverage, which 
continues with the Sentinel-1 satellites launched in April 2014. In October 2010 the orbit of the 
ENVISAT satellite was lowered from about 800 km to about 783 km (“ENVISAT 2010+” project) in 
order to conserve fuel and extend its life until April 2012. 

Arcos de la Frontera is a monumental town located in the province of Cádiz (Andalusia, Spain, 
Section 2.1) that has gone through a vast urban expansion in the past years. Two neighborhoods 
located in new residential areas, La Verbena (LV) and Pueblos Blancos (PB), have been affected by 
severe damage related to different ground motion processes, a retrogressive active landslide and the 
uneven compaction of a loose artificial earth fill, respectively. Urban damage related to the landslide 
activity has been occurring for decades. The unstable slope is constituted by weathered clayey soil of 
the Guadalquivir Blue Marls (GBM) geological formation, which is extensively present in the region 
and typically undergoes serious geotechnical problems. In recent years, landslide motion has been 
progressively deteriorating La Verbena buildings, which were constructed in 2004. In October 2009, 
one of the buildings that housed 22 families was evacuated as the tilt of one part with respect to the 
other had led to severe structural damage. Shortly after, an intense precipitation period during 
December 2009 to March 2010 aggravated the situation; the entire building was declared derelict and 
nearby buildings, public spaces and water supplies were affected. Remediation efforts are still being 
carried out in order to stabilize the landslide. Building pathologies in Pueblos Blancos began shortly 
after construction in 2006 and are related to differential settlements that the structures are not capable 
of absorbing. Although engineering remedial works were performed, ground movement and 
building deterioration continued afterwards. 

The aim of this paper is, firstly, to perform a detailed characterization of the geological processes 
involved in two damaged urban areas in Arcos de la Frontera; later, to carry out a thorough damage 
inventory in buildings and surrounding areas; and, finally, to correlate them with measured surface 
displacements. To do so, field work has been done to map local geology, geomorphological features 
related to the landslide activity, and to carry out the damage inventory. We wanted to test the 
suitability of using a short set of “ENVISAT 2010+” project SAR images to monitor surface 
displacement in this urban environment. We have processed nine descending acquisitions, taken 
from April 2011 to February 2012, applying the multi-temporal interferometric analysis method 
developed in [29,30]. In the landslide case, additional monitoring data from classical techniques was 
available, so we were able to study the temporal evolution of displacements from September 2008 to 
November 2009. 

2. Study Area 

2.1. Geography 

Arcos de la Frontera is a monumental and touristic town located in the northern half of the 
province of Cádiz (Andalusia, Spain). The geomorphology of the settlement is dominated by the 
meander-shaped channel of the Guadalete River, which has carved the 100 m crag where the historic 
center was raised centuries ago [31]. Since the ‘50s, the town has doubled its extension, mainly 
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towards the northwest (Figure 1), and the population has increased by around 40%. Urban expansion 
was accelerated from the late ‘90s until 2010, coinciding with the Spanish housing bubble. 

 
Figure 1. Arcos de la Frontera location. Urban expansion from the ‘50s to the present can be 
appreciated through the depicted blocks of buildings. The La Verbena and Pueblos Blancos buildings 
are depicted in dark blue.  

The typology of the new construction differs from the traditional architecture and consists 
mainly of low-rise blocks of buildings. La Verbena and Pueblos Blancos are two neighborhoods 
located in the new residential areas. Their buildings have two or three store levels above ground, plus 
a basement floor intended for a car park and/or storage. The La Verbena neighborhood was built 
between 2001 and 2004, and consists of five buildings containing around 190 family dwellings. It is 
located on the medium part of a slope oriented towards the SE that faces the Guadalete River. The 
angle of this slope ranges from 55° at the top, to 18–23° at La Verbena site, and 14° at the river level 
[32], which is related to the type of geological material as it is shown in the following subsection. 
Pueblos Blancos is located northwest of La Verbena and it was constructed on man-made fill that was 
placed in order to level the topography of a low gradient slope oriented towards the northwest. This 
neighborhood was constructed between 2001 and 2006, and is formed of seven buildings (two of them 
were not totally finished) with around 320 family dwellings and commercial spaces. 

2.2. Geological and Geotechnical Context 

Arcos de la Frontera is located within a small Neogen-postorogenic intramontane basin in the 
western border of the Subbetic range system. The local geology and geomorphology were mapped 
in field surveys for the present work (Figure 2). Geological materials are characterized by Quaternary 
alluvial deposits from the Guadalete River and the following upper Miocene lithologies, marine in 
origin [33]: 

• Calcarenites and sandstones, commonly known as “Caliza Tosca” of Arcos de la Frontera, which 
constitute the upper part of the slope that faces the Guadalete River (with a slope angle of about 
55°) and the crag where the old town is located.  

• Silts, marls and sandstones, which outcrop in the middle part of the slope (18–23°) where La 
Verbena is located and also determine the substratum where Pueblos Blancos settles, below the 
artificial filling. 
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• Blue marls with narrow intercalations of sands, which develop typically smooth slope 
landscapes (<15°). They outcrop in the lower part of the slope facing the Guadalete River. 

• White marls with siliciclastic sands, which outcrop in the east of the studied area. 

 
Figure 2. Local geology of the studied area. Old and active landslide features are identified. The 
Tablellina water channel trace is discontinuous because it is partially buried.  

The artificial man-made fill that bears Pueblos Blancos was placed in 2001; it consists of loose 
materials composed by clayey marls [34] and calcarenite boulders, and it reaches more than 20 m in 
thickness. 

Special attention has to be paid to blue marls, also known as the Guadalquivir Blue Marls (GBM) 
or Guadalquivir Blue Clays, because they typically undergo serious geotechnical problems [35–38], 
mainly related to shallow slope instabilities as well as deep seated landslides, subsidence, collapse, 
soil creep and expansiveness. They are extensively present along the Guadalquivir Basin generating 
multiple damages in the region. GBM are mainly constituted by phyllosilicates (smectite, illite and 
kaolinite) with a calcium carbonate content over 20% [37] and they are strongly affected by 
mechanical weathering which is responsible of drastic changes in their geotechnical properties and 
their behavior. When unweathered, blue marls possess high consistency and resistance, so they can 
be classified as a stiff soil or a soft rock [39]. However, when weathered, their shear strength is 
drastically reduced. The worsening of the geotechnical properties is caused by microstructure 
alteration without significant chemical compositional variations [37]. The alteration process consists 
in the transformation of the fabric from compact and dense to open and chaotic, and it can be 
explained by changes of the internal stress conditions due to the combined action of confining stress 
release and swelling pressure of the clay matrix. Cracks and fissures formed by contraction and 
shrinking are commonly present at the GBM surface; they facilitate the penetration of desiccation 
during drought periods and water percolation during rainfall periods, feeding back the alteration 
process. Natural slopes of GBM can show instability signals even in gentle slopes, with inclinations 
as low as 10° [39]. We have identified the geomorphological features of old instabilities in the slope 
facing the Guadalete River (Figure 2). 
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2.3. Geotechnical Campaigns in La Verbena landslide 

A total of 44 geotechnical boreholes, up to 70 m deep, were performed in previous works [40] 
along the Tablellina water channel which goes across the lower part of the main body of the landslide 
(Figure 2). Two lithotechnical units were identified: a weathered GBM layer at the top, with a 
thickness that varies from 19 m to 2 m (being thicker at the old landslide area), and an unweathered 
GBM layer beneath it, the footwall of which was not detected in any borehole. Identification 
laboratory tests were performed in unaltered samples and the geotechnical parameters are shown in 
Table 1. No direct expansivity test were done, however the liquid limit and plasticity index values 
indicate high swelling potential [41]. 

Table 1. Average physical/chemical parameters of a total of 17 Guadalquivir Blue Marls (GBM) 
weathered and unweathered samples taken along the Tablellina channel [40]. 

Parameter Weathered GBM Unweathered GBM 
Liquid Limit 44.8 60 

Plasticity Index 21.3 32.7 
In situ density (g/cm3) 1.60 1.55 

Humidity (%) 20.9 25.6 
Specific weight (g/cm3) 2.75 2.74 

%CO3Ca 34.88 28.57 
%SO3 0.74 0.19 

More recent geotechnical campaigns were focused on the La Verbena neighborhood [42,43], in 
which two inclinometers (S-1 and S-2) and three piezometers were installed (Figure 2). Continuous 
core samples of the soil were recovered before placing the inclinometric devices, and the materials 
were identified as silts and grey marls [43]. Two readings were performed between September 2008 
and February 2009. Inclinometer S-1 (25 m length) detects terrain shear at 24 meters deep and around 
30 mm of cumulative terrain motion towards the maximum slope direction, while in inclinometer S-
2, the slip rupture was clearly detected at 6 m deep showing cumulative displacements of less than 
30 mm towards the maximum slope direction (Figure 3). Crack monitoring gauges were installed 
inside the most damaged buildings of the La Verbena neighborhood [44,45]. Two periods were 
monitored, one from 18/03/2009 to 01/06/2009 and the other from 14/07/2009 to 16/11/2009. The 
maximum recorded displacements were 4.47 mm and 5.3 mm, respectively (Figure 3). The phreatic 
level was measured in 11/09/08 at both inclinometric boreholes, this was at 9 m depth at S-1, while S-
2 was dry. The only data available from the piezometers was the phreatic level measured on 
03/09/2010, which was at 2.5 m depth at SP-1, 4.5 m depth at SP-2, and 3.2 m depth at SP-3. These 
phreatic level measurements were taken two years apart. In that period of time a heavy rain period 
occurred, starting in December 2009 and lasting until February 2010, which explains the rise of the 
water table of almost 5 m. During those three months, a total amount of 670 mm of rainfall was 
measured at the Jerez de la Frontera meteorological station [46] (located 30 km from the studied area). 
This is a much higher value than the average accumulated rainfall for the same season, registered 
from 1980 to 2012, which was 252.4 mm. 
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Figure 3. Graphs of the accumulated deformation measured at the inclinometer S-2 (modified from 
[42]) and maximum opening of cracks measured in the indoor walls of the most damaged building. 

3. Arcos de la Frontera Landslide 

3.1. Classification and Activity 

The Arcos de la Frontera landslide develops in weathered GBM on the lower part of a slope 
whose base is being eroded by the Guadalete River (Figure 2). The landslide extension is around 0.17 
× 106 m2 and the direction of the movement is southeast, towards the river. Regarding the style of the 
activity, it can be classified as a retrogressive landslide, since the surface of rupture is extending in a 
direction opposite to the movement of the displaced material [17]. Evidence of retrogression are the 
presence of older crown features downslope and lobular morphologies at the toe (Figure 2). The 
presence of cracks at the surface and the high permeability of weathered GBM permit water 
percolation, which can trigger a rapid response of the landslide to daily rainfall. According to Cruden 
and Varnes’ movement classification [17], the landslide has a very slow velocity. 

3.2. Damage in La Verbena Area 

The Arcos de la Frontera landslide activity has been causing severe damage to infrastructure for 
decades. In the ’70s, landslide motion was provoking the deterioration of the Tablenilla irrigation 
water channel located at the foot of the slope (Figure 2). The old railway station and rail track area 
that is currently occupied by a park were also affected by the same process (Figure 4a–c). A geological 
study was carried out in order to evaluate slope instability [40], which concluded that the water 
channel had to be buried through a non-weathered GBM formation, as shallow landslide processes 
were taking place in the weathered GBM layer and damages were expected to worsen during intense 
precipitation periods. The water channel has undergone stability problems since then and various 
remedial works have been carried out along its trace [47,48], with the latest one in 2011 [49]. In 2015 
we detected cracks and bulks along the channel, which indicate landslide activity in the area (Figure 
4d). 
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Figure 4. (a,b) Damaged railroad close to the old railway station [40]. The slope was affected by 
numerous landslides in the weathered layer of the GBM. (c) Detail of a crack presented in the 
Tablellina irrigation water channel, located in the low part of the slope [40]. (d) Cracks and bulks in 
the Tablellina water channel in 2015. The location of the photographs is labelled in Figure 1. 

The La Verbena neighborhood is formed by five buildings located in the landslide crown-area and 
is cross-cut by the main scarp. Nonstructural damages, such as cracks in common and private zones 
and the opening of the dilatation joints, started soon after it was constructed [50]. Local remedial works 
were carried out, but in 2007 structural problems were detected in at least one of the buildings [51]. The 
downslope motion was progressively damaging sewer and water systems, pillars, partition walls, 
foundations and roads [52]. The most affected building (building f in Figure 5) housed 22 families and 
is divided in two by a dilatation joint. In October 2009, it was evacuated due to severe structural 
damages caused by landslide motion, as one part of the building had tilted with respect to the other, 
having reached a separation of more than 1 m (Figure 5f). Short after, an intense precipitation period 
spanning December 2009–March 2010 triggered the acceleration of the landslide, which aggravated the 
state of building f, declared derelict in March 2010 [53]. Adjacent buildings, public areas and water 
supplies were also affected during this period (Figure 5g–i). Local and national authorities 
compromised to repair urban damage and stabilize the landslide in 2010. Remedial works were planned 
to consist of two phases that started in 2011 and concluded in 2014, including the drainage of the slope, 
sewage network repair and reinforced grouting, with a total estimated cost of around 2.6 million euros 
[54–56]. A third phase of remedial works is currently being planned [57]. Considering standard housing 
prices, the economic loss to the dwelling owners of the run-down building amounts to 1.3 million euros. 
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Figure 5. Inventoried cracks layout of La Verbena and Pueblos Blancos neighborhoods along with 
main landslide features. (a–e) Pueblos Blancos: 45° angle dip and horizontal cracks in facades and in 
the internal patios and general view of the earth fill undergoing differential compaction. (f–j) La 
Verbena: building tilting, opening of the dilatation joints, pavement disrepair caused by numerous 
cracks at the head of the scarp (old train station location) and general view of the Arcos de la Frontera 
landslide. 
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4. Pueblos Blancos Site. The Case of the Differential Settlement of an Artificial Fill 

The Pueblos Blancos neighborhood is formed by a set of seven buildings founded on an 
artificially man-made fill that was placed to level the topography of a gentle slope. The main 
pathology affecting the buildings in this area is not related to landslide activity, but to the differential 
settlement caused by the uneven compaction of the filling materials (Figure 5). The filling reaches a 
thickness of more than 20 m and is composed of clayey marls [34] and calcarenite boulders. 

The main damages present in Pueblos Blancos buildings are cracks on facades and walls, a with 
45°-dip angle and horizontal and vertical directions. We also detected damages in non-structural 
elements such as parapets, ledges, stairs, windows, door frames and banisters. Damages are present 
outdoors, indoors and on the internal patios, as well as in the street pavement (Figure 5a,b,d). The 
layout of the crack distribution shown in Figure 5 indicates a progressive worsening of damage 
towards the northwest. The most deteriorated buildings are those located in the area where the 
thickness of the filling is greater, between the Tango and Seguirilla streets (labeled in Figure 5). 
Stabilization measures, with an estimated cost of 3 million euros [58], were carried out in 2009 [59]. 
They consisted of pile driving the most affected areas, drainage measures, and the construction of an 
anchored wall. However, we have detected surface displacements in Pueblos Blancos for the period 
2011–2012, as discussed in the next section, and ongoing building deterioration between 2013 and 
2015 by visual inspection. In both field campaigns we noticed that an entire block is uninhabited, one 
was semi abandoned due to deterioration and the streets surrounding them was closed to traffic as a 
result of disrepair. 

5. A-DInSAR Monitoring 

5.1. “ENVISAT 2010+” Project Images Processing 

Differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry (DInSAR) is a remote sensing technique for 
monitoring deformation episodes of the earth surface with millimetric precision in the best case 
scenarios [30,60–62]. It uses synthetic aperture radar (SAR) complex reflectivity images, which are 
collected in all-weather conditions by space-borne sensors. DInSAR techniques are based on 
exploiting the phase differences between multi-temporal pairs of SAR images from the same area of 
study, thus permitting the precise monitoring of ground displacements in the line-of-sight (LOS) 
direction [63]. The limitations of traditional DInSAR techniques, related to temporal and geometric 
decorrelation, topographic residues and atmospheric artifacts [30,63], have been partially solved by 
Advanced DInSAR (A-DInSAR) techniques, which use a stack of images instead of pairs and extract 
the temporal evolution of the deformation. These techniques can be divided into two methods 
according to how targets are selected, in order to obtain the time series displacements: prevalent 
phase-coherent radar targets by amplitude stability or persistent scatter (PS) methods [64] and 
distributed targets by spatial coherence or small baseline subsets (SBAS) [65–68]. Although the 
persistent scatter approach is normally better suited for urban areas due to the high reflectivity and 
low decorrelation in time of man-made constructions such as buildings, a minimum number of about 
30 acquisitions is required [64]. 

For this work, we wanted to test the suitability of using “ENVISAT 2010+” project SAR images 
to monitor surface displacements in the Arcos de la Frontera urban environment. For the “ENVISAT 
2010+” project, the orbit of the satellite was lowered from about 800 km to about 783 km in order to 
conserve fuel and extend its life. The incidence angle of the radar signal was increased from 23° to 
35°. The new orbit project started on 22 October 2010 and lasted until communication with the 
ENVISAT satellite was suddenly lost on 8 April 2012. 

A set of nine SAR descending orbit images was available from the ESA archive, covering the 
period April 2011 to February 2012 (Table 2). We have ensured that the target area is visible by the 
side look acquisition mode of the ENVISAT antenna for the descending mode. A small baseline 
(SBAS) approach was used to study surface displacement behavior in Arcos de la Frontera. The 
reason for this was that small baseline algorithms require a reduced set of images compared to the 
PS method [66], due to their capability to generate a larger number of interferograms, as they allow 
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the combination of all available images that satisfy a baseline length and time interval values (which 
are set up to reduce spatial decorrelation). On the contrary, all interferograms generated by PS 
algorithms are formed with respect to a single “master” SAR image, so for N SAR images a number 
of N-1 interferograms will be obtained. 

Table 2. Acquisition dates and perpendicular baselines with respect to the master of the Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) images from the “ENVISAT 2010+” project used in Advanced DInSAR (A-
DInSAR) processing. 

SAR Image Acquisition Date Perpendicular Baseline [m]
1 15/04/2011 151 
2 15/05/2011 474 
3 14/07/2011 61 
4 13/08/2011 0 
5 12/09/2011 133 
6 12/10/2011 94 
7 11/12/2011 −210 
8 10/01/2012 282 
9 09/02/2012 156 

SAR scenes were cropped to an area of about 9 km2, co-registered to a common master geometry, 
and differential interferograms were computed using DORIS software (Kampes et al., 2003). To 
remove the topographical contribution, a 5 m resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the 
Geologic National Institute of Spain (IGN) was used. A spatial multilooking factor of 1:5 (range × 
azimut) was applied, producing pixels sizes of about 20 × 20 m in the ground. The average spatial 
coherence threshold used was 0.75, which is a quite restrictive value that has been chosen due to the 
small multilook factor. With these inputs, a total of 4579 pixels were selected. The mathematical 
model MTIANPAC (Multi-Temporal Interferometric ANalysis PACkage) was used to retrieve the 
mean velocity and time series displacements [29,30]. A total number of 30 interferograms were 
generated from the nine SAR images using spatial baselines (Bperp) below 400 m (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Connection map of the 30 interferograms generated using a spatial baselines (Bperp) below 
400 m. 
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Recent investigations have highlighted the potential importance of phase inconsistency during 
SBAS multilooking operations causing phases biases [69]. Our analysis neglects phase inconsistency, 
however the exact reasons for the inconsistencies are not yet well understood, ranging from 
volumetric scattering to seasonal effects, implying that our InSAR results could not be due to ground 
motion (e.g., landslide activity). Nevertheless, we expect this effect to be smaller for stable targets 
such as urban areas, and larger for natural terrains. 

5.2. A-DInSAR Results 

The results of the accumulated LOS displacement obtained with A-DInSAR are shown in Figure 
7a, with positive values indicating movement towards the satellite. Pixel density is around 1600 
pixels/km2, which is a relatively high value for C-band data, but is constrained to urbanized sectors. 
No prevalent phase-coherent radar targets were detected in vegetated areas, nor in the main body of 
the La Verbena landslide, as coherence is almost completely lost due to temporal decorrelation. 
However, pixels were detected at the crown of the landslide, which is urbanized. 

 
Figure 7. (a) Accumulated line-of-sight (LOS) displacement map. The reference point used for A-
DInSAR processing is marked with a black triangle. (b) city block accumulated LOS displacement for 
the period April 2011–February 2012. Positive values indicate movement towards the satellite. Black 
arrows at the upper right of the scenes indicate the descending track direction of the satellite and 
right-looking mode. Landslide features and the Tablellina channel are depicted in both scenes. (c) 
Pueblos Blancos cross section with buildings (earth fill in green) and projected accumulated LOS 
displacement pixels along the cross section line II–II’. (d) La Verbena landslide cross-section with 
buildings (depleted mass in grey) and projected accumulated LOS displacement pixels along the cross 
section line I–I’. Building f and inclinometer S-1 are depicted (Figure 5f). 

The standard deviation of the accumulated LOS displacement was 5.5 mm, considering all pixels 
of the studied area. The highest displacements rates were located in the Pueblos Blancos and La 
Verbena areas, while in the old town most of the values comprised between −3 and 3 mm. We 
consider that the old town is stable because there is no urban damage related to landslide or 
subsidence activity and the substrate where it settles is formed by a competent lithology compared 
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to that of Pueblos Blancos (loose fill) and the La Verbena landslide (GBM). We calculated the 
accumulated LOS displacement of all the pixels included within the area defined by every building 
or block of buildings (Figure 7b) in order to study the relation of the movement amount to the degree 
of damage. The polygons that define each building or block of buildings were extracted from a 1:1000 
cartographic map. A buffer of 20 m was used around the polygons in order to include adjacent pixels 
in the calculation. To support the visualization of the results, we projected the accumulated LOS 
displacement pixels (with a 20 m buffer) along representative cross sections of Pueblos Blancos and 
La Verbena, lines II–II’ in Figure 7c and I–I’ in Figure 7d, respectively. Line I–I’ crosses building f, 
which was declared derelict due to severe structural damage caused by landslide motion. The LOS 
displacement time series for a couple of selected pixels for Pueblos Blancos and La Verbena are shown 
in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. LOS deformation time series for a number of pixels for Pueblos Blancos and La Verbena. 
Their location is labeled in Figure 7. 

6. Discussion 

The impact of hazards posed by unstable terrain increases in urban settlements, due to the social 
exposure and economic implications. In this work, we presented an interesting case of the application 
of DInSAR monitoring techniques to map slow-moving ground motion that affects urban areas. This 
approach has provided evidence of the spatial distribution of two deformation phenomena occurring 
in the newer part of an Arcos de la Frontera town, and which are related to different unstable ground 
processes. One of these processes is a very representative case study of the gentle slope landslides 
associated with the GBM geological formation, which is extensively present along the Guadalquivir 
basin and typically undergoes serious geotechnical problems. 

The deformation phenomena detected with A-DInSAR in the Pueblos Blancos neighborhood is 
related to the compaction process of loose artificial earth filling. The measured accumulated LOS 
displacement reached −33 mm. The negative sign indicates movement away from the satellite due to 
subsidence or vertical negative displacement. The magnitude of the measured displacement increases 
progressively towards the northwest, which correlates with the gradual increase of the earth fill 
thickness (Figures 7c and 8), as well as with the degree of building deterioration (Figure 5). The 
orientation of the 45° angle dip cracks of the facades also indicate that the compaction of the loose 
earth fill produces more settlement towards the northwest, which is congruent with the A-DInSAR 
results. Remedial solutions (micropiles among others) were carried out before the A-DInSAR 
monitoring period. 

The La Verbena neighborhood is located at the crown of the Arcos de la Frontera active 
landslide. Taking into account that the positive sign of the velocity indicates movement towards the 
satellite, we interpret the A-DInSAR measurements as showing landslide displacement towards the 
southeast, projected along the satellite line-of-sight (LOS). The accumulated LOS displacement 
reached up to 33 mm. We decided not to project the measured velocities along the slope direction, 
because the nearly flat topographical gradient (below 5°) in the urbanized area where coherent pixels 
are detected would provide an anomalous solution. The measured displacement at the crown of the 
landslide indicated that the surface of the rupture is extending in the direction opposite the 
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movement of the depleted material. This behavior is consistent with the old retrogressive features we 
mapped in field surveys. The buildings around the La Verbena area show accumulated LOS 
displacement that ranges from 15 to 33 mm depending on their proximity to the landslide crown. The 
opening of the dilatation joints in the La Verbena buildings (Figure 5) mark the outcropping of the 
new main scarp. In the cross section of Figure 7d it can be noticed that the velocities are greater above 
this feature, again confirming the retrogressive nature of the landslide, as the crown is moving 
forward at a greater rate than the depleted mass. Inclinometer S-1 shows terrain motion but a deeper 
borehole should be drilled to clearly detect the slip surface. In inclinometer S-2 the slip surface was 
detected at 6 m depth. This suggests that at least two rupture planes were developing within the same 
landslide, a shallower one at the S-2 location and a deeper one at S-1. The displacement rates of both 
inclinometers are similar [42]. 

From the first day of December 2009 to the last of February 2010, 670 mm of accumulated daily 
rainfall was recorded at the Jerez de la Frontera meteorological station. During this exceptional rain 
period, the aggravation of damage to La Verbena buildings and the surroundings (located at the 
crown of the landslide) were observed [52,54–56]. This suggests a rapid cinematic response of the 
landslide to water infiltration. The high permeability of the weathered GBM and the presence of 
cracks at the surface of the landslide body permit water percolation which can accelerate the motion. 
We do not have landslide monitoring data available for that period, however we have data from in 
situ monitoring techniques before this event and from A-DInSAR after it. Inclinometers registered 
around 30 mm of rigid motion above the rupture plane in 140 days towards the maximum slope 
direction (Figure 3), from which we can extract an average velocity of 78 mm/yr. During those 140 
days a total of 414 mm of rainfall was recorded at the Jerez de la Frontera meteorological station, 
which gives an average rainfall of 3 mm/day. Crack monitoring gauges registered a rate of opening 
of indoor walls fissures of 21.7 mm/yr with an average daily rainfall of 0.9 mm/day for the period 
18/03/2009 to 01/06/2009, and 16 mm/yr with an average daily rainfall of 0.4 mm/day for the period 
14/07/2009 to16/11/2009 (Figure 3). We retrieved an average LOS displacement rate of around 30 
mm/yr in the most affected areas of the La Verbena neighborhood for the period 15/04/2011 to 
09/02/2012, for which the average daily rainfall was 1.1 mm/yr. We observe that the rate of 
displacement increased with the accumulated daily rainfall. However, in order to perform a reliable 
correlation between landslide motion and rainfall, longer and more continuous displacement 
monitoring sampling would be needed. 

7. Conclusions 

The Arcos de la Frontera urban site is a relatively small area where two neighborhoods 
constructed on unstable terrain have been severely damaged in recent years. Buildings in the La 
Verbena neighborhood are being affected by the retreating of the head-scarp of a large landslide 
developed in Guadalquivir Blue Marls (GBM). The Pueblos Blancos neighborhood is affected by the 
uneven compaction of the loose artificial earth filling on which it stands, which causes differential 
building settlement. 

The application of A-DInSAR techniques with a small baseline approach and the exploitation of 
a short set of C-band images proved to be a useful tool for the detection of the surface displacements 
induced by different geotechnical processes in Arcos de la Frontera. The highest displacement rates 
detected by A-DInSAR were in the order of 30 mm/yr. The amount of displacement is directly related 
to the degree of damage. Displacement at Pueblos Blancos indicates movement away from the 
satellite caused by negative vertical movement, which is due to the differential building settlement 
associated with the uneven compaction process of a loose earth fill. The amount of displacement and 
the degree of damage increased progressively towards the northwest edge of the neighborhood, 
where the thickness of the earth fill is higher and therefore the settlement will be greater. It was shown 
that remedial solutions to stop differential settlement did not work properly, as the A-DInSAR 
monitoring was performed after they were carried out. Displacements measured with A-DInSAR at 
the La Verbena neighborhood indicate downhill movement and are related to the Arcos de la 
Frontera landslide process. The spatial distribution of the pixels indicates high displacement rates in 
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an elongated area parallel to the main scarp of the landslide, which coincides with the most degraded 
buildings and is associated with the retrogressive landslide mechanism. Landslide displacement 
rates suggest that velocity is directly related to rainfall. Another factor influencing landslide stability 
is toe erosion by the Guadalete River along the base of the slide mass, as the slope where it develops 
is located on the outside bend of a meander (high energy bank). Velocities measured with different 
monitoring techniques range from around 16 mm/yr to 78 mm/yr. During the winter 2009–2010, an 
intense rainy period caused severe structural damage to buildings and infrastructure, although no 
monitoring data is available for that period. 

Regarding the use of ENVISAT SAR images after 2010 (ENVISAT2010+ project), we can establish 
that they will be useful for detecting different geotechnical processes at other urban sites with similar 
characteristics to Arcos de la Frontera, besides decorrelation due to vegetated areas and the limited 
number of images. Note that the 35° incidence angle permits the selection of more measurement 
pixels than the 23° angle for an SBAS approach, which is the most suitable DInSAR approach when 
few images are available. This can be explained because a greater incidence angle implies that 
reflectivity will be lower (less signal amplitude will be reflected back to the satellite), but also that it 
will be more coherent. The more vertical the incidence angle (23°), the more objects will reflect back 
the signal to the satellite but in a random way, which will mean less coherence. 

The enhanced spatial resolution of the current active C-band satellite Sentinel-1, of the European 
Space Agency (ESA), could also be exploited to monitor problematic areas in Arcos de la Frontera in 
the future. A conclusive advantage of Sentinel-1 products with respect to X-Band SAR systems, such 
as the TerraSAR-X constellation of the German Space Agency (DLR) or the COSMO-SkyMed 
constellation of the Italian Space Agency (ASI), is that the ESA has an open distribution policy, 
offering free and open access to Sentinel-1 data. The higher spatial resolution and less revisiting time 
of this satellite would be suitable to measure the differential deformation of different sectors of single 
buildings. Angular distortions caused by differential settlement processes, where only vertical 
displacement is assumed, could be investigated [24,26]. Furthermore, it can be used as a tool to 
monitor possible displacements after remedial stabilization solutions have been carried out. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous Chapter the relevance of characterizing the terrain motion phenomena to 

correctly interpret the remote sensing monitoring data has been addressed. Also it has been 

shown that the particular geometric distortions of the SAR images must be taken into account 

when planning the acquisitions, especially in landslide studies where the topography is not flat.  

But, can A-DInSAR monitoring techniques provide reliable quantitative information to be 

used in the design of engineering solutions (either to reduce the vulnerability of those elements 

and/or to minimize the intensity of the hazard phenomena) or to monitor field performance as 

geotechnical instrumentation? 

In this chapter we analyze the suitability of SAR data to obtain precise geotechnical 

monitoring results of site scale landslides, affecting urban areas and/or civil infrastructures. A 

practical guidelines of complex monitoring including remote sensing A-DInSAR techniques, is 

presented to be used by civil protection agencies, local authorities, and private building 

companies. The procedure is based on adequate SAR data selection, detailed site specification, 

high resolution visibility analysis, velocity projection along the steepest slope, and combination 

with other monitoring data. 

The content corresponds to the publication: 

Bru, G., Escayo, J., Fernández, J., Mallorqui, J., Iglesias, R., Sansosti, E., Abajo, T., & 

Morales, A. (2018). Suitability Assessment of X-Band Satellite SAR Data for Geotechnical 

Monitoring of Site Scale Slow Moving Landslides. Remote Sensing, 10, 936; 

doi:10.3390/rs10060936 

This work emphasizes the importance of SAR dataset selection, especially in non-flat areas 

with vegetation and scarce constructions. Urban fabric exposed to landslide risk, features as a 

bare surface where the backscattering properties remain stable between the dates of SAR image 

acquisitions. This enables the detection of stable point reflectors or distributed coherent patches. 

However in rural areas with scarce and small size constructions, the fine resolution of satellites 

operating in X band is needed. As it as explained in section 1.2.2, there is a resolution loss when 

using coherence based methods (as the one used in this publication), although the multi master 

approach has the advantage of requiring less number of SAR images, which reduces the costs. 

Despite that in the test site just around the 16% of the surface was covered by urban fabric (51% 

by forest and 33% by grasslands which prevents detecting coherent targets due to temporal 

decorrelation), the sampling density of A-DInSAR is drastically greater than the other monitoring 

techniques. This enhancement is very useful to stablish the active areas of the slope, detect 

displacements where no other instrumentation is placed, distinguish differential movements and 

validate and adjust future stability analysis of the landslide.  
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Abstract: This work addresses the suitability of using X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
data for operational geotechnical monitoring of site scale slow moving landslides, affecting urban
areas and infrastructures. The scale of these studies requires high resolution data. We propose a
procedure for the practical use of SAR data in geotechnical landslides campaigns, that includes an
appropriate dataset selection taking into account the scenario characteristics, a visibility analysis,
and considerations when comparing advanced differential SAR interferometry (A-DInSAR) results
with other monitoring techniques. We have determined that Sentinel-2 satellite optical images are
suited for performing high resolution land cover classifications, which results in the achievement of
qualitative visibility maps. We also concluded that A-DInSAR is a very powerful and versatile tool for
detailed scale landslide monitoring, although in combination with other instrumentation techniques.

Keywords: A-DInSAR; geotechnical monitoring; site scale; slow moving landslides; land cover
classification; Sentinel-2 optical

1. Introduction

Landslides are a globally widespread major natural hazard [1,2] that can take place at various
temporal and spatial scales. Slow-moving landslides are characterized by motion rates reaching
several centimeters per year, being capable to produce a dramatic impact on properties and
infrastructures in urbanized areas. In order to design the appropriate engineering solutions if
the latter happens, a detailed site scale assessment is needed, making geotechnical monitoring an
essential tool to understand the spatial and temporal evolution of the landslide [3,4]. Surface and
subsurface time dependent displacements associated with landslides are usually monitored using
in situ (e.g., levelling, electronic distance measurement triangulation and trilateration networks,
extensometers, inclinometers, piezometers, and Global Navigation Satellite System) and remote
sensing techniques (e.g., LIDAR, photogrammetry, satellite- and ground-based synthetic aperture
radar). Some of them permit continuous recording, which gives a very useful information for early
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detection and alert of sudden changes. In situ observation techniques have several limitations: (a) the
setting of sparse observation points, which usually cover small areas, thus giving an limited overview
of the landslide extent and of the spatial distribution of the displacement field; (b) observations
are constrained to accessible areas; (c) instrumentation is usually placed where activity is expected
(preventing any opportunity to obtain information on sudden or unknown active areas); (d) reference
stations might not be stable, in particular when only small areas are covered with the observation
system; (e) displacement information is only available after the first survey is performed, so that
there is usually a lack of information about previous epochs that could help us to understand and
characterize mass movements; and (f) involvement of staff in field campaigns, direct data collection,
and maintenance of continuous recording systems, can be very expensive for the institutions involved
in the monitoring. All these considerations affect the sustainability of such a monitoring system,
which is a limiting aspect for the availability of long-term studies of unstable slopes [5].

Those limitations can be overcome, at least partially, using the abovementioned remote techniques.
Among them, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite observations provide complex reflectivity images
that can be processed by advanced differential SAR interferometry (A-DInSAR) algorithms in order to
monitor complex deformation episodes. A-DInSAR techniques are capable of measuring subtle ground
displacements with sub-centimetric precision [6,7]. More in details, A-DInSAR can measure only the
component of the ground displacement along the radar line-of-sight (LOS) direction; however, if SAR
acquisitions from both ascending and descending orbits are available, the horizontal (east–west) and
vertical components of the displacement can be determined [8,9]. The suitability of A-DInSAR for slow
moving landslide investigations at different scales is widely accepted [10–12]. It has the advantage of
giving useful information on the spatial and temporal distribution of landslides alongside with their
kinematics, at competitively affordable costs for users [13]. It provides spatially extensive information
compared to in situ methods and long observation periods at fixed time acquisitions, compared to
other remote techniques.

A crucial step in performing A-DInSAR monitoring is to select the appropriate SAR dataset
suitable for studying a specific area. For the particular case of landslides, the geometry of the slopes is
a determinant factor, which can limit the radar visibility for ascending or descending images. The type
of land cover of the scene and the wavelength of the satellite radar sensor determine the amount of
coherent targets (CTs) at which displacements can be measured by A-DInSAR techniques. To consider
a portion of the terrain as a coherent target (CT), the backscattering properties of the surface of that
area should remain stable between the dates of SAR image acquisitions. There are freely available land
data we can use to assess land coverage in a costless way, but they have a low resolution, making them
more adequate for regional analyses than for site scale ones. Sentinel-2 satellite (S2) from the European
Space Agency (ESA) provides optical images with 10 m, 20 m and 60 m resolution at different bands.
These free images can be used to classify terrain coverage when site scale studies are in order.

The purpose of this work is to assess the suitability of X-band A-DInSAR techniques in monitoring
site scale landslides affecting urban areas and/or civil infrastructures with the objective to include this
tool as a part of the operational geotechnical monitoring. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of
supervised land cover classification based on Sentinel-2 satellite high resolution optical images, for the
visibility analysis of X-band SAR datasets. We use a site scale landslide located in the Deba valley
(Gipuzkoa, Spain) as a test case, in an area where slope movements are frequent. It is a reactivated
slow moving paleo landslide whose complex motion has caused moderate to severe structural damage
for centuries in Leintz Gatzaga medieval village. Landslide movements have been monitored in recent
years by a geotechnical campaign requested by the local council to establish the failure mechanism.
First, we describe the landslide and the in situ techniques applied to monitor the landslide motion.
Second, we select a priori the most suitable SAR dataset for the test-site and perform a visibility
analysis taking into account the land cover and the topographical relief. To obtain the land cover
maps at high resolution, we make a supervised classification of different spectral bands combinations
of S2 optical images. Afterwards, we carry out an advanced differential interferometric analysis to
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obtain velocities and displacement time series using the coherent pixel technique (CPT), a mature
algorithm that has been used in the past to study different kinds of landslides with orbital and
ground-based SAR acquisitions [14,15]. We statistically compare detected CTs in the studied area
to the results of the visibility analysis. Finally, we examine the correlation of displacement spatial
distribution and temporal rates between X-band SAR results and other monitoring data. Our results
show that the application of X-band A-DInSAR techniques in the geotechnical monitoring campaign
of the studied site scale landslide enhances the spatial density of measurements, permits detecting
movement in previously unknown active areas, and complements the information given by other
monitoring techniques. Moreover, we observe that accurate high resolution land cover classifications
for A-DInSAR applications can be achieved from S2 optical images, allowing the creation of qualitative
visibility maps.

2. Leintz Gatzaga Landslide

2.1. Geological Context

The study area is located in the upper course of the Deba River, which flows through the province
of Gipuzkoa (Basque Country, Spain). The relief of the Deba valley is quite abrupt and slope movements
are frequent, mostly triggered by intense rainfall [16]. The region is tectonically complex, formed by
arched shaped large-scale folds of Latter Jurassic and Early Cretaceous materials that belong to the
Basque Arc [17]. Local geology and geomorphology is characterized by weathered cretaceous materials
(argilites and siltstones) covered by quaternary colluvial deposits, high topographic relief and the
presence of various faults (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Geomorphological and geological sketch map of Leintz Gatzaga landslide area with location
of geotechnical instrumentation (inclinometers, piezometers, and compiled boreholes from previous
works). Blue arrows indicate direction of movement. Cross section marked in purple is shown below
(modified from [18]).
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We focus our work on a reactivated paleo-landslide whose complex motion has cause moderate
to severe structural damage for centuries in Leintz Gatzaga medieval village [19], which has around
250 inhabitants and preserves an important historic heritage. The village settles on an east-facing
slope that has an average gradient of 25%. On the slope, we distinguish different movements:
the main landslide affecting the village, secondary lobes that develop within the main landslide body
(with shallower slip surfaces) and smaller surfaces of rupture besides the main landslide. The width
of the main landslide is 300 m and the length is 600 m. The main scarp of the landslide coincides
with a thrust fault that puts in mechanical contact argillites and siltstones of the Urgonian and
SupraUrogonian complex. The presence of this weak area, in conjunction with a thick weathered
horizon and the erosive action of the Deba River at the toe of the slope, would have acted as main
determinants of the paleo-movement that generated the current hill profile on which the village was
funded in 1331, and after which the landslide was reactivated (Figure 2).
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The lithostratigraphic column of the landslide is formed by four levels. The upper level is a low
consistent clayey gravel earth fill which is constrained under the urbanized area. The second level is a
high consistent colluvial deposit composed by low plasticity clay or clayey gravels, with large blocks
of siltstone, argillites, and limestone which derive from rock falls of weathered Cretaceous bedrock
from the upper cliff. Beneath it, there is a level of sandy gravels (composed entirely of siltstone),
containing gypsum and pyrite veins. In some areas, the fines percentage increases to form sandy clays
with gravels. This level has been defined as a “tectonic mylonite” [20], produced by ductile deformation
of the bedrock due to shear strain accumulation of the inferred fault below Deba river, although it
could just be an intense weathered product of the bedrock [18]. Finally, the substrate is formed by
siltstones (Aptian–Albian age) that are in mechanical contact with calcareous argillites (Albian) by
a thrust fault located at the landslide main scarp (northeast of Villaro fault). Several engineering
works were performed in the last decades to alleviate landslide activity effects on Leintz Gatzaga
buildings and infrastructures. In 1980, a drainage system was installed and a rock armour retaining
wall was constructed at the foot of the slope (Figure 1). This solution had the objective of improving
the bearing capacity of the terrain in that area, in order to build a fronton court and a new town
hall, as the old one was dismantled due to structural failure caused by landslide activity. However,
cracks appeared in the crown of the wall during the works and a strong rainfall period aggravated the
problem in 1982. After that, the upper part of the wall was unloaded by excavating 1700 m3 of material.
Between 1996 and 1998, micropiles were drilled in shallow foundations of a singular building and
the fronton court. In 2009, the local council requested a geotechnical campaign to monitor landslide
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movements and establish the failure mechanism. Field observations indicate that the landslide is still
moving, causing damage to several buildings, the fronton court area, and roads.

2.2. Monitoring Techniques Applied

Since 2010 different monitoring techniques have been used to measure the surface and in-depth
displacements of Leintz Gatzaga landslide (Figure 3a). In this sub-section we will discuss the results
obtained with the in situ monitoring techniques and their relation to accumulate precipitation data
(Figure 3b). Remote sensing A-DInSAR techniques will be discussed in Section 3.3 of this manuscript.
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Figure 3. (a) Measuring dates of the landslide cinematic monitoring campaigns performed
with: in situ (EDM, GNSS/HPL, crack gauges, inclinometers) and remote sensing (A-DinSAR)
techniques. The temporal coverage of the A-DinSAR techniques is 15 May 2011–1 August 2013
for the COSMO-SkyMed dataset and 10 February 2013–3 August 2014 for the TerraSAR-X dataset;
(b) Time periods of maximum velocities registered by in-situ monitoring campaigns. Accumulate
precipitation data (pp) in 3 days and 30 days is also displayed, in order to compare pp peaks with
maximum velocities.

Three inclinometers were installed in March 2010 (INC-1, INC-2, and INC-3), another one in
October 2012 (INC-6) and two more in the beginning of 2013 (INC-4 and INC-5). The last reading
available is from March 2015. Readings were performed manually every three months, although there
is a gap of 14 months from October 2013 to December 2014. All inclinometers show displacement
towards the maximum slope direction. For inclinometers INC-1, INC-2, and INC-3 core samples data
are available, showing that the slip surface develops in weathered siltstone with soft to extremely
soft consistence next to the contact with the bedrock. They detected the main slip surface at 16 m
depth at the head of the landslide (INC-3), 28 m at the main body (INC-4), 23 m below the village
(INC-2), and 13.5 m at the foot (INC-1). Inclinometers INC-5 and INC-6 detected shallower surface
planes that develop within the margins of the main landslide body, at 12.5 m and 13.5 m, respectively.
Shear deformation band concentrates within a narrow zone of about 1 m for all the inclinometers.
A maximum accumulated displacement of 30 mm was measured in INC-3, which is located at the
head of the landslide (Figure 4). Almost all of the movement was registered in two rainy periods from
December 2012 to March 2013 and December 2014 to March 2015 with velocities around 40 mm/year.
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Figure 4. Displacement graph for inclinometer INC-3, located at the head of the landslide,
with correspondent core sample lithostratigraphic column. The dotted rectangle represents the depth
and thickness of the shear band.

Ten crack gauges were installed on the facades of the line of buildings located to the north of the
village. Seven readings are available from December 2012 to February 2015. A maximum aperture of
4 mm was measured on one of the cracks of the fronton court. The opening of the cracks occurred in
two periods, from October 2013 to January 2014 and from September 2014 to February 2015, while in
the rest of the time the opening was negligible.

Six differential global navigation satellite system (GNSS) complemented with high precision
levelling (HPL) campaigns were performed on 20 benchmarks covering the span time from July 2013
to November 2014 (Figure 5). GNSS precision in the horizontal plane is 3 mm ± 0.5 ppm and HPL has
a typical deviation of 0.3 mm in 1 km of double levelling. The direction of the movement is towards
the maximum slope direction. Maximum displacements were detected in the village area close to the
retaining wall, up to 118 mm in the horizontal plane. Displacements measured on the landslide do not
follow the same pattern. However the benchmarks with maximum displacement (H17, H18, and H19)
do all register movement since the first reading. We calculated the arithmetic mean of the horizontal
displacement measured in each of those benchmarks (inset Figure 5), from which we can extract a
mean velocity of 60 mm/year from the end of July to middle October 2013, followed by an increment
of velocity (170 mm/year) until January 2014 and followed by a decrease of velocity (55 mm/year)
until July 2014. An additional measurement was made in April 2015 just on these three benchmarks.
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Figure 5. Location of GNSS and prism reflector control points. E1 refers to electronic distance
measurement (EDM) robotic station. Arrows indicate the direction of the movement detected by
GNSS on the horizontal plane and are scaled with respect to the total accumulated displacement of
the sixth campaign, 20 November 2014. Inset graph shows the arithmetic mean of the horizontal
displacements measured in benchmarks H17, H18, and H19.

Continuous recording of the displacements of seven prism reflectors were performed
automatically during 352 days, from September 2013 to September 2014, with an electronic distance
measurement (EDM). The robotic station featured a communication system to obtain the data remotely
in real time. Five prism reflectors (P1–P5 in Figure 5) were placed on the facades of the line of buildings
located to the north of the village and a two more housed inside H13 and H14 benchmarks (Figure 5).
The displacement pattern is similar for all of them, with the exception of H13. A mean velocity of
200 mm/year was recorded between 11 November 2013 and 23 November 2013 (Figure 3). After that,
there was not significant movement until the period between 17 January 2014 to 25 March 2014,
with mean velocity of 65 mm/year. In April 2015, there is a jump in the time series, due to subtraction
of a reference prism, which has been corrected for later comparison with interferometric displacement
data in the Section 3.3.4 of this manuscript. From 20 April 2014 to 1 July 2014, a mean velocity of
60 mm/year was measured.

Additionally, two vibrating wire piezometers were installed in 2010 at the toe of the landslide
(PZ-1) and in the village (PZ-2) to measure pore pressures at three different depths positions. Until 2014
readings were made manually every three months. The large discontinuity of readings masked
short- and medium-term fluctuations. In 2014, datalogger sensors were installed in the piezometers
performing readings two times a day. The piezometric level at PZ-2 was located at 3 m depth from the
surface and reacts immediately to precipitation, ranging between 2.5 m and 3.66 m.

2.3. Landslide Classification and Activity

The variety and complexity of unstable slope phenomena brings the need for a system of
classification to characterize the landslide behavior, being crucial to define the state of activity.
The current profile of the slope is the result of a mass movement of predominantly fine material
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(clayey soil) that occurred before the village was settled. The landslide style is characterize by a
main body and secondary lobes of displaced masses formed by repeated movements of the same
type. Urban damage, geomorphological feature inspection, and ground monitoring data show that
the landslide was active in the studied period. Therefore, we classify the landslide as a reactivated
multiple earth slide according to Cruden and Varnes classification [21]. Also, according to the measured
displacements, we distinguish two patterns that are directly related to accumulated rainfall infiltration
(Figure 3b). The first one corresponds to an extremely slow landslide velocity and the second to a
very slow velocity one. The depleted volume of the Leintz Gatzaga landslide is of about 2.6 × 106 m3,
which corresponds to a very large magnitude landslide according to Fell classification [22].

3. Practical Guidelines for Complex Monitoring of Slow Moving Landslides

Our main objective is to propose a procedure which can serve as a practical guidelines of complex
monitoring of site scale slow moving landslides including remote sensing A-DInSAR techniques, to be
used by civil protection agencies, local authorities, and private building companies. A summary of
the procedure is outlined in the flow chart shown in Figure 6. Further description of the procedure is
detailed in the following sub-sections. Section 3.1 includes the scenario analysis of the studied area
and the SAR dataset selection. Section 3.2 describes the classification of the land cover data (from high
resolution Sentinel 2 optical data) and geometrical visibility, which will be used to create the visibility
maps. Finally, Section 3.3 includes the A-DInSAR processing with the selected category, the assessment
of high resolution qualitative visibility map production, and analysis of the monitoring results.
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3.1. SAR Dataset Selection

The selection of the appropriate SAR dataset suitable for studying a specific area is crucial.
The objective is to detect as much reliable targets to be measurable through time in order to obtain
dense spatial coverage of surface displacements. This depends on several factors related to both the
scene characteristics (such as land coverage, the extent of the area of interest, deformation dynamics)
and the sensor specifications (such as carrier frequency, image resolution, and revisiting time). For the
particular case of landslide processes, another determinant factor to take into account is the geometry
of the slope where the instability occurs. The last—but not least—consideration is data availability,
especially when archived images are needed for historical analysis. The constrains and limitations
when using A-DInSAR techniques to monitor landslides have been discussed in literature [11–13,24]
and several authors have proposed “pre-processing” guidance and methodologies to study the
suitability and reliability of applying these techniques for particular landslides [25–28]. In this
sub-section, we will discuss the considerations to select an adequate dataset for the studied area
and asses its visibility taking into account the geometrical parameters of the SAR images, the type of
land cover, and geometrical distortions.

3.1.1. Particular Characteristics of the Landslide Scene

In order to select an appropriate SAR dataset, we take into account the principal characteristics of
the scene where the landslide phenomena takes place:

• Type of land cover: in our test-case the area of interest is characterized by both small patches of
man-made structures (the village, sparse construction, and roads), which are usually coherent,
and vegetated zones (pastures and forest), which instead are generally less coherent.

• Spatial extent of the phenomena: landslide extent is in the order of 300 × 600 m2.
• Deformation dynamics: according to in situ monitoring data, the expected velocity of the landslide

varies between extremely slow velocity and very slow velocity according to Cruden and Varnes
classification [21], depending on rainfall infiltration.

• Geometry of the slope: the landslide is located on a slope that faces east, with an average inclination
of 25%.

• Period to be monitored: from early 2010 to middle 2015.

The type of land cover of the scene and the wavelength of the satellite radar sensor will determine
the amount of CTs at which displacements can be measured by A-DinSAR techniques. To consider a
portion of the terrain as a CT, the backscattering properties of that area should remain stable between
the dates of SAR image acquisitions. The latter occurs in bare surfaces such as rock outcrops and
urbanized areas, whereas the contrary takes place in surfaces that rapidly vary their backscattering
properties due to ambient factors, such as plant growth and wind, which produces the effect known as
temporal decorrelation [6]. Typical values of radar sensor wavelength pulses are 3.1 cm for X-band,
5.6 cm for C-band, and 23.6 cm for L-band. The greater the wavelength, the greater the penetration
capability in vegetated areas, and the lower the sensitivity of the differential phase to deformation [29].

For local scale studies as the one at hand, an orthophoto and local cartography can be enough
to discern at least between vegetated and urbanized areas, giving a general overview that will help
in choosing the most suitable radar frequency band. Figure 7a shows the combination of a 5 m
resolution orthophoto provided by the Spanish National Geographic Institute (IGN) [30] and cadastral
cartography provided by the regional database of Gipuzkoa council [31]. Vegetated zones constitute
nearly the 90% of the analyzed area. Dark green corresponds to conifer forest and scrubland (labelled
by F) and very pale green to grasslands (G), which are mainly destined for grazing. The village occupies
an extent of 0.02 km2, the average area of sparse constructions is 300 m2 and regional roads are 8 m
wide. There are also unpaved trails 3 m wide crossing grazing areas, forest, and along the riverside.
With this brief information of the land cover of Leintz Gatzaga study area, we maintain that the most
suitable choice is X-band. The fine resolution of the satellites that operate in this band will be able to
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detect the small coherent patches that are well distributed in the studied area [32]. Moreover, the short
temporal sampling of X-band satellites can be crucial when the deformation phenomenon to be
monitored is fast or shows an important non-linear behavior. Nevertheless, the use of A-DInSAR data
is limited to landslides, ranging from extremely slow to very slow phenomena, according to the velocity
classification of Cruden and Varnes [21], due to phase measurement ambiguity [33]. Additionally,
shorter wavelength implies a better sensitivity of the differential phase to displacement, although at the
same time, the interferograms are more affected by temporal and volumetric decorrelation, thus causing
strong decorrelation in all types of vegetated areas. These effects will limit the sampling density of the
surface monitoring of the studied area, which is one of the disadvantages of A-DInSAR techniques,
while still being a drastic improvement over classical monitoring methods.
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Figure 7. (a) Orthophoto of Leintz Gatzaga landslide area. Dark green zones correspond to forest (F)
and light green yellowish to grasslands (G). Roads are delineated in black and landslide lobes in light
blue. Urban fabric is depicted in pink. (b) Multiband image obtained by the combination of bands 2,
3, 4, and 8 of a S2 optical image acquired in 20 August 2017 (10 m pixel size). (c) Land cover classes
obtained by supervised classification from multiband S2 image shown in panel 6b: pink for urban
or bare ground (coherence is expected to be very well preserved), light green for grass (coherence is
expected to be bad preserved), dark green for forest (coherence is expected to be completely loss).

We discarded C-band data from Envisat and ERS satellites (ESA) to perform a historical
analysis of the landslide due to their low spatial resolution, which is 4 m in azimuth and 20 m
in ground range if working at full resolution and much less if applying a multilook with a SBAS
coherence-based techniques. However, other techniques that combine permanent scatterers and
distributed scatterers—such as SqueeSAR [34]—could improve the results of C band data in areas like
Leintz Gatzaga. Just a few CTs would be detected in large areas where phase quality is preserved along
time (village) and none in area covered by smaller man-made structures (sparse constructions and
roads). However, other satellite products which operate in C-band with enhanced spatial resolution,
such as RADARSAT-2 (Canadian Space Agency, CSA) or recently launched Sentinel-1 (ESA) satellite
mission, could be appropriate for this scenario in further studies. Sentinel-1 is a small baselines
constellation with a low revisit time (six days in constellation, 12 days per satellite) which ensures
low temporal baselines between acquisitions. ALOS-1 PALSAR data (Japanese Spatial Agency, JAXA),
which have a spatial resolution of about 10 m, would be also suitable for this application because
the L-band is characterized by a greater foliage penetration capability, thus extending the coverage
to landslides in relatively vegetated areas [35]. However, the longer revisiting time of this satellite
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(46 days) reduces the quality of both the displacement velocity and the displacement time series [36].
Indeed, only a few images with large baselines were available in the archive for use in this study,
which are not enough to obtain reliable results. A significant improvement for L-band sensors is
ALOS-2 satellite, which was launched in mid-2014 and has revisiting cycle of 14 days.

3.1.2. Selected SAR Datasets Parameters

Second generation satellites [32] working at X-band, such as COSMO-SkyMed (Italian Space
Agency, ASI) or TerraSAR-X (German Aerospace Centre, DLR), provide SAR products mainly on
demand. However, sometimes historical data are available from previous planning. COSMO-SkyMed
(CSK) is a four-spacecraft constellation whose single satellite has a 16 days repeat cycle; the final
revisit time can be significantly shorter depending on the number of active satellites and their
configuration. A set of 43 ascending Stripmap HIMAGE mode SAR images was available in the
CSK archive, covering the period from 15 May 2011 to 1 August 2013. The time interval overlaps
inclinometric and crack gauge data (Figure 3a) allowing us to compare A-DInSAR data to ground
truth one. The minimum time interval between subsequent images of the available CSK dataset is
eight days, while the maximum is 48 days. We also acquired, by request, 22 High Resolution Spotlight
TerraSAR-X (TSX) images covering the period from 10 February 2013 to 3 August 2014, which overlaps
inclinometric, crack gauge, GNSS/HPL, and EDM data (Figure 3a). The repeat cycle of the TSX satellite
is 11 days and the maximum interval between subsequent images of the available dataset is 121 days.
Spotlight mode has the advantage of having a fine ground projected resolution (0.9 × 1.6 m), although
in our case ground resolution is lowered due to the SBAS approach that uses multilook (ML). To obtain
a ground resolution of 10 × 10 m, the ML factor used for the TSX Spotlight mode (13 × 7) is greater
than the one use for the CSK Stripmap mode (5 × 5). The fact that more pixels are averaged allows
reducing the coherence threshold of the TSX interferograms for the same phase standard deviation.
Datasets acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Acquisition parameters of the selected datasets.

Sensor CSK TSX

Number of images 43 22
Acquisition orbit Ascending Ascending
Acquisition mode Stripmap HIMAGE High Resolution Spotlight (HS)

Polarization HH HH
Temporal interval 15 May 2011 to 1 August 2013 10 February 2013 to 3 August 2014

Minimum revisit time (days) 7 11
Maximum revisit time (days) 48 121

Incidence angle (◦) 27 35
Tracking angle (◦) 348 350

Ground projected resolution
(Azimut × Range) 2.2 m × 2.2 m 0.9 m × 1.6 m

Multilook factor applied
(Azimuth × Range) 5 × 5 13 × 7

Ground resolution with ML ≈10 m × 10 m ≈10 m × 10 m

3.2. Visibility Analysis

3.2.1. Land Cover Classification

International and regional land cover databases are freely available as cartographic products.
Some examples are the Coordination of Information on the Environment project from the European
Environmental Agency (CORINE) or the Spanish land use information system (SIOSE) from
the Spanish National Plan for Territory Observation (PNOT). However, these databases have a
medium-low spatial resolution (the minimum mapping unit of SIOSE for urban areas is one hectare
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and for natural and agricultural areas is two hectares), which is not useful to site scale case studies as
the one in hand.

High resolution land cover information, in order to assess the expected CTs density in small-scale
areas of interest, can be achieved with high resolution optical data. In that respect, we exploit optical
images acquired by Sentinel-2 (S2) ESA mission, that comprises twin satellites flying in the same orbit
but phased at 180◦, with a revisit frequency of five days at the Equator. Sentinel-2A satellite was
launched on 23 June 2015 and Sentinel-2B on 07 March 2017. They carry an optical instrument payload
that samples 13 spectral bands: four bands at 10 m, six bands at 20 m, and three bands at 60 m spatial
resolution, ideal for land classification purposes [37].

Image classification refers to the task of extracting information classes from a multiband raster
image, resulting on thematic maps such as land cover types. The two most common approaches are
supervised and unsupervised image classification techniques, depending on the interaction between
the analyst and the computer during classification [38]. The former uses the spectral signatures
obtained from training samples to classify an image. The latter finds spectral classes without the
analyst’s intervention. Among the various algorithms geared toward supervised classification, one of
the most common used is maximum likelihood classification. We performed land cover classifications
in two S2 images acquired at 22 April 2017 and 20 August 2017. The selection criteria was to have a low
cloud shadow percentage (0.16 and 0.15 respectively) and to belong to different seasons. The former
corresponds to the end of the rainy season (84.4 mm of precipitation accumulated in the previous
30 days) and the latter to summer that is typically dry (16.1 mm of precipitation accumulated in the
previous 30 days). We tested different band combinations and resolutions of 10 and 20 m. In order to
gain a relative evaluation between the classifications, we calculated statistics using the kappa coefficient
of agreement [39]. The first step was to identify the main classes of land cover according to the area of
interest characteristics, the preservation of coherence among time and the X radar wavelength. We
distinguish three classes of pixels:

• LC-1: Urban (buildings, roads and bare ground). Coherence is expected to be very well preserved
through time.

• LC-2: Grasslands. Coherence is expected to be poorly preserved.
• LC-3: Forest. Coherence is expected to be completely lost.

The second step was to combine spectral bands sampled by S2 at 10 m and 20 m spatial resolution
to create the multiband images of the area of interest (that has an extent of 2020× 1440 m). The spectral
bands used for each combination can be found in the third column of Table 2. Then we created training
samples in order to identify classes. We ensured that training samples were representative for the
area using a 0.25 cell resolution orthophoto, Google Earth map service system, and in situ evaluation
during field campaigns. The percentage of training samples area with respect to the whole study
area clip is 20.6%. We generated 14 land cover classifications (Table 2), one for each multiband image,
using a maximum likelihood algorithm. The evaluation of the statistical significance of the difference
in accuracy between two thematic maps derived from remotely sensed data has often been based
on the comparison of the kappa coefficient calculated for each map [40]. The kappa coefficient of
agreement for a thematic map is based on the comparison of the predicted and actual class labels for
each case in the testing set and may be calculated from [39]

K =
P0 − PC

1− PC
, (1)

where P0 is the proportion of cases in agreement (i.e., correctly allocated) and PC is the proportion of
agreement that is expected by chance. To compute these proportions, we calculated the error matrix
(or confusion matrix) of each classification, which are tables that show correspondence between the
predicted class (classification results) and the actual class (ground truth). Error matrices are available
in the Supplementary Material (Table S1). The kappa coefficients and the percentage occupied by each
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land cover class is shown in Table 2. According to the classification results, the area of interest is mostly
covered by LC-3 class (forest) with mean percentage of 51.4%, followed by LC-2 (grass) with mean
percentage of 33% and LC-1 (urban) with mean percentage 15.6%. LC-3 is the class whose percentage
varies the least among different classifications and LC-1 the one that varies the most. In general,
the classifications obtained from the S2 image of April detect more amount of LC-1. The best kappa
coefficient is the one that corresponds to the classification obtained from S2 image of 20 August 2017
with a resolution of 10 m and two-, three-, four-, and eight-band combination (Figure 7b,c).

3.2.2. Geometrical Distortion (Relief Index) Classification

The side look acquisition mode of the SAR satellites antenna produces geometrical distortions
of the terrain area that is imaged in each SAR resolution cell when the topography is not flat [41].
This complicates landslide monitoring with A-DInSAR techniques, as they typically develop along
slopes, and careful analysis should be made in order to select the best available acquisition
configuration. In general terms, the descending and ascending geometries are favorable, respectively,
for west and east facing slopes [25] and landslides that present an orientation parallel to the satellite
orbit (quasi polar) will have motion orthogonal to the LOS and thus be undetectable. In a SAR
image, the features of the scene are projected along the radar line of sight (LOS, also known as the
“slant-range”); or, in other words, ordered depending upon its distance from the satellite along its
side-looking direction. Consequently, the terrain slopes facing the radar appear compressed in the
image, known as foreshortening effect, and if the inclination of the slope exceeds the incidence angle,
the scatters are imaged in reverse order and superimposed on the contribution coming from other
areas, causing the layover effect [6,42]. On the other hand, scatters located on the opposite side can be
affected by two distortions; if terrain slope is equal to the radar incidence angle the cell dimension
becomes very large and details are lost and if the terrain slope exceeds the radar incidence angle the
resolution cells cannot be imaged as they are in shadow. The inclination and orientation of slopes
can be easily derived from a digital elevation model (DEM) using a geographic information system
(GIS). National and regional cartographic open databases in Spain, such as the National Geographic
Institute (IGN), provide a wide range of topographic data and DEMs with resolutions up to 2 m.
The topographic information can eventually be combined with the orbit parameters of the SAR images
datasets to obtain a geometrical visibility map [13,25,43,44]. We use the relief index (RI) [26] in order
to check if coherent targets will be visible in the Leintz Gatzaga study area using the CSK and TSX
datasets. RI equation [26] is defined as the ratio between the slant range and the ground range,
taking into account the acquisition geometry of the radar and the orientation (aspect model) and
inclination (slope model) of the terrain

RI = − sin{[(S× sin(A)]− sin(i)}, (2)

where S is the slope, A is the corrected aspect with respect to the track angle of ascending or descending
orbit mode, and i is the incidence or ‘off–nadir’ angle of the satellite antenna. Values of the RI range
from −1 (layover or shadow effects) to +1 (slope with very good geometrical visibility). We define four
classes according to [45]. For the first class (RI-1), no CTs can be detected due to geometrical distortions
such as layover and shadow effects for negative values and foreshortening effect for RI values very
close to zero. The second class (RI-2) comprises values between 0 and 0.33 and indicates that the slope
geometry is not favorable for the satellite LOS geometry; therefore, it is expected to retrieve a lower
number of CTs. RI-3 comprises values between 0.33 and 0.66 and indicates flat areas or slopes with an
acceptable geometry with respect to the satellite LOS. In general, when the value of RI is greater than
0.3, the slope is well-oriented and the main factor that influences the CTs distribution is land use [26].
Finally, RI-4 (values from 0.66 to +1) stands for areas where the slope direction is approximately parallel
to the satellite LOS direction and therefore are the most suitable areas to detect CTs.
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Table 2. Kappa coefficients of 14 land cover classifications obtained from multiband images. The distribution, in terms of percentage, of the land cover (LC) classes on
the studied scene (extent of 2020 × 1440 m) is also shown. The last columns show the percentage of detected coherent targets (CT) of CSK and TSX datasets for each
LC class. Note that the number of pixels of the whole scene is 29,088 for the 10 m resolution images and 7373 for the 20 m resolution ones.

LC Class Distribution
(%) of the Studied Scene

Detected CTs (%) for Each LC Class

CSK (926 CTs) TSX (658 CTs)

Cell
Resolution (m) S2 Image Bands

Combination
Kappa

Coefficient LC-1 LC-2 LC-3 LC-1 LC-2 LC-3 LC-1 LC-2 LC-3

10 (29,088
pixels)

22 August
2017

3,4,2 0.69 16.2 33.6 50.2 85.1 12.1 2.8 88.8 7.8 3.5
2,3,4,8 0.785 16.6 30.8 52.6 85.2 11.4 3.3 89.7 6.8 3.5

20 August
2017

3,4,2 0.807 12.6 35.9 51.5 79.6 18.6 1.8 82.8 14.1 3
2,3,4,8 0.813 12.1 34.6 53.3 79.9 17.5 2.6 86.6 10.9 2.4

20 (7373 pixels)

22 April
2017

3,4,2 0.63 16.2 34.4 49.4 83.9 13.3 2.8 86.6 10.6 2.7
2,3,4,8A 0.694 18.9 28.9 52.2 87.7 8.7 3.6 90.1 7.3 2.6

5,4,2 0.652 16.8 33.5 49.7 84.7 12.3 3 89.1 8.1 2.9
7,4,2 0.666 17.6 29.4 53 84.7 10.7 4.6 88 8.1 4

2,3,4,5,6,7,8A,11,12 0.75 21 28.5 50.5 95.5 3.3 1.2 94.4 4.1 1.5

20 August
2017

3,4,2 0.697 13.5 35.6 50.9 81.4 16.4 2.2 87.8 10.6 1.5
2,3,4,8A 0.688 12.9 36 51.1 80.1 17.6 2.3 86.5 12.3 1.2

5,4,2 0.705 13.6 36.1 50.3 79.8 18 2.2 85.4 11.9 2.7
7,4,2 0.681 12.8 35.9 51.3 78 20 2 85.6 13.4 1.1

2,3,4,5,6,7,8A,11,12 0.754 17.8 28.8 53.4 90.9 5.9 3.1 93 4.6 2.4

Ave. 15.6 33.0 51.4 84.0 13.3 2.7 88.2 9.3 2.5
Max. 21.0 36.1 53.4 95.5 20.0 4.6 94.4 14.1 4.0
Min. 12.1 28.5 49.4 78.0 3.3 1.2 82.8 4.1 1.1
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To calculate the slope and aspect necessary to obtain the geometrical visibility maps, we used a
5 m resolution DEM provided by IGN [46], which we resampled to 10 m and 20 m. As for the case of
land cover classifications, the 10 m resolution cell scene gives 29,088 pixels and the 20 m resolution
cell scene 7373 pixels. The acquisition characteristics of the two SAR datasets are included in Table 1.
Figure 8 shows the 10 m resolution RI maps of the CSK and TSX datasets of Leintz Gatzaga study area.
For both datasets, RI maps indicate that most of the landslide extent has good to very good geometrical
visibility. Note that the opposite slope of the valley that faces west shows low RI values. In the case of
CSK dataset geometry, the most common class is RI-3, both for the whole clip and landslide extent,
while for the TSX is RI-4. CSK dataset has a worse geometrical visibility because of its smaller incidence
angle that induces higher topographic effects [14]. The distribution of each class of the four RI maps is
included in Table 3 in terms of percentage.
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Table 3. Distribution, in terms of percentage, of the RI classes on the studied scene (extent of
2020 × 1440 m). Bottom rows show the percentage of detected coherent targets (CT) of CSK and
TSX datasets for each RI class.

RI Class Distribution (%) of the Studied Scene

Cell resolution
(m)

CSK geometry TSX geometry

RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4 RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4

10 1.5 13.6 56.5 28.4 0.5 8.4 40.3 50.8
20 1.6 13.5 56.4 28.2 0.6 8.7 40 50.7

Detected CT (%) for each RI class

CSK dataset (926 CT) TSX dataset (658 CT)

RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4 RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4

10 0 1.1 74.9 24 0 0.3 54.9 44.8
20 0 0.6 76.3 23 0 0.2 52.1 47.4
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3.2.3. Land Cover and RI Classes’ Distribution

If we combine land cover and relief visibility data we obtain the relative distribution of LC and
RI classes of the cells or pixels that conform the studied scene. Histograms of Figure 9 show the LC
and RI distribution of the 29,088 pixels (10 m resolution) of the multiband image with the best kappa
coefficient (two-, three-, four-, eight-spectral band combination, date 20 August 2017, cell resolution
10 m, Table 2) and the relief classifications for the CSK and TSX geometries (Table 3). The shape of
the graphs are the same for any LC classification and cell resolution, although the total number of
pixels for each class varies. For all the computed LC classifications, the scene is mostly composed by
pixels categorized as forest, followed by grass and urban fabric. With the geometrical parameters of
the CSK dataset, there are more pixels categorized as RI-3 and, for the TSX dataset there are more
categorized as RI-4. The reason for this is that the incidence angle of the satellites antennas are different.
From this result, we can conclude that given the relief of the studied area, the TSX incidence angle is
more adequate, as a greater amount of pixels has high geometrical visibility.
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Pixel density of each class with respect to the total amount of 29,088 pixels of the studied scene are
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3.3. A-DInSAR Processing

A-DInSAR techniques use a stack of SAR images to extract the temporal evolution of the
deformation. These techniques can be divided into two categories depending on how targets are
selected in order to obtain the time series displacements: prevalent phase-coherent radar targets by
amplitude stability or persistent scatter (PS) methods [47] and distributed targets by spatial coherence
or small baseline subsets (SBAS) [48–50]. In general, the permanent scatters approach, which selects
the PS candidates using the amplitude stability of pixels along time, is better suited for urban areas
due to the high reflectivity and low decorrelation during man-made construction, but a minimum
number of about 25 acquisitions is required [47]. The elevated cost of acquiring such a number of
images from commercial X-band satellites, can be a limiting factor both for commercial and scientific
uses. Spatial coherence techniques require a reduced set of images due to their capability to generate a
larger number of interferograms. However, resolution is lowered due to the multilooking operation.

For Leintz Gatzaga landslide, we used the SUBSIDENCE-GUI processor which is based on the
coherent pixels technique (CPT) developed at the remote sensing laboratory (RSLab) of the Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) [51]. This approach has some similarities with the most-widely
used Small Baselines Subset (SBAS), when we use multilooked images and the selection of pixels by
coherence criteria (as in our case), but differs in the method used for velocity estimation. This method
has provided good results in the past for similar test sites [14] and it was chosen because it has been
proven to also work with a limited number of acquisitions, such as the set of TSX used here.
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For areas with a high vegetation surface coverage, as the one presented in this paper, the user
has to test different options to find the best compromise between pixels’ density and their quality.
It is important to avoid, or at least reduce to the minimum, the number of pixels’ subsets (groups of
pixels disconnected from the rest). Using multilook images and a coherence criteria to select those
pixels with enough phase quality has a drawback: the chances of detecting isolated coherent scatters
surrounded by low coherence areas is reduced. Achieving a good atmospheric phase filtering rely
on having a well temporal distributed dataset and high pixel density (preferably with short spatial
connections between pixels). For both SAR datasets, we used a coherence selection approach [50] with
a 5 × 5 multi-look for the CSK and a 13 × 7 multi-look for the TSX, obtaining ground resolution pixels
of approximately 10 × 10 m. For each dataset, we cropped the SAR images to an area of about 18 km2

and co-registered to a common master geometry. We used a 5-m resolution DEM [46] to remove the
topographic contribution. The mean coherences maps presented in Figure 10a,c show that coherence is
very well preserved in the village, highway, and roads, while, as expected, vegetated areas are fully
decorrelated. Overall, the density of coherent areas is large enough to obtain reliable deformation
maps although long spatial connections between pixels had to be used (Figure 10b,d). The temporal
filter is adjusted depending on the dataset characteristics, the image temporal sampling, to have at
least enough temporal samples to average. The software used automatically expands the filter to
include more images in case of temporal gaps in the data.
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Figure 10. (a) Coherence map of CSK data. Black color indicates 0 value, white color 1.
(b) CT connection graph obtained with spider web-like triangulation of CSK data. (c) Coherence
map of TSX data. (d) CT connection graph obtained with spider web-like triangulation of TSX.
Leintz Gatzaga village (L.G.) and Vitoria-Éibar highway (H) are located in all figures. The reference
point is depicted in red.

From the 43 CSK SAR images, we generated 90 interferograms, with a maximum temporal
baseline of 250 days and spatial baselines below 500 m. From the 22 TSX SAR images, we generated
76 interferograms, with the same temporal and baselines restrictions. Connection diagrams of
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the interferograms of the CSK and TSX acquisitions is available in the Supplementary Material
(Figure S1). We placed the reference point on the highway surface (red triangle in Figure 10b,d),
where displacements are known to be inexistent. In order to select the CTs candidates, the model
coherence threshold was set in 0.4 for the CSK dataset and 0.3 for the TSX. The next step of
the CPT algorithm consists on carrying out a triangulation network in which nodes (CTs) are
interconnected, with the objective of working with phase increments among CTs instead of absolute
phases, which reduces unwrapping problems. In our test-site, some areas have low CTs density
(less 1 × 104 pixels/km2), so we employed redundant network strategies. CTs candidates were
connected uniformly in all directions with arcs no longer than 800 m, forming a spider-web-like
network [52], which added redundancy to the system and five additional links with respect to the
Delaunay triangulation. A total subset of 1794 CTs for the CSK dataset and 1322 for the TSX passed the
selection criteria.

3.3.1. A-DInSAR Results

As expected from the pre-processing analysis, CTs of both datasets are restricted to urbanized areas
and roads. Despite selecting just a few CTs that accomplished coherence criteria between the highway
(were the reference point was placed) and the Leintz Gatzaga village, relatively dense connections
were achieved (Figure 10b,d). However, other clusters of CTs within the cropped processed area have
remained totally disconnected or with scarce connections, which compromise phase reliability and,
hence, surface displacement rate estimations. Moreover, these clusters are located either out of the
landslide area of interest, or over the confronting slope of the valley, so we have discarded them in the
results and post processing analysis. From the total initial subsets of 1794 CTs of the CSK dataset and
1322 of the TSX, 926 and 658 CTs, respectively, remained after clipping the area of interest (Figure 11),
which coincides with the extent of the clip used for the suitability analysis (2020 × 1440 m).
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Figure 11. LOS velocity maps of the area of interest of (a) CSK and (b) TSX datasets. Positive values
indicate movement going away from satellite. A secondary landslide located to the South of Leintz
Gatzaga village is labelled as S.L. Black arrows indicate right side-looking antenna of the ascending
satellite orbits.
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The standard deviation (s.d.) of mean LOS velocity values considering all coherent targets of
the area of interest (2020 × 1440 m) is 5 mm/year for the CSK and 6 mm/year for the TSX datasets.
The scene covers a wider area than the active landslide and includes stable zones. To the latter is
added the fact that the landslide does not move homogeneously, which explains high s.d. values.
We have assessed a stability threshold of 2 s.d. to establish active CT points. A point is considered
active if |LOS velocity| > 2 s.d [53], where |LOS velocity| is the absolute LOS velocity value of
each CT. Two standard deviation maps of the area of interest, one for each SAR dataset, are available
in the Supplementary Material (Figure S2). We observe different active areas in the scene. The first
one is Leintz Gatzaga landslide. It exhibits a mean LOS velocity of 6 mm/year for the extent of time
monitored with the CSK dataset and 8 mm/year for the extent of time monitored with TSX. The s.d.
of mean LOS velocity considering just the CT located within the landslide body, is 3 mm/year for
CSK and 2 mm/year for TSX. Both monitoring periods overlap six months. The landslide does not
move homogenously, but presents differential movements, also detected with other in situ monitoring
techniques such as GNSS (Figure 5). These differences are highlighted in the standard deviation
maps (Figure S2). Active zones concentrate in the head of the landslide and at the NE border of the
village for both SAR datasets. The CSK dataset also presents active zones in the center of the village.
The second active area is at the crown of a small secondary and individual landslide located to the
South of Leintz Gatzaga village (labelled as S.L. in Figure 11). A small cluster of CT show mean
LOS velocities up to 15 mm/year for the CSK dataset and up to 22.5 mm/year for the TSX dataset.
We identified tension cracks at the crown of this secondary landslide in field work (Figures S2 and
S3). To the east of the secondary landslide, CTs along the GI-3310 road also exhibit displacement,
being more pronounced in the period monitored by the TSX. This area is covered by colluviums
(Figure 1) where creeping and shallow movements are common. The third active area is Vitoria-Éibar
highway. Even though is outside the area of influence of Leintz Gatzaga landslide, a brief analysis
is unavoidable, as CPT processing has clearly detected movement at both soil cut slopes sides for
the CSK dataset and to the east side for the TSX dataset. No measurements were taken with other
monitoring techniques in this area, only in situ inspection was carried out. West side cut slope is
composed by dark fine graded colluvium deposits and is currently reinforced with bolts. It is very
scarcely vegetated and running water scars are present. Detected motion is extremely slow and it could
be due to soil adjustment because the maximum load of the bolts was not reached during the SAR
monitoring period or due other shallow process like surface washing. The east side cut slope exhibit
a much greater rate of LOS movement that reaches up to 44 mm/year in the CSK dataset. Here a
very small (50 × 100 m) local failure was identified; the main scarp can be clearly distinguished in the
orthophoto. Surface movement detection at the cut slopes is a clear example on how remote sensing
A-DInSAR techniques have the advantage of capturing unexpected or not previously registered with
other techniques displacements. Other active zone was detected at the NW part of the scene, due to
material for construction being quarried.

3.3.2. CT Detection Suitability Assessment

As described in the previous sub-section, we identified three main classes or categories of land
cover (LC) according to the preservation of coherence along time and four classes of relief index
(RI) according to geometrical distortions due to topography. To discern which was the best band
combination to perform an automated land cover classification, we tested different options (Table 2)
and computed the kappa coefficient for each of them. The higher value was obtained for image
S2—20 August 2017, bands 2348, and 10 m resolution. Once both SAR datasets with the CPT software,
were processed we overlapped the A-DInSAR results with the LC and RI maps in order to obtain the
number of CTs that fail within each class. Results are shown in right columns of Table 2 (LC) and
bottom rows of Table 3 (RI) in terms of percentage. Regarding the land cover, an average of 84% and
88.2% of the CT were detected in LC-1 class (urban), 13.3% and 9.3% in LC-2 (grasslands) and 2.7%
and 2.5% in LC-3 (forest) for CSK and TXS datasets, respectively. This result is as expected; CTs will be
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detected at surfaces where coherence is preserved, as it the case of urban fabric. In general, the land
cover maps with 20 m resolution cell detect more CTs at urban areas; the reason is because CTs have
a resolution of 10 m after applying multilook so there are more chance that a CT fail within an area
classified as urban. Note that georeferentation errors have not been taken into account. Regarding
the RI, most of the CTs were detected in areas classified as RI-3, for both datasets. Table 4 shows the
average proportion (from all the classifications) of the CTs detected in each class with respect to the
total amount of pixels of the studied scene. Again, percentage values of 20m resolution cells are higher
because the total amount of pixels of the studied scene are less (7373 pixels) than the finer resolution of
10 m (29,088 pixels). As for previous works [26], the influence of R index on CT density is strong for
value under 0.3. We expected that the highest percentage was achieved by LC-1 and RI-4 combination.
However, it was for RI-3. This might be due to two reasons: the presence of disconnected patches and
loss of coherence of bare ground classified as LC-1.

Table 4. Average values of (from all the classifications) of the CTs distribution for each class with
respect to the total amount of pixels of the studied scene.

Studied Scene Cell Resolution
CSK CT Distribution (%) TSX CT Distribution (%)

RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4 RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4

10 m
LC-1 0.0 2.8 21.1 16.0 0.0 1.6 17.2 11.5
LC-2 0.0 0.3 1.4 1.7 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.8
LC-3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4

RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4 RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4

20 m
LC-1 0.0 6.6 77.7 57.3 0.0 3.2 60.3 44.1
LC-2 0.0 0.0 5.6 4.4 0.0 0.0 1.6 3.2
LC-3 0.0 0.1 0.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5

From the information presented in Table 4, we have performed a qualitative classification of the
X-band SAR visibility on the studied area taking into account LC and RI. We distinguish three classes,
high visibility (HV), low visibility (LV), and no visibility (NV) as it is shown in Table 5. Figure 12
shows a visibility classification map for both datasets using the LC classification obtained with the
multiband image with better kappa coefficient (S2 image of 20 August 2017 with a resolution of 10 m
and two-, three-, four-, and eight-band combination).
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Table 5. Qualitative visibility classification. NV: no visible; LV: low visibility; HV: high visibility.

RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4
LC-1 NV LV HV HV
LC-2 NV NV LV LV
LC-3 NV NV NV NV

3.3.3. Post Processing Downslope Projection

A limitation of A-DInSAR is that movement is measured only in the LOS component. However,
landslides typically address two movement components depending on the failure mechanism:
the downslope direction in case of movements subparallel to the slope and the vertical direction
in case of predominantly rotational movements [11]. In case of no availability of ascending and
descending SAR images, which allow the separation of the displacement in the east–west horizontal
and vertical components [8,9] we can apply the downslope projection method [11,36,54] provided
that the movement is assumed to occur mainly towards the steepest slope. This procedure reduce
geometrical distortions generated by the combination of the topography of mountainous environment
and the satellite acquisition parameters [43]. Based on ground truth information and mechanical
characterization of Leintz Gatzaga landslide, we assess that surface motion is mainly subparallel
to the slope. Therefore, to fully exploit A-DInSAR displacement data, LOS velocity is projected
along the steepest slope to obtain SLOPE velocity. We have applied this post-processing method
only to the CTs located at the Leintz Gatzaga landslide and surroundings, discarding the highway
area. We calculated the orientation (or aspect) and inclination of the slope needed to perform the
downslope projection with a 5 m resolution DEM [46]. Figure 13 shows the SLOPE velocity maps of the
two different time periods calculated with the geometrical parameters of each SAR dataset (Table 1).
After performing the downslope projection, CT density has a reduction of about 35%, as we dismissed
“uphill” direction values [36]. Average SLOPE velocity of the landslide calculated with the CSK dataset
is 12 mm/year (6 mm/year of s.d.) and with the TSX dataset is 14 mm/year (5 mm/year of s.d.).
Clearly, SLOPE velocity values are greater than their respective values in LOS. More importantly,
differential movements are highlighted within the landslide. Maximum velocities are detected at the
head of the landslide (close to INC-1), at the fronton court whose walls exhibit several cracks, and at
the center and to the northwest of the village (Figure S3).

3.3.4. A-DInSAR Results Comparison to Ground Measurements

In this sub-section, we will compare overlapping satellite radar observations with ground truth
data (Figure 3a) in terms of space distribution of movement and displacement time series. CSK dataset
covers the time span 15 May 2011 to 1 August 2013 and TSX 10 February 2013 to 3 August 2014,
overlapping almost six months. Both datasets present a similar space distribution of the landslide
movement; higher rates are located at the head of the landslide, to the north of the village (fronton
court and town hall), at the crown of a secondary slope failure (labelled S.L. in Figures 10 and 12) and
at the colluvium mass waste area around the GI-3310 road.

Inclinometers register the cumulated displacement along the line of maximum movement and they
are referred to a stable surface under the sliding surface, while A-DinSAR represent the displacements
measured at the surface in LOS direction with respect to a stable zone. This fact should be taken
into account when comparing time series of both measurements. Inclinometric data overlaps both
CSK and TSX datasets. Figure 14a show the average value of SLOPE time series displacements of
the CTs located within a radius of 80 m to INC-1 at the head of the landslide. Figure 14b shows
the average values of SLOPE displacement of all the CTs located within the village, where INC-2 is
located. As discussed in the monitoring section, inclinometers do not register displacement until the
rainy period of 20 November 2012–6 March 2013 (Figures 3b and 13). However, surface displacements
were measured with A-DInSAR since the first acquisition, being more pronounced at the head of
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the landslide than at the main body where the village settles, as it also happens in the inclinometers.
The greater SLOPE displacement rates are registered between July 2011–November 2011 and since
April 2013. Note that the stitching of CSK and TSX datasets time series of Figure 14 is based on the
clear common trend between the end of May 2013 and beginning of August 2013. We have not applied
any filter to the time series, so the first measures of TSX could be affected by noise, which might be
the reason for differences in time series displacements during the time period from December 2012 to
May 2013.
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Figure 13. SLOPE velocity maps. (a) Obtained with CSK dataset: general view of the landslide (left)
and zoom of the village (right). (b) Obtained with TSX dataset: general view of the landslide (left) and
zoom of the village with prisms reflectors locations (right).

Ten crack gauges were installed on the facades of the line of buildings located to the north
of the village. The maximum aperture was measured on one of the cracks of the fronton court,
which is also the site were maximum displacements rates were measured by the CSK dataset in the
village, up to 32.5–35 mm/year in downslope projection (Figure 13a). Regarding the TSX dataset,
downslope velocities in the fronton court are between 17.5–12.5 mm/year, which are also higher than
the average of the village, although the lower CTs density might mask higher rates of movement.
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Figure 14. (a) Average SLOPE displacements of the CSK and TSX CTs that are closer to INC-1 within a
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INC-2 is located.

GNSS/HPL and EDM monitoring campaigns overlap with TSX dataset. Figure 15 shows the time
series displacement of five prisms located to the north of the village (Figure 5) and the downslope
projection of the CTs that are closer to each of them (Figure 13). Displacements measured by GNSS
complemented with HPL at benchmark H14 (which houses prism HP14) are also shown. H14 and
prisms displacements are expressed as the modulus of the three directions, which in all cases points
downslope. Although time series are noisy (no filtering has been applied), the trend and amount of
movement fits quite well between EDM and A-DInSAR measurements. GNSS/HPL measurement
at H14 also captures the increment of movement from January 2014. However, the amount of
displacement is less than the other techniques. In general, detected average velocity by GNSS/HPL
is greater at the head and at the village, same as A-DInSAR. Maximum velocities were detected at
benchmark H17 (Figure 5). A total displacement of 86 mm was measured for the period between
20 October 2013 and 11 January 2014. However CTs of the TSX dataset do not detect movement at that
site probably due to aliasing [12], as there are four acquisitions in that period with a gap of 45 days
between two of them. The measured values are included in a 15–20 mm wide strip, in agreement with
the expected precision of DInSAR measurements [7].
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Figure 15. Displacements time series of: prisms (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, HP14) measured by EDM,
downslope projection of the CTs that are closer to each prism obtained by DInSAR processing of
the TSX dataset and benchmark H14 (that houses prism HP14) measured by GNSS complemented with
HPL. See points location in Figure 13b. Note the first measures of the prisms have been set at the value
of displacement of the correspondent CT.
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4. Discussion

In this work, we propose a procedure that applies SAR data to obtain precise geotechnical
monitoring results of site scale landslides affecting urban areas and/or civil infrastructures.
The procedure is based on adequate SAR data selection, detailed site specification, high resolution
visibility analysis, velocity projection along the steepest slope, and complemented with other
monitoring data.

We determined that X-band SAR images were the best choice attending to the characteristics of
the test landslide, the period wanted to be monitored and data availability. We acquired two datasets
of CSK (Stripmap HIMAGE mode) and TSX (high resolution spotlight mode) images, covering the
period from 15 May 2011 to 1 August 2013 and from 10 February 2013 to 3 August 2014, respectively.
We carried out an advanced differential interferometric analysis to obtain velocities and displacement
time series using the coherent pixel technique (CPT) and compare these results with data obtained
from other monitoring instrumentation. We also applied the downslope projection method, as the data
from other monitoring instrumentation indicates that the Leintz Gatzaga landslide moves towards the
steepest slope. Both X-band datasets have shown capability to produce reliable mean LOS velocities
and time series displacement maps for this area, thanks to its improved temporal and spatial resolution.

The dimension of cropped SAR image, broader than the landslide area, has allowed us to detect
movements in unexpected zones, as is the case of the Vitoria–Eibar highway cut slopes. Average SLOPE
velocity of the landslide calculated with the CSK dataset is 12 mm/year and with the TSX dataset
is 14 mm/year, being both values greater than their respective in the LOS. Differential movements
can be noticed within the landslide. Stable areas surrounding the landslide have also been detected.
This information is very useful to geologist to make a more detailed landslide cartography. The most
critical areas are the fronton court and the head of the secondary landslide. It can be noticed how
movement increased along the GI-3310 road at the SW of the scene between CSK and TSK SLOPE
results (Figure 12).

Comparison between A-DInSAR results and other instrumentation data in terms of space
distribution of movement and displacement time series shows good agreement. Based on the results
of this work, the main advantage of introducing A-DInSAR techniques in geotechnical monitoring
campaigns is the dramatic enhancement of the density of surface measure points, allowing to identify
differential movements of the instable zone and to detect previously unknown moving areas. The main
disadvantages we found are the limitation of velocity measurability and the masked movements in the
time series due to aliasing when there are long time gaps between SAR acquisitions. The enhancement
of surface measuring point density is very useful to validate and adjust future stability analysis of the
landslide [54].

Additionally to the proposed procedure, in this work we test new Sentinel-2 optical data to create
high resolution land cover maps, which are useful for analyzing coherent targets’ detection of short
wave length bands. The land coverage information, which is needed along with the topography for the
visibility analysis, can be obtained from geographical databases at a low resolution, which is not useful
to detailed site scale case studies. Therefore, we performed a supervised land use classification of 10 m
and 20 m resolution S2 optical data, based upon three classes of coherence preservation. In order to
assess which was the best choice of spectral band combination and epoch, we calculated the kappa
coefficient to find the most accurate classification.

Our results (Table 2) show that the highest kappa coefficients are achieved with 10 m resolution
and that the more the spectral bands used, kappa coefficients are higher. Regarding the two epochs
tested, we obtained higher kappa coefficient with the optical S2 image acquired in 20 August 2017.
We also analyzed what was the relative distribution of the CTs detected in each of the three land cover
(LC) classes and the four relief index (RI) classes (Table 4). We observed that for values of RI that are
less than 0.3, the topography is the main factor that rules CT detection, while for RI values higher than
0.3 is the type the land cover. This result is in concordance with previous works [26]. We created a
qualitative visibility classification of the Leintz Gatzaga study area based upon our results (Table 5 and
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Figure 12) that can be used in other areas of the Deba Valley, where landslides of similar characteristics
and occurring in similar scenarios (small urban patterns surrounded by vegetation), are common.
However, there is an important point to take into account, which is CT connections. Even if an area
has very good visibility, it can remain isolated if there are scarce connections between CTs, which can
lead to detecting anomalous CTs due to unwrapping errors or not detecting them at all.

5. Conclusions

Slow moving landslides are a widespread geological hazard that can damage exposed urban
elements. Engineering solutions are design either to reduce the vulnerability of those elements and/or
to minimize the intensity of the hazard phenomena. For both cases, the mechanical behavior of the
landslide must be understood and quantified in order to adopt the optimal solution. Surface and
subsurface geotechnical monitoring of landslides can obtain valuable information of the spatial
extension of the sliding body, the deepness of the sliding plane, the velocity, and the behavior in
time. The surface extension of a landslide will help us to determine which urban elements are at risk
and, in conjunction with the deepness of the sliding plane, the total volume of the displaced material.
Both the volume of the mobilized material and the velocity will determine the intensity of the landslide
phenomena and hence the potential severity of the damages to exposed vulnerable urban elements
and/or civil infrastructures. Moreover, monitoring the movement allows us to analyze the landslide
behavior in time and link velocity changes with physical processes, such as variation in water pore
pressure due to rainfall or dynamic loads, softening of the soil, etc. This is fundamental to adjust
physical-based models, be able to forecast the landslide behavior, and ultimately obtain future hazard
scenarios and adopt appropriate solutions to reduce the risk.

The suitability of A-DInSAR for monitoring surface displacements of slow moving landslides at
different scales is widely accepted, although its use has been restricted to academia, civil protection
agencies, local authorities, and private companies are starting to include this tool of the operational
monitoring of landslides. The scale at which we perform landslide assessments (regional or site scale)
determines the minimum spatial resolution that is required to make a reliable analysis.

In this work, we present a practical guideline that applies A-DInSAR techniques to the operational
geotechnical monitoring of site scale landslides affecting urban areas and/or civil infrastructures.
We summarize this procedure as follows:

• A priori selection of the dataset according to the following aspects of the scenario:

# Type of land cover: will determine the radar sensor wavelength pulse selection.
# Spatial extent of the phenomena: will determine the minimum spatial resolution.
# Deformation dynamics: will determine the expected velocity and hence the wavelength

pulse selection and minimum time between acquisitions.
# Geometry of the slope: will determine the acquisition mode of the SAR images.
# Period to be monitored: will determine if historical archives are needed (data availability)

and to plan satellite data acquisition requests.

• Perform a qualitative visibility analysis of the selected SAR dataset with a GIS software,
according to:

# Land cover: Use freely available S-2 optical image data to make supervised land cover
classification. First identify the main classes of land cover according to the area of interest
characteristics, the preservation of coherence among time or the amplitude reflectance
(depending if SABS of PS approach are used) and the radar wavelength. We recommend
using the higher resolution, closer to the ground resolution of the SAR data, and generating
the multiband image (from which the supervised classification will be performed) with
the maximum number of multispectral bands available.
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# Relief geometrical distortion: Perform the relief index RI to detect geometrical distortions,
using a DEM and the geometrical parameters of the SAR dataset

• Process the stack of SAR images with A-DInSAR: We have shown that performing a SBAS
approach has the advantage of requiring less number of SAR images, which reduces the costs,
although multilooking compromises the spatial resolution.

• Analyze the spatial distribution mean LOS velocity that will give information of the extension of
the landslide, previously undetected unstable areas and differential movements.

• Perform the slope projection method if the movement occurs mainly along the steepest slope.
• When comparing and complementing A-DInSAR with other displacement monitoring data,

take into account that A-DInSAR is measuring surface displacements; meanwhile other techniques,
such as inclinometers, measure subsurface displacement at the rupture plane. If quantitative time
series analysis is performed, all the data should be in the same projection. We must not forget that
movements can be also masked by aliasing due to the sampling frequency.

In short, we have shown that A-DInSAR is a very powerful and versatile tool for geotechnical
monitoring of landslides. However, we have to keep in mind that when detailed analysis is needed,
a single monitoring technique is not enough. It has been demonstrate that high resolution LC
classifications can be achieved with S-2 data. Future lines include the exploitation of current
active C-band satellite Sentinel-1, of the European Space Agency (ESA), whose enhanced spatial
resolution will allow to detect small coherent patches as the ones present in Leintz Gatzaga landslide.
ESA products, such as Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data, have the advantage of having an open access
data policy.
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1. Error matrices 

Table S1. List of error matrices that show correspondence between the predicted class (classification 

results) and the actual class (ground truth) for each land cover classification obtained from multiband 

S2 images. 

 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 1423 499 306 2228 

  Low coherence 153 2464 16 2633 

  Very low coherence 253 287 7480 8020 

  Σ 1829 3250 7802 12881 

Kappa coefficient = 0.785 S2-20170422 (bands 2348, 10m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 1414 571 243 2228 

  Low coherence 188 2203 242 2633 

  Very low coherence 192 785 7043 8020 

  Σ 1794 3559 7528 12881 

Kappa coefficient = 0.690 S2-20170422 (bands 342, 10m) 
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 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 1310 662 256 2228 

  Low coherence 63 2568 2 2633 

  Very low coherence 85 283 7652 8020 

  Σ 1458 3513 7910 12881 

Kappa coefficient = 0.807 S2-20170820 (bands 342, 10m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 1261 699 268 2228 

  Low coherence 55 2571 7 2633 

  Very low coherence 43 227 7750 8020 

  Σ 1359 3497 8025 12881 

Kappa coefficient = 0.813 S2-20170820 (bands 2348, 10m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 561 357 181 1099 

  Low coherence 38 532 44 614 

  Very low coherence 38 178 1772 1988 

  Σ 637 1067 1997 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.630 S2-20170422 (bands 342, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 613 267 219 1099 

  Low coherence 46 557 11 614 

  Very low coherence 73 63 1852 1988 

  Σ 732 887 2082 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.694 S2-20170422 (bands 2,3,4,8A, 20m) 
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 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 605 308 186 1099 

  Low coherence 27 545 42 614 

  Very low coherence 40 183 1765 1988 

  Σ 672 1036 1993 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.652 S2-20170422 (bands 5,4,2, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 560 282 257 1099 

  Low coherence 46 555 13 614 

  Very low coherence 69 73 1846 1988 

  Σ 675 910 2116 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.666 S2-20170422 (bands 7,4,2, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 704 213 182 1099 

  Low coherence 13 592 9 614 

  Very low coherence 72 67 1849 1988 

  Σ 789 872 2040 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.750 S2-20170422 (bands 2,3,4,5,6,7,8A,11,12, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 538 368 193 1099 

  Low coherence 18 596 0 614 

  Very low coherence 26 74 1888 1988 

  Σ 582 1038 2081 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.697 S2-20170820 (bands 3,4,2, 20m) 
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 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 516 387 196 1099 

  Low coherence 17 597 0 614 

  Very low coherence 17 81 1890 1988 

  Σ 550 1065 2086 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.688 S2-20170820 (bands 2,3,4,8A, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 550 359 190 1099 

  Low coherence 8 603 3 614 

  Very low coherence 22 79 1887 1988 

  Σ 580 1041 2080 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.705 S2-20170820 (bands 5,4,2, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 501 403 195 1099 

  Low coherence 17 592 5 614 

  Very low coherence 16 78 1894 1988 

  Σ 534 1073 2094 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.681 S2-20170820 (bands 7,4,2, 20m) 

 

 Predicted class 

Class High coherence Low coherence Very low coherence Σ 

Actual class     

  High coherence 661 208 230 1099 

  Low coherence 13 598 3 614 

  Very low coherence 34 53 1901 1988 

  Σ 708 859 2134 3701 

Kappa coefficient = 0.754 S2-20170820 (bands 2,3,4,5,6,7,8A,11,12, 20m) 
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2. A-DInSAR monitoring analysis and urban damages 

 

Figure S1. Connection diagrams of the interferograms of the (a) CSK and (b) TSX acquisitions. 

 

 

Figure S2. Standard deviation maps of the studied area for the (a) CSK dataset and (b) the TSX 

dataset. Note that the threshold values of 10mm/y for CSK and 12 mm/y for TSX, have been 

assessed taking into account all the studied scene. 
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Figure S3. Urban damages. (a) Damages in roads caused by the secondary landslide. (b) Building 

damages in the center of the village. (c) Damages in the fronton court. (d) Flanks of the head of the 

landslide and transverse crack at the crown affecting a road. (e) Cracks at the head of the secondary 

landslide affecting a house. 
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Figure S4. Location of the pictures shown in Figure S1 over the SLOPE velocity map of the CSK SAR 

dataset. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous Chapter, a procedure of the practical use of SAR data in geotechnical 

landslides campaigns was presented, which includes an appropriate dataset selection taking into 

account the scenario characteristics, a visibility analysis and considerations when comparing A‐

DInSAR results with other monitoring techniques. It has been shown that the sampling density 

of A-DInSAR to detect and monitor ground surface displacements is very high.   

These data can be used to depict temporal evolution and discriminate different surface 

slope movements in large areas with mm precision. In this context, phenomenological models 

and more particularly the physically based models, which are used to perform quantitative 

landslide motion forecast in order to assess the hazard and ultimately reduce the risk, must be 

performed in a more representative way to manage the great amount of displacement data that 

can be used for validation.  

So, how can we achieve the challenging task of performing realistic and accurate site scale 

slow landslide kinematics models?  

As it was mention in section 2.3, numerical modelling satisfy all the basic solution 

requirements of equilibrium, compatibility, boundary conditions and any constitutive behavior 

(Potts, 2003). This allows to calculate stress-strain distribution within the slope without assuming 

a fixed failure surface and understand important aspects of slope behavior such as progressive 

failure. However, this method require representative soil properties and reliable constitutive and 

hydrological models of the heterogeneous soil media. 3D analysis provide a spatial picture of the 

landslide extension without restricting the scope of the study to a chosen critical section. 

The content of this Chapter presents an advanced 3D numerical methodology to reproduce 

the kinematics of slow active landslides calibrated by remote sensing data and corresponds to the 

publication: 

Bru, G., J.A. Fernández-Merodo, J.C. García-Davalillo, G. Herrera, J. Fernández, 2018. 

Site scale modelling of slow-moving landslides, a 3D viscoplastic finite element 

modelling approach. Landslides, 15(2), 257–272, doi: 10.1007/s10346-017-0867-y 

We apply the method in a real study case, the Portalet landslide (Central Spanish 

Pyrenees), where previous models in 1D and 2D had been performed (Fernández-Merodo et al., 

2008; Fernández-Merodo et al., 2014; Herrera et al., 2009).   
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4.2 PAPER: SITE SCALE MODELLING OF SLOW-MOVING LANDSLIDES, A 

3D VISCOPLASTIC FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING APPROACH 

 

Published in Landslides journal, included in the first quartile Q1 of the Journal Citations 

Reports (JCR) Science Edition. 
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Site scale modeling of slow-moving landslides, a 3D
viscoplastic finite element modeling approach

Abstract This paper presents an advanced 3D numerical method-
ology to reproduce the kinematics of slow active landslides, more
precisely, to reproduce the nearly constant strain rate (secondary
creep) and the acceleration/deceleration of the moving mass due
to hydrological changes. For this purpose, finite element analyses
are performed in a large area covering a long time-span (12 years),
in order to exhibit different interacting slope movements. First, we
perform a stability analysis using the shear strength reduction
(SSR) technique with a Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. It is done
in order to compute factors of safety (FS) and to identify two
different scenarios, the first one being stable (FS > 1) and the
second one being unstable (FS < 1). In the studied test case, the
Portalet landslide (Central Spanish Pyrenees), the first scenario
corresponds to an initial stable configuration of the slope and the
second one to an unstable excavated configuration. Second, taking
the first scenario as an initial condition, a time-dependent analysis
is performed using a coupled formulation to model solid skeleton
and pore fluids interaction, and a simplified ground water model
that takes into account daily rainfall intensity. In this case, a
viscoplastic constitutive model based on Perzyna’s theory is ap-
plied to reproduce soil viscous behavior and the delayed creep
deformation due to the excavation. The fluidity parameter is
calibrated to reproduce displacements measured by the monitor-
ing systems. Our results demonstrate that 3D analyses are prefer-
able to 2D ones for reproducing in a more realistic way the slide
behavior. After calibration, the proposed model is able to simulate
successfully short- and medium-term predictions during stages of
primary and secondary creep.

Keywords 3Dmodel . FEM . Time-dependent . Viscoplasticity

Introduction
Slow-moving landslides are a widespread geological hazard
characterized by motion rates reaching several centimeters per
year that can cause severe structural damages to buildings and
infrastructures. They may also be precursors for faster and
catastrophic mass movements. The capability to detect the spa-
tial kinematical variability of slow landslide processes repre-
sents a fundamental source of knowledge to support the land
management decision-makers in mountainous communities.
Nowadays, remote sensing and space technologies such as Glob-
al Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and radar interferometry
(InSAR) allow to detect and monitor ground surface displace-
ments with a high spatial density of measure points. These data
can be used to depict temporal evolution and discriminate
different surface slope movements in large areas with mm pre-
cision. In this context, phenomenological models and more
particularly the physically based models, which are used to
perform quantitative landslide motion forecast in order to as-
sess the hazard and ultimately reduce the risk, must be per-
formed in a more realistic and accurate way to manage the great
amount of displacement data that can be used for validation.

Therefore, a challenge resides in enlarging the scale of time-
dependent studies from traditional one-dimensional infinite
slope models (Corominas et al. 2005; Iverson 2000; Van Asch
and Van Genuchten 1990) or two-dimensional sections (Conte
et al. 2014; François et al. 2007; Tacher et al. 2005) to advanced
three-dimensional models.

While three-dimensional effects in slope stability have been
studied since the late 1960s, using both limit equilibrium
methods and advanced numerical methods such as the finite
element method (FEM) (Chen et al. 2001; Duncan 1996; Griffiths
and Lane 1999; Leshchinsky and Huang 1992; Shen and Karakus
2013; Wei et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2013; Zheng 2012), it is still not
the practice to aboard landslide analysis in 3D. Most of pub-
lished three-dimensional analyses focused on estimate stability
condition using simplified and homogenized geometries, not
reflecting real landslides cases and not focusing on prediction
of the body kinematics of active landslides. François et al. 2007
address the numerical modeling of a real landslide motion in 3D
in the case of the Triesenberg landslide (Liechtenstein) by split-
ting the studied area in three different domains. However, even
the hydro-mechanical coupling was assessed in their study; the
constant creep behavior picked up by continuous inclinometer
was not reproduced through a modified Cam-Clay elastoplastic
constitutive model. More recently, De Novellis et al. (2016)
addressed the 3D modeling of the Ivancich landslide (Assisi,
Central Italy) assuming a steady-state viscous flow (Newtonian
fluid) solved through the incompressible Navier-Stokes differ-
ential equation. This rough fluid like behavior approximation is
original in the case of slow landslide but more commonly used
in the case of fast landslide propagation simulation like debris
flow (Pastor et al. 2008; Quecedo et al. 2004).

Modeling real landslides is complicated, among other rea-
sons, by (i) the high level of heterogeneity of the sliding masses
and the presence of discontinuities, (ii) the complex hydro-
mechanical coupling behavior affecting the landslide displace-
ments, and (iii) the mechanical behavior of the solid skeletons.
It follows that successful modeling of the landslide evolution
can only be achieved if transient analysis takes into account (a)
time-dependent loading history or hydrological condition
changes as in the case of rainfall, (b) rate-dependent material
properties as in the case of strain softening or weathering
processes, and (c) creep mechanical behavior. Furthermore, in
large-scale analysis, the derivation of reliable hydrological and
constitutive models is a challenging task due to soil heteroge-
neity. From a numerical point of view, large-scale analyses are
limited by large computation time that depends on solver and
programming strategies.

In this work, an advanced numerical methodology to repro-
duce the 3D kinematics of slow active landslides, more precisely,
the nearly constant strain rate (secondary creep) and the
acceleration/deceleration of the moving mass due to hydrolog-
ical changes, is presented. The studied test case is the Portalet
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landslide, located on the upper Tena Valley (Central Spanish
Pyrenees). This is an area affected by several landslides com-
posed mainly by slates and shales of Carboniferous and Devo-
nian ages, which are characterized by intense weathering and
high plasticity. Diverse regional and local studies about land-
slide motion and mechanism of this area have been published
(García-Davalillo et al. 2014; Herrera et al. 2009a; b; 2013; 2011)
offering a big amount of reliable input data and being well
known both the subsurface structure and mechanical properties.
The landslide was reactivated in summer 2004 after the toe of
the slope was excavated to build a parking area for the Formigal
ski resort. Exhaustive advanced monitoring campaigns based on
main slip surface monitoring (inclinometer data) and surface
displacement monitoring from total stations, GNSS campaigns,
InSAR from multi-satellites (ERS, Envisat and TSX data), and
ground based radar interferometry (GB-SAR) confirm that the
landslide still being active and sensitive to rainfall.

Numerical models have been recently proposed to reproduce
the kinematics of the Portalet parking landslide. The first one is a
simple 1D infinite slope viscoplastic prediction model calibrated
by surface displacements covering the time-span from 2004 to
2009 (Herrera et al. 2009b). This simple model is very sensitive
to any variation of the parameters, which limits the conclusions
that can be drawn from infinite slope models. The second one is a
transient 2D (plane strain conditions) elastoplastic finite element
model covering the time-span from 2004 to 2008 (Fernández-
Merodo et al. 2008). In this study, the transient analysis is not
able to reproduce measured displacements, i.e., no deformation

was predicted during long dry time periods, indicating that viscous
phenomena and delayed deformation due to creep plays a funda-
mental role in the landslide kinematics. The third one consists in a
transient 2D (plane strain conditions) viscoplastic finite element
model covering the time-span from 2004 to 2014 (Fernández-
Merodo et al. 2014). After calibration, this last model can give
excellent results for short-term and medium-term predictions,
during stages of primary and secondary creep, i.e. at nearly con-
stant strain rate. However, the 2D analysis restricts the scope of the
study to the chosen critical section. All the proposed models use
the same simplified groundwater model that takes into account
recorded daily rainfall intensity.

This paper aims to take a step forward and reproduce the
kinematic behavior of the Portalet parking landslide through a
3D hydro-geomechanical viscoplastic finite element model, en-
larging the studied area to a real site scale analysis and covering
a longer time-span from 2004 to 2016. We intent to evaluate if it
is worth to perform more realistic 3D model of a landslide
compare to simpler previous models in 1D and 2D. The result
is that this finer numerical analysis exhibits and reveals new
different, complex and critical interacting slope movements that
were not well identified with previous monitoring records. It
also gives a picture of the spatial extension of the mobilized
mass, enabling the comparison between calculated surface dis-
placements and high spatial density surface data given by ad-
vanced remote sensing monitoring systems. Moreover, the
proposed methodology can be applied to other slow-moving
landslides.

Fig. 1 Geomorphological and lithological sketch of the Portalet landslides area. The black box indicates the 3D modeling area of the parking landslide
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The Portalet landslide

Geomorphological and geological description
El Portalet (Fig. 1) is a mountain pass located in Central Spanish
Pyrenees that communicates the Tena Valley (Huesca, Spain) and
the Ossau Valley (Bern, France) by the road A-136, which also give
access to the Formigal ski resort. In this structurally complex area,
there are several composite landslides that were triggered after
Pyrenean deglaciation and have been reactivated due to the con-
stant erosive action of the Gallego River (Bixel et al. 1985; García-
Ruiz et al. 2004; Notti et al. 2010). Two of these landslides develop
at the southwest-facing hillside of Petruso Peak on slates and
shales of Carboniferous and Devonian ages, which are character-
ized by an intense weathering and a high plasticity. Both moving
masses are classified as roto-translational involving an area of
0.90 km2. They show superficial cracking and distinct ground
displacements. These two paleo-landslides are called Portalet and
Petruso landslide (zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1).

In summer 2004, the excavation of the foot of the slope carried
out to build a parking area for Formigal ski resort reactivated both
landslides and generated new fissures, cracks, and a new small
earth slide of around 0.06 km2 called the Portalet parking land-
slide (Fig. 1). The occurrence of this landslide forced the temporal
suspension of the works and the closure of the road A-136. It also
prevented the digging from being finished and part of the removed
material was replaced at the foot of the landslide in order to hold
the process. Immediately after this emergency measure was com-
pleted, built reinforcement was done to stabilize the hillside with-
out interfering with the parking construction. These solutions

were completed in the spring of 2006 and involved the re-
profiling of the landslide toe, adding weight and building benches
to stabilize the slope. Two small retaining walls and drainages were
also built where the slip surface crops out. However, field obser-
vations and monitoring indicate that the landslide is still moving
(Herrera et al. 2017).

Monitoring description
Multi-sensor monitoring techniques have been used to measure
the surface and in-depth displacements of Portalet landslide since
the occurrence of the reactivation in 2004. Before the stabilization
solutions were carried out in the landslide, total station and
inclinometric campaigns were performed (Herrera et al. 2009a).
Seven total station campaigns were done in seven control points
from December 2004 to March 2005 showing maximum total
displacement of 51 cm in 102 days (1.8 m a−1). The inclinometers
(Fig. 1), with readings from May to October 2005, detected the slip
surface between 7 and 16 m depth. Inclinometer S-1, which is
located in the center of the Parking landslide, detected the slip
surface at 12 m depth and measured rigid motion of the mobilized
material with a total displacement of 8 cm in 74 days (0.4 m year−1)
before its total failure. After 2006, various surface monitoring
techniques have been performed (Fig. 2). GB-SAR continuous
recording were done during 47 days between October 2006 and
November 2006 (Herrera et al. 2009b) showing a maximum dis-
placement of 14 cm (1.1 m a−1). A total of 19 differential Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) campaigns on 129 benchmarks
have been performed in two different networks, GNSSa and
GNNSb, covering the span time from May 2006 to October 2015

Fig. 2 Surface monitoring results using GB-SAR, D-GNSS (note that two different period campaigns are represented), and InSAR techniques
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and July 2010 to September 2015, respectively. Maximum mean
velocities registered in the Parking landslide, for the entire period,
are in the order of 0.31 m a−1. The maximum total displacement
was detected at point P9, with a value of 2.97 m. Advanced DInSAR
displacement measurements from ERS & ENVISAT and ALOS
PALSAR satellites cover the periods 2001–2007 and 2006–2010,
respectively (Herrera et al. 2013). In this work, we focus on the
results obtained by using 13 TSX SAR images data acquired from
April 2011 to November 2011 for qualitative comparison. Addition-
ally to aforementioned techniques, horizontal extensometers were
installed to measure surficial creep in two periods. The first one
was measured from 28/07/2010 to 01/11/2011 (three extensometric
lines) and the second one was installed in 25/09/2013 and is
currently in use (just one line at the head scarp of the parking
landslide). Measurements reveal that the head scarp is affected by
the retrogressive effect of the landslide due to the loss of lateral
confining pressure at a velocity of 0.113 m year−1 in the past 3 years
and shows an increase of displacement’s rate when the water table
increases.

In order to understand groundwater level variation within the
moving mass a set of four piezometers were installed in the upper,
middle, and lower parts of the Portalet landslide. In this work, we
focus on the piezometer located within the Portalet parking

landslide SPz-4 (Fig. 1) which is located at 10.5 m depth and
measured variations up to 1.7 m between July 2010 and November
2011. A rain gauge was also installed in Portalet landslide in 2012,
although the data used for the hydrological model in this work is
from the Sallent de Gallego meteorological station located at
1795 m.a.s.l. The reason to do so is because the meteorological
station offers continuous daily rain recordings for all the studied
period.

Landslide classification and activity
Typological classification is needed to characterize, in a prelimi-
nary way, the landslide behavior and subsequently select adequate
mathematical, constitutive and numerical models able to represent
the observations. The depleted volume of the parking landslide is
of about 5 ⋅ 105m3, which corresponds to a medium-large magni-
tude landslide (Fell 1994). According to Cruden and Varnes move-
ment and material type classification (Cruden and Varnes 1996),
the Portalet parking landslide is an earth slide and, regarding the
monitored displacements rate, it has a very slow velocity. More-
over, two kinematics patterns have been measured in the moni-
toring campaigns. The first one corresponds to a constant
deformation rate, which has been identified as secondary creep,
and the second one to an acceleration of the movement that is

Fig. 3 3D lithostratigraphic geometry of the Portalet parking landslide before parking excavation (initial configuration) and cross sections P1, P2, and P3

Fig. 4 3D finite element meshes different size. Nodes A, B, and C are located for later comparisons
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directly related to rainfall infiltration. The presence of superficial
cracks and the high drainage capacity of the colluvium deposit
located at the top permits water percolation which increments the
interstitial water pressure of the materials underneath causing a
rapid response of the landslide to daily rainfall. The classification
system proposed by (Leroueil et al. 1996) gives an excellent expla-
nation of the landslide state and history. Four stages of slope
movements can be distinguished: the pre-failure stage, the post-
failure stage, the reactivation stage, and the active landslide stage
when a soil mass slides along one or several pre-existing shear
surfaces. The kinematic patterns of the active Portalet paleo-
landslide previously described can perfectly fit in this last stage,
where the excavation of the toe in summer of 2004 and the
subsequent local Parking failure correspond to an occasional re-
activation event.

Three-dimensional modeling

Conceptual model
Geometry, mechanical behavior of the materials and boundary,
load, and initial conditions must be defined in order to obtain a

representative conceptual model able to reproduce the kinemat-
ics of a real landslide. To do so, a big amount of reliable input
data is required. The selected extension to model the Portalet
parking landslide is sketched by a black contour box in Fig. 1.
The definition of a 3D lithostratigraphic geometry is an impor-
tant and demanding task that we have performed using the
specialized GiD pre-processor software (CIMNE 2009). The 3D
geometry and profiles before parking excavation are outlined in
Fig. 3. Four lithotechnical levels or units are represented by
stacked volumes. The upper level (L1) is formed by a colluvium
Quaternary deposit. The immediately below level (L2) is com-
posed of silt and sandy clay with gravel size fragments which
derives from the weathering of Paleozoic shale bedrock. Under
the latter, a level of fragmented slate with a lower degree of
weathering is found (L3). Finally, the substrate (L4) is mainly
composed by non-altered slate and occasionally by boards of
tectonized limestone. We have rigorously defined the 3D strat-
igraphic geometry using P1, P2, and P3 cross-section profiles,
which were interpreted from electrical (ETM) and seismic
(STM) tomography and borehole lithostratigraphic column da-
ta. Profile P2 coincides with the cross section analyzed in the

Table 1 Geomechanical mean properties of the lithotechnical units (Fernández-Merodo et al. 2014)

Lithotechnical units Grain density
(kg m−3)

Young Modulus
(kN m−2)

Poisson ratio Friction angle (°) Cohesion
(kN m−2)

Void ratio

Colluvium deposit (L1) 2470 1.95 × 104 0.3 30 10 0.160

Weathered slate soil (L2) 2651 1.95 × 104 0.3 20–24 10 0.255

Fragmented slate (L3) 2900 4 × 104 0.28 23 173 0.079

Intact slate bedrock (L4) 2900 4 × 106 0.2 31 640 0.043

Fig. 5 Pore pressure contours
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previous published 1D and 2D models (Fernández-Merodo et al.
2008; Fernández-Merodo et al. 2014; Herrera et al. 2009b). The
topography of the initial configuration (before parking con-
struction) is taken from a 5-m resolution digital elevation model
(SITAR 2004) and current topography was obtained by a 25-m
resolution DEM (IGN 2014).

The geomechanical characterization of the materials was
carried out through in situ test, including standard penetration
test and cylindrical hydraulic cell, and laboratory tests which
consisted in identification, direct shear, and unconfined com-
pression tests of undisturbed samples (ARCO-TECNOS 2010;
Oviedo-University 2011). The mean geomechanical properties
of each unit are presented in Table 1. Both of the stratigraphy
and the material parameters have been kept equal for all the
numerical simulations of the work in hand, taking into account
the following assumptions: (1) the materials have a perfectly
plastic behavior following the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, (2) the
flow is associative, (3) no strain softening or weathering pro-
cesses are considered, (4) viscoplastic behavior of the altered
slate soil is taken into account in the transient analysis, and (5)
the bedrock intact slate (L4) material (considered completely
dry) and faults do not influence the landslide behavior.
Concerning the associative flow rule it has been checked that
dilatancy angle does not have very much effect on the final 3D
computed safety factor and failure mechanism for the chosen
mesh discretization (Zienkiewicz et al. 1975). Precise influence
of mesh discretization and dilatancy has been reported by
(Tschuchnigg et al. 2015) in the case of a homogeneous 2D steep
slope. Moreover for the proposed time-dependent analysis and
chosen mesh discretization, the effect of dilatancy on computed
displacement is also negligible. Ground water position is ob-
tained from piezometric and borehole data along the P2 profile
(SPz-4 and S-1 located in Fig. 1) and we have extrapolated it to
the lateral sides.

Concerning boundary conditions, we have considered the
ground surface of the slope unconstrained, fixed to zero the
perpendicular displacements (x, y) at the lateral surfaces and
prescribed to zero all displacements (x, y, z) at the base. We
have considered gravity load only and no local countermea-
sures to stabilize the road, as retaining walls or rock fill
overburden in the cutting road, have been included in the
model.

Numerical modeling description

Components of the model
We consider three main ingredients to reproduce the kinematic
behavior of the Portalet parking landslide by a numerical analysis:
(i) a mathematical model that describe the main physical processes
taking place within the considered materials (hydro-
geomechanical coupling), (ii) a numerical model to solve the
mathematics equations (finite element discretization), and (iii) a
constitutive model (rate-dependent plasticity-viscoplasticity). We
use the GeHoMadrid (GHM) finite element code (Fernández-
Merodo 2001; Mira 2002) for the fully coupled hydro-mechanical
analysis. This code implements the solid skeleton and the pore
fluids interaction by the so-called u − pw formulation (Zienkiewicz
et al. 1999) which expresses the governing balance conservation
partial differential equations due to Biot in terms of only two
variables: the displacements of the solid matrix (u) and the pres-
sure of the pore fluid (pw). Partial saturation above the phreatic
surface has not been considered.

Concerning the mechanical behavior of the materials, we con-
sider two constitutive models. For the stability analysis, we use an
elastoplastic constitutive model with a Mohr-Coulomb failure cri-
terion. From a computational point of view, to guarantee the
quadratic convergence of the stress update algorithm, we apply a
smooth hyperbolic approximation of the Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion (Abbo and Sloan 1995), an implicit algorithm (Ortiz and
Popov 1985) and a consistent tangent matrix (Simo and Taylor
1985). For the time-dependent analysis, we consider a viscoplastic
model based on Perzyna’s theory (Perzyna 1966) in order to
reproduce creep behavior. This model is a modification of classical
plasticity wherein viscous-like behavior is introduced by a time-
rate flow rule employing a plasticity yield function (Mohr-Cou-
lomb in this case). Further information of the models used in this
work can be found in Fernández-Merodo et al. (2014).

Model strategy
The methodology proposed in this work for the 3D landslide
model consists of three successive analyses, once selected the
appropriate size of the mesh. In finite element models, the element
size is a critical issue which closely relates to the accuracy of the
simulation while directly determines their complexity level and
thus requested computing time. We have performed the numerical

Fig. 6 Computed and measured water table depth (red and blue lines respectively in the upper panel), and rainfall intensity (gray line in the lower panel) from 27/07/
2010 to 31/01/2016
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simulations with four different size 3D mesh discretization (Fig. 4).
All of them are coarser in the bedrock slate and finer in the upper
materials and are formed by quadratic tetrahedron elements
which are composed by ten nodes for the displacements and four
nodes for the pore pressures (H10P4).

The first step is to carry out a stability analysis whose objective
is identify two different landslide scenarios by means of the safety
factor (FS), the first one being stable (FS > 1) and the second one
being unstable (FS < 1). The FS is the ratio between the maximum
shear strength allowed to prevent failure τmax and the shear
strength a soil is exposed to τ (Eq. 1) or, in other words, the ratio
between the forces resisting movement and the forces driving
movement. To compute the FS, we have used the shear strength
reduction technique (SSR) (Dawson et al. 1999) jointly with the
elastoplastic Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The SSR technique
consists in reducing the shear strength in terms of soil friction
angle Φ and cohesion c in steps until collapse is reached (Eqs. 2
and 3).

FS ¼ τmax

τ
ð1Þ

ctrial ¼ 1

FStrial
c ð2Þ

Φtrial ¼ arctan
1

FStrial
tanΦ

� �
ð3Þ

We have adopted a non-convergence criterion of the Newton-
Raphson non-linear algorithm, with a normalized unbalanced force
limit of 10−4, for the failure criteria. Safety factors are computed on the
initial and excavated configurations taking into account the influence
and sensitivity to the friction angle of the altered slate soil, whose range
is estimated to be between 24 and 20°. All the other material param-
eters have been kept constant through the simulations. Ground water
level position is also a critical factor on the slope stability. According to
piezometric and borehole data along the P2 profile (SPz-4 and S-1
located in Fig. 1), ground water level is 6.5 m deep, which we have
interpolated laterally and kept constant through the stability analysis.
The bedrock intact slate (L4) is considered completely dry. The hy-
drostatic condition and adopted fixed 3D pore water pressure con-
tours are sketched in Fig. 5.

The purpose of this first analysis is to find a value of the friction
angle resulting on a stable (FS > 1) initial configuration and
unstable (FS < 1) excavated configuration. Hereafter, the second
step consists of verifying the results of the stability analysis by
simulating the excavation process progressively through a static
analysis jointly with the elastoplastic Mohr-Coulomb failure crite-
rion. Finally, a time-dependent analysis is carried out to simulate
the landslide kinematics from 07/2004 to 31/01/2016, which corre-
sponds to the period from the parking excavation up to the last
recorded measurement. The initial condition at 07/2004 corre-
sponds to a hydrostatic and geostatic equilibrium state in the
initial configuration, and the excavation process is simulated in-
stantly, in the first time step, giving a non-stable excavatedTa
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configuration. Two factors for the time-dependent behavior are
taken into account: the hydrological changes due to rain infiltra-
tion and the delayed viscoplastic behavior of the altered slate
material. No strain softening and weathering processes are con-
sidered to simplify the problem.

The hydrological changes due to rainfall are prescribed as pore
pressure changes derived from an external simplified hydraulic
model where water table depth is computed in a 1D soil column
directly from daily recorded rainfall intensity. We have considered
that changes in groundwater level are directly proportional to the
rainfall intensity and inversely proportional to the porosity of the
material. Even if it is not strictly a consolidation process, pore
pressure evolution in the landslide can be approximated by the

Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation theory assuming that
ground water level position remains parallel to the initial pre-
scribed one. Results of this simple ad hoc 1D ground water model-
ing are prescribed at the contact soil-colluvium for the 3D
transient analysis. This model was firstly proposed by Herrera
et al. (2009b) and applied in Fernández-Merodo et al. (2014). See
these paper for details of the model. Later, similar simple approx-
imations have been used for predicting rainfall-induced mobility
of active landslides (Conte et al. 2016). Figure 6 shows computed
and measured water table depth. Error sources of this hydraulic
model include effects from the distance (8 km) to the Sallent de
Gállego rain gauge station and evaporation, runoff, and snow
melting phenomena that are not considered by the model.

Fig. 7 Influence of the mesh size on slope stability. Total displacement contours at failure and associated FS3D for Φsoil = 20°
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Fig. 8 Influence of the mesh size on slope stability. Total displacement versus trial factor of safety at node A (global failure) and node B (local failure) for friction angle of
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The delayed viscoplastic behavior of the altered slate material is
taken into account using a viscoplastic model based on Perzyna
(1966). This model reproduces the observed creep behavior and
enables to reproduce numerically the excavation process even in
the cases were the slope is not stable in the perfectly plastic or limit
equilibrium sense (FS < 1).

Results

Stability analysis and excavation simulation
We have computed factor of safety with the SSR technique of
the 3D lithostratigraphic geometry (FS3D) on the initial and
excavated configurations for the four different meshes taking
into account the uncertainty of the friction angle of the weath-
ered slate soil (Φsoil), which was estimated to be between 20°
and 24°. Results of the stability analysis are summarized in
Table 2.

It can be observed that the friction angle of the altered slate
soil has an important influence on the stability analysis; stability
decreases when friction angle decreases. Moreover, excavated
configuration is less stable than initial configuration. Further-
more, when this friction angle is equal to 20°, the initial con-
figuration is stable (FS > 1), whereas for the excavated
configuration, failure is reached (FS < 1), with the exception of
the finer mesh (MESH 4) were Φ = 22° also leads to an unstable
state. These tendencies were also observed in previous pub-
lished 2D analysis (Fernández-Merodo et al. 2014).

If we compare the FS3D values given in Table 2 with the 2D
results (FS2D) of previous works, it is observed that FS3D values are
higher in the case of the initial configuration, which is in accor-
dance with observations made in previous published studies, Dun-
can (1996), and references therein. It is produced by the fact that
3D analysis takes into account the shear strength along the sides
and the back scarp while in 2D plain strain analysis it is implicitly
assumed that the failure surface is infinitely wide (Stark and Eid
1998). Therefore, previous FS2D results of the Portalet parking
landslide were more conservative.

In the case of the excavated configuration, comparison of FS3D
vs FS2D does not fulfill this accepted rule. Then FS3D are lower than
the 2D ones, indicating that something else is happening during
excavation. This will be clarified in the following mesh dependency
analysis.

Figure 7 depicts total displacement contours at failure and
associated FS for the different adopted meshes and the same soil
friction angle (Φsoil = 20°). In the initial configuration, the mobi-
lized mass is similar for all the meshes and the FS reduces slightly
with the finer meshes. However, in the excavated configuration,
mesh size has an important influence on the stability analysis. Two
different surfaces of rupture appear: a larger deep failure mecha-
nism at the center left of the model and a smaller shallow failure at
the right where the topography is steeper. They will be referred as
global and local failure respectively through this paper and their
representative profiles as global and local profiles (Fig. 5). In order
to better understand how these two Bcompetitive^ failures behave

Fig. 9 Influence of the mesh size on slope stability. Factor of safety FS and CPU time versus number degrees of freedom

Fig. 10 Influence of friction angle on slope stability: horizontal (direction y) displacement of nodes A and B versus trial factor of safety
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from a numerical point of view, by means of the mesh size, Fig. 8
plots the total displacement versus the trial factor of safety FS at
two representative points A and B (located in Fig. 4) in the case of
Φsoil = 20°. Node A belongs to the global failure body and node B
belongs to the local failure body, being site at the maximum
deformation zones calculated with the static FS analysis. Note that
failure is reached when the total displacement increases exponen-
tially in Fig. 8. For the coarse mesh (MESH 1) the critical failure is
the global failure with an associated factor of safety equal to 0.96.
Even though the global failure corresponds to the same deeper
failure mechanism detected in previous 2D analysis (Fernández-
Merodo et al. 2014), the FS3D of MESH 1 is smaller than FS2D
calculated in that work, which does not fulfill the general stated
by Duncan 1996. This is due to the fact that the profile analyzed in
the 2D work was not the most critical section. For MESH 2, there is
nearly a draw between the failures, although the local one prevails
with an associated factor of safety equal to 0.95. For the finer
meshes, the local failure clearly prevails among the global one
with associated factor of safety equal to 0.93 (MESH 3) and 0.92
(MESH 4). In the cases where the local failure dominates, FS3D is
lower than FS2D because they are representative of different sur-
faces of rupture.

Mesh size has an important influence not only on the stability
analysis but also on the consumed CPU time for the computation.
Figure 9 plots FS of the excavated configuration for friction angle
equal to 20° and consumed CPU time versus number degrees of
freedom (CPU time using a single 3.33-GHz processor with 24 Gb
of RAM). Note that CPU time is also a critical issue for the
following time-dependent analysis section.

Mesh dependency is not a good feature in numerical simu-
lation, but a good compromise between accuracy and consumed
CPU time could be achieved with MESH 2. Even though MESH 2
is slower than MESH 3 for this analysis due to convergence
speed issues, we have checked that for the time-dependent
analysis MESH 2 is much faster. In the following, all computa-
tions are done using MESH 2 with which global and local failure
can be analyzed.

Influence of friction angle of the altered slate soil on the
stability analysis of the optimal mesh can be inspected in Figs.
10 and 11. Figure 10 plots the horizontal displacement of points
A (global failure) and B (local failure) versus the trial FS for
different values of the weathered slate soil friction angle ranging
from 24° to 20°. Again, it can be observed that the friction angle
of the altered slate soil has an important influence on the
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Fig. 11 Influence of friction angle value on slope stability for initial and excavated configurations: total displacements and equivalent plastic strain contours at failure and
associated factors of safety (FS). Note scales from initial and excavated configuration are different. The most critical profiles of Bglobal^ failure and Blocal^ failure are also
shown, see location at the upper right
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stability analysis. Furthermore, when Φsoil = 20° the initial
configuration is stable (FS > 1), whereas for the excavated
configuration failure is reached (FS < 1). Note that failure is

reached when the horizontal displacement increases exponen-
tially. Higher values of the friction angle yield stable condition
for both configurations.

Fig. 12 Map showing the equivalent plastic strain contours and the total displacement at failure for the excavated configuration considering a friction angle of the
weathered slate soil Φ = 20°. Note that the scale color is different from Fig. 11

Fig. 13 Total displacement contours and equivalent plastic strain after excavation (3D and Bglobal^ profile views) in the numerical simulation of the excavation
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Figure 11 presents the respective total displacement and equiv-
alent plastic strain (second invariant of the plastic strain tensor)
contours at failure and associated FS for the initial and excavated
configuration. Contours are also plotted on two cuts defined along
the global and local profiles. As it was already mentioned, the
failure mechanism along global profile agrees with previous 2D
plain strain analysis (Fernández-Merodo et al. 2014), although the

critical section for the excavated configuration does not coincide
with the 2D profile chosen in previous works.

The stability analysis of the selected mesh yields an important
result: the excavation can only be completed when the friction
angle of the weathered slate soil is higher than 20°. It has to be
underlined that computed location of the rupture surface agrees
fairly well with field observations. The observed main scarps are

Fig. 14 Computed total displacement from 01/07/2004 to 31/01/2016 for different values of fluidity parameter (in Pa−1 s−1) with and without rain action at node C
(maximum global failure displacement) and node B (maximum local failure displacement)
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located at the same position on the upper part of the slope and the
observed bulging in the parking area at lower eastern part of the
slope is nearby the local failure, as it shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, if
we compare these results with field displacement records present-
ed in Fig.2, it can be seen that the spatial distribution of the
deformation and extension is very well cached.

The stability analysis result has been verified with a numerical
simulation of the excavation. Starting from the initial configura-
tion in equilibrium (geostatic and hydrostatic equilibrium), the
excavated material is progressively removed using a static analysis.
Figure 13 shows the equivalent plastic strain and the displacement
contours at the end of this excavation process for the different
friction angle values. Note that for Φsoil = 24° and 22°, the excava-
tion can be completed and both the plastic strain and the

displacements are small. On the other hand for Φsoil = 20°, failure
occurs when 91% of the excavation is completed. In this case,
plastic deformation develops along a shear surface and the dis-
placements contour indicates that the excavation triggers a new
landslide. A slight deformation at the local landslide location can
be seen. In the profile depicted in the upper left side of Fig. 13, it
can be appreciated that, according to the computations, the mo-
bilized mass slides along this shear surface with a typical rigid-
body motion (translational slide).

Time-dependant analysis
The election of the altered slate soil friction angle is a key
point in the proposed methodology. This angle is deduced
from the previous stability analysis as 20°, which correspond

a) b)a) b)

Fig. 15 a Computed vectors of displacement across the landslide for the model with a fluidity parameter equal to 5 · 10−9 Pa−1 s−1. b Observed vectors of displacement
in the modeled domain, which correspond to the GNSSa monitoring campaign (see Fig. 2). Nodes B and C are also plotted; they correspond to the location of maximum
displacements computed for all the viscoplastic models of the local and global failure, respectively

Fig. 16 Computed (from 01/07/2004 to 31/01/2016) and measured total displacement
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to a stable state in the initial configuration and an unstable
state in the excavated configuration. We have computed the
time-dependent behavior for eight fluidity values. The intro-
duction of viscoplastic behavior (instead of elastoplastic) in
the time-dependent analysis model implies that the parking
could be constructed without the total failure of the slope,
even if the excavated configuration is not in equilibrium. This
can be seen in Fig.14 where time series of total displacement
at nodes C and B, corresponding to the maximum global and
local failure deformations respectively, are plotted for three
different fluidity parameters. Deformation is delayed in time
and tends to infinity due to the failure state. Fluidity param-
eter controls the velocity of the delayed behavior (if it in-
creases so does the displacement) and rain infiltration
accelerates the process. It can be seen also that the local
failure (node B) moves faster than the global one (node C).

As it has been done in previously published 1D and 2D
analyses, the 3D computed displacement can be compared with
measured displacements. This comparison can be done in space
(using space distributed monitoring) and in time (using time
series).

Spatial distribution and direction of the motion between
modeled and monitored displacements can be visually
checked comparing Fig. 15a, where displacement vectors di-
rection and module of the model are map out, and Fig. 2,
where velocity vectors of different monitoring techniques are

plotted. It can be seen the kinematics of the global landslide
is well cached in the modeled studied area. If we compare the
evolution of displacements in time, we find that the trends of
the modeled and monitored time series are very similar. In
Fig. 16, GNSS horizontal time series displacement measure-
ment of points P9, P10, and P30 (located in Fig. 15b) are
compared with 3D computed horizontal displacement at node
C. A good fit for the global failure is obtained using a fluidity
parameter equal to 5 ⋅ 10−9 Pa−1 s−1. This value does not
differ very much from the value used in the previous 2D
analysis 7 ⋅ 10−9 Pa−1 s−1.

We have attempted to perform a quantitative analysis over
the modeled domain by analyzing the difference between
modeled and monitored displacements (both vector directions
and modulus) at 18 GNNS measure points (GNSSa in Figs. 2
and 15b) for eight different fluidity values, using a window of
time from 31/05/2006 to 01/07/2015. Regarding vectors direc-
tions, all viscosity models provide a very good fit. Table 3
shows the values of the angles obtained by subtracting the
modeled azimuths αmodel from the observed ones αobs. How-
ever, a quantitative spatial analysis of the vector modulus,
which would have allowed to choose the best fitting fluidity
model, is not useful. The reason is that, even though we have
designed an accurate and detailed 3D lithostratigraphic model,
the influence of small scale elements, such as the confining
effect of the road and retaining walls or local heterogeneities

Table 3 Differences α (in degrees) between azimuths of observed (GNSSa) and modeled vectors of displacement α = αobs − αmodel. Standard deviations and average
values are also shown

GNNS points Fluidity (Pa−1 s−1) models
3 · 10−9 4 · 10−9 5 · 10−9 6 · 10−9 7 · 10−9 8 · 10−9 9 · 10−9 1 · 10−8

P2 24.09° 23.36° 23.23° 22.96° 22.74° 22.56° 22.27° 22.40°

P3 −0.40° −0.97° −1.12° −1.40° −1.63° −1.85° −2.21° −2.04°

P4 4.75° 4.41° 4.43° 4.33° 4.25° 4.17° 4.05° 4.11°

P5 6.10° 8.43° 8.31° 9.23° 10.03° 10.70° 11.77° 11.27°

P6 0.57° 0.00° −0.09° −0.29° −0.45° −0.58° −0.79° −0.70°

P7 1.66° 0.76° 0.71° 0.37° 0.08° −0.18° −0.63° −0.42°

P8 8.51° 7.72° 7.76° 7.45° 7.16° 6.90° 6.44° 6.66°

P9 −4.31° −4.93° −4.97° −5.18° −5.35° −5.48° −5.67° −5.58°

P10 −6.66° −6.72° −6.75° −6.83° −6.92° −6.99° −7.14° −7.07°

P11 6.72° 6.30° 6.25° 6.12° 6.03° 5.96° 5.86° 5.91°

P12 2.05° 1.72° 1.68° 1.57° 1.49° 1.42° 1.33° 1.37°

P13 13.82° 12.26° 12.17° 11.57° 11.07° 10.65° 9.97° 10.29°

P14 78.30° 76.52° 78.34° 78.25° 78.16° 78.11° 78.35° 78.14°

P26 −11.45° −11.49° −11.51° −11.53° −11.55° −11.57° −11.60° −11.58°

P27 −1.30° −1.43° −1.38° −1.41° −1.44° −1.46° −1.50° −1.48°

P28 14.88° 15.07° 14.99° 15.00° 15.00° 15.00° 14.98° 14.99°

P29 26.40° 26.86° 26.78° 26.91° 27.03° 27.14° 27.34° 27.25°

P30 0.20° −0.65° −0.70° −1.02° −1.29° −1.52° −1.89° −1.72°

s.d. 19.86 19.59 19.96 19.99 20.01 20.03 20.15 20.08

Average 9.11° 8.73 ° 8.78° 8.67° 8.58° 8.50° 8.38° 8.43°
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of the geological structure or piezometric level, are not taken
into account. We have checked during the modeling process
that this small variations can impact the magnitude and the
spatial distribution of the displacements, although the general
mechanisms of failure is always well cached. Moreover, the
magnitude of displacements at the local failure is not realistic,
which is probably due to the fact that we have not modeled
local countermeasures to stabilize the road as retaining walls
or rock fill overburden in the cutting road. No long-time
monitoring is available at the local failure, as it was identified
after the present study. It has to be mentioned that this local
failure affects directly the road and it is planned that public
services in charge of its maintenance will increase in a nearby
future the countermeasures at its location.

Discussion and conclusions
In this work, an advanced numerical methodology to reproduce,
in a 3D context, the kinematics of large active creep landslides,
more precisely, the nearly constant strain rate and the
acceleration/deceleration of the moving mass due to hydrological
changes has been presented. This methodology is capable to detect
the spatial kinematical variability of slow landslide processes. It
can represent a fundamental source of knowledge to support the
land management decision,and take advantage of the great spatial
density of surface displacement data from advanced remote sens-
ing techniques that can be used for validation. The methodology is
applied in the Portalet parking landslide, enlarging the scope of
previous 1D and 2D published works to a more real 3D site scale
study. We have performed the calibration of the time-dependent
model using displacement monitoring given by GNSS. We have
also used intensive and wide surface data from other remote
sensing techniques, such as A-DinSAR and GB-SAR, and
inclinometric data for comparison. Conclusions arise naturally
from the comparison between previous 2D model results and the
one in hand:

& For the initial configuration (before parking excavation), the
most critical section obtained in the FS3D analysis coincides
with profile P2, which was the one analyzed in previous 2D
works (Fernández-Merodo et al. 2008; Fernández-Merodo
et al. 2014; Herrera et al. 2009b). Furthermore computed
FS3D is greater than the one calculated in 2D by
Fernández-Merodo et al. 2014. This result is in concordance
with previous works (Duncan 1996 and references therein)
which state that, in general, 2D analysis lead to conservative
factors of safety. This can be explained because the 3D
analysis takes into account the shear strength along the sides
and the back scarp while in 2D plain strain analysis it is
implicitly assumed that the failure surface is infinitely wide
(Stark and Eid 1998). Moreover, if 3D effects are neglected,
back analysis of slope failures will overestimate the shear
strength of the materials involved (Duncan 1996). Even
though, in this case, the calibrated friction angle coincides
with the one obtained in previous 2D analysis, which has a
value of 20°.

& In the excavated configuration (after parking construction),
two different and Bcompetitive,^ from a numerical point of
view, failures mechanisms appear: a larger deeper failure at
the centre left of the model (which corresponds to the same

surface of rupture detected in the 2D analysis of the afore-
mentioned previous works) and a smaller shallow local
surface of rupture at the south-east. Slow-moving earth
landslides are not perfect homogeneous bodies that move
jointly, so 3D models let us analyze the interaction of differ-
ential movements or failures that occur within the same
landslide. A withdrawal of the FS computation using FEM
and SSR technique is that the calculations stop when the
first failure is reached, complicating stability analysis when
several different slope failures occur in the same finite ele-
ment mesh.

& For the excavated configuration, the most critical profile of
the global failure is not the one that was taken for previous
2D works, but it develops at the west of it. Making a 3D
model prevents from testing different profiles to find the
most critical one.

& The 3D time-dependant model has overestimated the
amount of movement of the small local failure, but it is
probably due to the fact that the confining action of the
retaining walls and the road, and drainage have not been
taken into account.

& 3D analysis of this landslide has given us a picture of the spatial
extension of the mobilized mass. Almost all landslides exhibit
3D features and this analysis has reproduced the deformations
monitored at the surface of the landslide by GB-SAR, GNSS,
and DInSAR.

& A comparison in time between computed time series and
recorded ones (with GNSS) has let us calibrate the fluidity
parameter that controls the viscoplastic behavior of the
soil and that has been estimated in 5 ⋅ 10−9 Pa−1 s−1. This
value is smaller than the calculated in the 2D previous
work.

It has been proven that 3D analyses are preferable to 2D
ones to reproduce in a more realistic way Portalet parking
landslide behavior. We consider it is a quite general conclu-
sion for any other similar slow velocity land slide. After
calibration, the proposed model is able to give successful,
both in space and time domain, short-term and medium-
term predictions during stages of primary and secondary
creep. Long-time predictions remain uncertain due to unpre-
dictable water table changes (although various rainfall scenar-
ios could be analyze for a probabilistic risk assessment) and
difficult quantification of tertiary creep. Limitations of the
model have also been presented in this work. For local site
investigations (normally for engineering solution porpoises),
complex 3D forward models are suited when a high amount
of data is available and quantitative analysis will be limited by
the relation between the resolution of modeled elements and
the scale of the studied area.

A future challenge for 3D landslides investigations (having
demonstrate that we are able to perform the forward model)
is to apply inversion techniques using the high spatial density
surface data given by advanced remote sensing monitoring
systems. This will allow us to explore the different valid
solutions and possible future scenarios, which is particularly
interesting for valley scale analysis where exhaustive geotech-
nical investigations are difficult to encompass.
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SUMMARY OF LANDSLIDE SITE CASE STUDIES CHARACTERISTICS 

This PhD Thesis has been devoted to the study of the kinematics and characterization of 

site scale slow moving landslides affecting urban areas or infrastructures, by accurate landslide 

classification, monitoring of the terrain motion and numerical modelling. The objectives of the 

work have been addressed by the analysis of three real landslide case studies located in different 

parts of Spain (Figure 1) and diverse regional geological context.  

In this section, a summary of the main characteristics of the case studies is presented. All 

investigations have been performed at a local scale. The first test site is La Verbena landslide 

(Arcos de la Frontera, Cádiz), situated within a small Neogen-postorogenic intramontane basin 

in the western border of the Subbetic range system. The second studied area is Leintz-Gaztzaga 

landslide, located in the upper course of the Deba River (Gipuzkoa) at the Basque Cantabrian 

Basin. The third studied mass movement is the Portalet parking landslide (Huesca) located in the 

upper Tena Valley (Central Spanish Pyrenees). 

The three landslides possess a series of common features, being the most representative 

one the velocity type, ranging from extremely slow to slow velocity. Regarding the type of 

movement and material, they are all earth slides with a predominantly translational mechanism, 

although with a rotational component near the crown area. This is frequent in planar slides, 

where a local rotation in head takes place to accommodate curvature at the intersection of the 

basal surface and the back scarp (Hutchinson, 1988). The three slope instabilities are affecting 

urban areas and/or civil infrastructures: La Verbena landslide is affecting the buildings of a large 

area of the newest part of the city; the whole historical Leintz-Gatzaga village settles on the active 

landslide body of the same name; and the Portalet parking landslide is permanently causing the 

deterioration of road A-136, which gives access to the Formigal ski resort. For the Leintz-Gatzaga 

and Portalet Parking landslides, monitoring data shows that the acceleration of the movement is 

directly related to rainfall infiltration. In the case of the La Verbena landslide body, the short 

monitoring period and sampling gaps, do not allow to stablish a clear interaction between 

landslide motion and precipitation. However, other evidences support that the landslide motion 

increases in intense rainfall periods.  Firstly, the type of soil that forms the slope (GBC formation) 

commonly presents cracks and fissures formed by contraction and shrinking, which facilitates 

water percolation during rainfall events. Secondly, the most severe urban damages were recorded 

during an intense rainfall interval. The foot of the three slopes where the mass movements take 

place, are subject to river erosion. This is particular relevant in La Verbena slope that is located 

on the outside bend of a meander (high energy bank) of the Guadalete river. On the opposite side, 

although the constant erosive action of the Gállego River can be a factor influencing the stability 

of the complex landslide of el Portalet, it has no effects on the parking earth slide body subject to 

the study. In the case of Leintz-Gatzaga, the paleo movement that generated the current slope 

profile, was probably influenced by the Deva River. Table D.1 shows distinct characteristics of 

the studied landslides.  
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Table D.1. Distinct characteristics of the three studied landslides.  

  

Landslide 

name 
Location Classification 

Area 

(m2) 

Material where 

rupture plane 

develops 

Average 

slope 

inclination 

Main causes 

of  motion 

Studied 

period 
Monitoring techniques 

         

La Verbena Arcos de la 

Frontera 

town 

Active 

retrogressive 

earth-flow slide 

0.17×106 

 

0.88×106 * 

Weathered 

Guadalquivir Blue 

Marls 

12%  Geotechnical 

 Rainfall 

 Toe erosion 

by river 

Sep 2008 / 

Feb 2012 

 Inclinometers 

 Crack gauges (building) 

 A-DInSAR with C band 

data (ENVISAT2010+ 

project) 

Leintz-

Gatzaga 

Leintz 

Gatzaga 

village 

Reactivated 

earth slide 

0.18x106 Weathered sandy 

siltstone 

25%  Geological 

 Rainfall 

 Toe erosion 

by river 

Feb 2010 / 

May 2015 

 Inclinometers 

 Crack gauges (building) 

 GNSS/HPL 

 EDM (continuous robotic 

station) 

 A-DInSAR with X band 

data (Cosmo-SkyMed 

and TerraSAR-X) 

 

Parking 

landslide 

Portalet 

mountain 

pass 

Active earth 

slide 

0.07x106 Weathered slate 

soil 

23%  Geometry 

variations 

 Rainfall 

Jul 2004 / 

Jan 2016 

 Inclinometers 

 EDM 

 Ground based SAR (GB-

SAR) 

 GNSS 

 A-DInSAR with X band 

data (TerraSAR-X) 

* This value correspond to the total extent of the complex landslide composed of several coalescent bodies 
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DISCUSSION  

Slow moving landslides pose the potential danger of causing severe damages to buildings 

and infrastructures. Land management decision-makers need to identify, with the maximum 

possible precision, the phenomenon which may occur and determine the exposed elements. The 

quantification of the elements that are part of the landslide analysis (such as spatial extension and 

velocity) require dedicated analysis. 

The work presents a step by step practice for studying site scale slow landslides through 

geological and geotechnical characterization, remote sensing monitoring and forward 3D 

modelling. Figure D1 shows a diagram of the integral practice, which is founded in those three 

pillars, further explained in the text. They should not be approached independently; there is a 

transversal relationship between the phases they are composed by and they should be checked 

against each other following the classical scientific method. A preliminary classification of the 

landslide based in general observations (geological field and office work) must be done to identify 

the problem and make a hypothesis. From that premise we can establish if it is pertinent to 

monitor surface motion with A-DInSAR techniques and develop the hypothesized model (for 

which reliable data collection is needed). It is worth pointing out that modelling should start 

simple and then add complexity in increments, e.g. linear behavior implications being explored 

before non-linear (Barbour and Krahn, 2004). The particular components of the numerical model, 

are selected taking into account monitoring, geological and geotechnical data; for example 

creeping identification from constant deformation rate observed in monitoring campaigns. 

Monitoring data is again used to validate and calibrate the model by fitting quantitative 

measurements of motion, comparing kinematics patterns and catching the spatial extension of 

the phenomena. The use of A-DInSAR data for quantitative adjustment of the model is limited 

by the quality of the time series and sampling frequency.  The outputs of the monitoring and 

modelling procedures will then serve to refine the landslide classification and be used by land 

management decision makers, stakeholders, technicians and/or scientist for different 

applications.  

The sources of information to achieve the different phases of each pillar are: 

A Landslide classification:   

 Activity: 

o State of activity: by field identification (preliminary) and/or motion 

monitoring (refined). 

o Distribution of activity: by field identification (preliminary), and/or 

motion monitoring (refined) and/or modelling (refined). 

o Style of activity: by field identification (preliminary) and/or motion 

monitoring (refined). 

 Velocity: by field identification and/or motion monitoring. 

 Type of movement: by field identification (preliminary), and/or motion 

monitoring (refined) and/or modelling (refined). 

 Type of material: by field identification (preliminary), and/or geotechnical 

characterization (refined) by in situ geotechnical instrumentation or 

laboratory test of soil samples. 

 Magnitude: area and/or volume of landslide extension by field identification 

(preliminary), area by surface motion monitoring (refined), area and/or 

volume by modelling (refined). 
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Figure D.1. Diagram showing the integral practice for site scale slow moving landslide analysis 

founded in three basic pillars: classification, monitoring and 3D forward modelling. 
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B A-DInSAR monitoring: 

 Scenario analysis  

o Type of land cover: by orthophoto and/or field identification. 

o Spatial extension landslide: by geological cartography. 

o Deformations dynamics: by other monitoring techniques, and/or 

field identification. 

o Geometry of the slope: by topography (printed or online 

cartography) and/or field identification. 

o Period to be monitored: by specific requirements of each analysis. 

 Selection of dataset: by satellite sensor specifications. 

 Visibility analysis: 

o Land cover: by land use databases (medium to low resolution) and 

/or S2 optical image classification (high resolution). 

o Relief index: by DEM databases. 

 A-DInSAR processing: by the selection of most adequate available software. 

 

C Landslide 3D model: 

 Conceptual model: 

o 3D lithostratigraphic geometry:  

 Topography: by digital elevation models. 

 Lithostratigraphy: by geological interpretation, boreholes 

core logging, geophysical profiles. 

 Discontinuities: (e.g. faults) by geological interpretation, 

boreholes core logging, inclinometric data, geophysical 

profiles. 

 Hydrogeological conditions: by piezometric data. 

o Geotechnical parameters of the material: (e.g. density, cohesion, 

friction angle) by in situ geotechnical instrumentation or laboratory 

test of soil samples. 

o Conditions: 

 Boundary: (fixed of free) by geological interpretation.  

 Load (static or dynamic): (caused by e.g. infrastructures, 

surface water and earthquakes) by structural calculations, 

estimations, ground peak acceleration etc. 

 Initial conditions: by defining primary equilibrium state and 

the triggering factor (or factors) that initialize movement.  

o Assumptions: are unavoidable for the sake of simplicity. Perform 

sensitivity analyses to see how those assumptions influence the 

results. 

 Mathematical model: by defining the interaction that exist between the solid 

skeleton and the pore fluids of the soil  

 Numerical model: by defining the type of movement, type of materials and 

discontinuities of the media to discretize the media either by continuum 

mechanics (e.g. FEM) or discrete particles (e.g. Discrete Element Method). 

 Constitutive model: by laboratory test of soil sample or observation of 

behavior in time (e.g. monitoring displacements). 
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

This PhD Thesis has been committed to the study of site scale slow moving landslides 

affecting urban areas or infrastructures. An integral practice for analysis, based on accurate 

landslide classification, A-DInSAR surface monitoring and 3D deterministic numerical 

modelling, has been presented. The formulated objectives have been addressed by the analysis 

of three real landslide case studies which have been published in international journals included 

in the quartile Q1 of the Journal Citations Reports (JCR) Science Edition.  

The general conclusions raised from the publications of each case study are valid for similar 

slow moving landslides local analysis. 

Regarding the first objective, the importance of preliminary landslide classification has 

been remarked as the first step to approach landslide studies. The case study described in Chapter 

2, occurring in Arcos de la Frontera town, presents two different geotechnical processes (a slow 

earth slide and the compaction of an artificial earth fill) that have been detected with A-DInSAR 

monitoring. The remote sensing surface motion data was correctly interpreted only after the two 

different mechanisms were identified. Additionally, it was demonstrated that even a short set of 

SAR images are capable of detecting surface displacement (i.e. active areas) if a multi-master 

method is used. 

Related to the second objective, it has been demonstrated that A-DInSAR techniques can 

be applied in operational geotechnical monitoring of site scale slow moving landslides. A 

practical guideline has been presented in Chapter 3 that includes an appropriate dataset selection 

taking into account the scenario characteristics, a high resolution visibility analysis using 

Sentinel-2 optical data and considerations when comparing advanced differential SAR 

interferometry (A-DInSAR) results with other monitoring techniques.  

Finally, as regard to the third objective, 3D landslide kinematics modelling has been 

successfully achieved taking advantage of the versatility of the finite elements method (FEM) 

programs. In Chapter 4 it has been demonstrated that short to medium term predictions of the 

evolution of real site scale slow earth slides in 3D are achievable, taking advantage of the high 

spatial density of surface displacement data from advanced remote sensing techniques that can 

be used for calibration and validation. It has been proven that, for the purposes of reproducing 

slow velocity landslides in a more realistic way, 3D analyses are preferable to 2D ones, mainly 

for two reasons: it catches the 3D features that all landslides exhibit, differential movements and 

prevents from testing different profiles to find the most critical one. The 3D model has been 

adjusted to determine material parameters uncertainties by a stability back analysis and by 

reproducing the time dependent past behavior, using a coupled formulation to model solid 

skeleton and pore fluids interaction (taking into account daily rainfall intensity). It has been 

confirmed that 3D models are complex and demanding, yet at the same time they offer precise 

quantitative results, which are very valuable for engineering solutions calculations and hazard 

assessment.  
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FUTURE RESEARCH LINES 

The future research lines that can be drawn as a continuation of this work are the following: 

 Landslide size classification by their area 

Landslide magnitude is a parameter normally used for hazard and risk landslide 

investigations, where is described as the measure of the landslide size referred to a quantitative 

measure of the landslide volume, encompassing main scarp and displaced mass. Along with 

other parameters (such as velocity) it is used for estimating the intensity or potential damaging 

of landslides. To calculate the volume of material before the landslide moves, the depth of the 

sliding surface must be known. Inclinometric devices give information, among other, of the depth 

of the surface of rupture. However installing instrumentation is not always possible and it is 

immeasurable for regional analysis. In most of the national landslides inventories only a small 

percentage of landslides cases provide that information (Herrera et al., 2018). For rotational or 

translational slides, the area can be easily obtained from aerial photographs or satellite images. 

Making a universal classification of slides by their size referring to their area is an ambitious task, 

but it could be very advantageous for the landslide community and land use decision makers.  

 Moving from deterministic to probabilistic approaches 

In landslide geological and geotechnical assessment, one must deal with uncertainties, 

caused by limited geo-exploration (statistical uncertainty), measurement errors, spatial 

variability of soil and rock properties, limited parameter evaluation and/or limitations of 

calculation (F. Nadim lecture in LARAM course, 2016). The proposed stability and time 

dependent model uses deterministic parameters values, however probability functions for each 

uncertain parameter could be used, in order to obtain margins of safety or motion evolution. 

Probabilistic analyses complement the conventional deterministic analyses and add great value 

to the quantitative results. 

 Inversion analysis 

In this work a forward model has been proposed. For this model, a great amount of reliable 

input data is needed. However, in regional scale analysis exhaustive geotechnical investigations 

are difficult to encompass and even in scale site analysis an important degree of uncertainty is 

common. Inversion techniques could be applied taking advantage of the high spatial density 

surface data given by advanced remote sensing monitoring systems, by quantitative fitting of 

displacement modulus and direction using misfit strategies.  
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